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Abstract 

 
 

João Vilanova Artigas was one of the most important architects and thinkers 
of Brazilian twentieth-century architecture. Together with his office partner, 
Carlos Cascaldi, he designed buildings that still fire academic researches and 
debates among students and architects in Brazil and abroad. 

 
His greatest contributions have been associated with the social role of the 
architect. Artigas used to directly associate structural design and social 
design. However, this association hasn’t been yet fully investigated. 

 
Having lived and practiced architecture in times of Cold War and military 
dictatorship in Brazil, the present study suggests that Artigas and Cascaldi 
may have represented the political conflict in the design of reinforced 
concrete structures. By creating unnatural relationships between lightness and 
weight that resulted from artistic manipulations of the relationship between 
load and support, they created allegories of a dreamed society. 
 
Artigas and Cascaldi questioned the natural behaviour of a reinforced 
concrete structure in the same way they questioned the structure upon which a 
society is built. By doing this, they called into question the notions of load, 
support and force flow. 
 
Having put this hypothesis, this research sought to answer the main following 
question: what social designs did Artigas and Cascaldi might have represented 
in the design of reinforced concrete structures? 
 
The answer was given in six chapters that discuss the ideology, the 
methodology and the philosophy adopted by these two architects in their 
structural designs - which were interpreted from a both cultural and technical 
standpoint. 





Zusammenfassung 

 
João Vilanova Artigas war einer der wichtigsten Architekten und Denker der 
brasilianischen Architektur des 20. Jahrhunderts. Zusammen mit seinem 
Büropartner Carlos Cascaldi plante er Bauten, die bis heute die akademische 
Forschung und die Debatte unter Studierenden und Architekten in Brasilien 
und im Ausland befeuern. 

 
Seine wichtigsten Beiträge stehen im Zusammenhang mit der 
gesellschaftlichen Rolle des Architekten. Artigas verband den 
Tragwerksentwurf mit sozialen Aspekten. Diese Verknüpfung wurde jedoch 
bisher nicht umfassend untersucht. 

 
Artigas und Cascaldi praktizierten zur Zeit des kalten Krieges und der 
Militärdiktatur in Brasilien. Die vorliegende Arbeit verweist auf die 
Darstellung des politischen Konflikts in der Gestaltung von 
Stahlbetonstrukturen. Durch die Erzeugung von unnatürlichen Beziehungen 
zwischen Leichtigkeit und Schwere, resultierend aus kunstvollen 
Manipulationen der Beziehung von Last und Tragfunktion, haben Sie 
Allegorien einer erträumten Gesellschaft kreiert. 

 
Artigas und Cascaldi hinterfragten das natürliche Verhalten einer 
Stahlbetonstruktur in derselben Art, wie sie gesellschaftliche Strukturen 
hinterfragten. Dabei stellten Sie die Vorstellung von Last, Tragfunktion und 
Kräfteverlauf in Frage. 

 
Die vorliegende Arbeit versucht im Zusammenhang mit dieser Hypothese die 
folgende Hauptfrage zu beantworten: Welche sozialen Strukturen könnten in 
der Gestaltung der Stahlbetonstrukturen von Artigas und Cascaldi 
repräsentiert sein? 

 
Die Antwort findet sich in sechs Kapiteln, welche die Ideologie, die Methodik 
und die Philosophie diskutieren, welche die zwei Architekten in ihrer 
Tragwerksgestaltung anwendeten. Diese wurden sowohl von einem 
kulturellen, als auch von einem technischen Standpunkt interpretiert. 
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Note 
 

 
João Batista Vilanova Artigas and Carlos Cascaldi were partners from 1948 to 
1967. Although a partnership that lasted almost twenty years, the 
historiography of architecture has attributed credit for the buildings designed 
by the duo almost entirely to Artigas.  

Of the little known about the professional relationship of the two, it is true 
that Artigas (1915-1985), while Professor at the Polytechnic School of the 
University of São Paulo, invited Cascaldi, who was his student, to set up a 
company which would ultimately be fruitful for Brazilian architecture. 

History, however, is silent on the role of Cascaldi (1918-?) in the 
development of this architecture. While acknowledging this fact, it is not 
intended in this work to investigate the relationship between the two, nor to 
discover why Cascaldi remained in the shadow of his more famous partner. In 
fact, little or nothing is known about this enigmatic partner and former student 
of Artigas, who left no publications, accounts or interviews. According to a 
family member, Cascaldi was a man of few words and above all, a family 
man concerned with earning money to pay the bills at the end of the month.  

Therefore, the dynamic of the professional association established between 
the two shall not be discussed here. Cascaldi´s contribution shall be 
recognized solely in as far both he and Artigas shall be mentioned throughout 
the dissertation as authors of the works of architecture under study. Clearly in 
citations referring to the content of these works, Artigas was the only one who 
manifested publicly. 

Aspects of the work of Artigas and Cascaldi not directly associated with the 
structural design shall not be addressed. Spatial distribution, circulation and 
lighting, along with matters connected with the construction of these buildings 
are largely excluded. Also, the controversial theories about Brutalist 
Architecture in Brazil and the so-called São Paulo School – although both 
attributed to the pioneering approach of Artigas, will also not be discussed. 
These latter themes would have overly broadened the scope of this study. 

The three buildings analysed are: the School of Architecture and Urbanism 
of the University of São Paulo (FAUUSP, 1961), the Dressing Rooms of São 
Paulo Football Club (SPFC, 1960), and Anhembi Tennis Club (ATC, 1962). 
Other buildings designed by Artigas and Cascaldi shall be mentioned merely 
to provide support for the thesis discussed, but are not central to the study as 
they lack the structural complexity of the three buildings listed above. The 



structural designs of these buildings are clearly based on two static concepts: 
material (mechanical) and abstract (symbolic). This dualism was the condition 
established by the present study on which to base the discussion of the poetic 
nature of conflict in the structural design of Artigas and Cascaldi.  

It should also be noted that lack of access to the structural designs of the 
works researched here preclude the presentation of more complete 
documentation on these buildings. Only the structural design of the FAUUSP 
was found. The designs for the SPFC Dressing Rooms and the Anhembi 
Tennis Club were not accessed. Architects close to Artigas and/or Cascaldi 
also failed to collaborate in the study, preventing access to information that 
could only be obtained through interviews or informal conversations. In 
addition, requests for access to private engineering archives were always 
denied.  

Last but not least, none of these obstacles prevented a valid investigation 
into the relationship between the structural design and vision of society that 
manifest in the joint work of Artigas and Cascaldi – the central theme of the 
present study. 
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This struggle [between the infinite and the finite] is a 
conflict defined not by the indifference of the two sides in 
their distinction, but by their being bound together in one 
unity. I am not one of the fighters locked in a battle, but 
both, and I am the struggle itself. I am fire and water... 
 
 
Hegel
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“What (...) shall we choose? Weight or lightness?”1  This is the fundamental 
question that Milan Kundera put to readers in his memorable novel, The 
Unbearable Lightness of Being. Tomas, the story´s main character, goes 
through the existential drama of choosing between the lightness and volatility 
of being uncommitted, and the weight of a long-lasting loving relationship.   

For Kundera, the response to the dilemma of his character was the same as 
that of the myth of the eternal return. Although the lightness of freedom 
without commitment appears attractive at first glance, with it comes 
insignificance. Kundera compares this lack of significance to the lightness of 
a transient life, which appears and disappears, never to return. He observed 
that such a life was comparable to a “shadow, without weight, dead in 
advance”.2 

The lightness associated with the transient shall not carry with it neither 
merit nor unworthiness, but will annihilate, by its volatile and impermanent 
nature, the weight and significance of all of our acts: “the absolute absence of 
a burden causes man to be lighter than air, to soar into the heights, take leave 
of the earth and his earthly being, and become only half real, his movements a 
free as they are insignificant.”3 

By contrast, a life led in the form of eternal return shall have, as Kundera 
notes, the quality “of a solid mass, permanently protuberant, its inanity 
irreparable.”4 In this case, the repetition of life and of history, like an eternal  
déjà vu, not only gives life meaning, but also the weight of responsibility for 
our acts, since they shall repeat in exactly the same manner ad aeternum:5 “in 
the world of eternal return the weight of unbearable responsibility lies heavy 
on every move we make.6 Kundera explains that “this is why Nietzsche called 
the idea of eternal return the heaviest of burdens (das schwerste Gewicht).”7  

Kundera goes further to affirm that, if the eternal return is the heaviest of 
burdens, then our lives can “stand out against it in all their splendid 
lightness”.8 However, he also poses the question: “is heaviness deplorable and 
lightness splendid?”9 With no answer, he said he was sure of only one thing: 

                                                        
1 Kundera, Milan. The Unbearable Lightness of Being. London: Faber and Faber, 1999, p.5 
2 Ibidem, p.3 
3 Ibidem, pp.4-5 
4 Ibidem., p.3  
5 Idem 
6 Idem 
7 Ibidem, pp.4-5 
8 Idem 
9 Idem 
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“the lightness/weight opposition is the most mysterious, most ambiguous of 
all.”10  

But besides classifying the eternal return as “the heaviest of burdens”, 
Kundera also describes it as something that “crushes us” and “pins us to the 
ground”.11 This heavy burden, the weight-of-weights, can also be given the 
name of gravity - a force of unknown origin that subjugates us, makes us 
earthbound and, under which shapes are formed that obey implacable physical 
laws. 

In his work as an architect, João Vilanova Artigas was intensely concerned 
with this weight-of-weights. Inexorable was the word he used to refer to 
gravity. His relationship with this force ran so deep that he defined 
architecture itself as “basically defeating the law of gravity, eliminating 
supports, crossing spans, balancing. The rest is comfort. A little comfort here, 
a bit there...”12 

But when directly associating architecture, the force of gravity and 
supports, Artigas is referring to the load-bearing structure of buildings.13 This 
statement is relevant given that in architecture, a structure can be defined in 
numerous ways. We can refer to a wooden structure. Or say that the whole 
building is a single structure. Structure in the sense of spatial organization 
also exists in architecture – as in the circulation and distribution of spaces in 
the floor plans. When addressing the construction details, other structures also 
emerge – for instance the steel structure of the reinforced concrete, or the 
molecular structure of the building materials. 

Thus, there are numerous definitions of structure in architecture. However, 
the idea that the word structure most readily conjures where architecture of 
buildings is concerned is that of load-bearing: beams, pillars, foundations, 
floors, walls. Consequently, the structure of a work of architecture is most 
commonly defined as the part of the building responsible for bearing fixed 
and mobile loads.  

The load-bearing structure14 offered Artigas the ideal place to provide, in 
his way, an answer to the dilemma of choosing between lightness and weight 

                                                        
10 Ibidem., p.5 
11 Ibidem, pp.4-5 
12 Ferraz, Marcelo Carvalho (org.). Vilanova Artigas: Arquitetos Brasileiros - Brazilian Architects. São 
Paulo: Instituto Lina Bo e Pietro Maria Bardi: Fundação Vilanova Artigas, 1997 / “basicamente vencer a 
força da gravidade, eliminando suportes, cruzando vãos, equilibrando....” 
13 The term structure conjures a wide array of definitions, concept and images in areas as diverse and 
complex as quantum physics as well as simple everyday objects such as the structure of an onion or a 
fabric. 
14 Artigas regarded structure as “the most valuable part of a building”. 
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that Milan Kundera had incorporated into his famous novel.15 Similarly to the 
main character Tomas, Artigas also faced the dilemma in architecture of 
choosing between the insignificance of the uncommitted and volatile 
lightness, and the heaviness of a weight of significances, responsibilities and 
commitments. The solution he found was to create a dialectic. In Artigas´ 
words: “I confess that I seek the value of the force of gravity, not for the 
processes of making things thinner here there and everywhere, so that the 
light is light for the sake of it. What intrigues me is making heavy forms, 
bringing them close to the ground and then dialectically denying them.”16 

To deny dialectically is not the same as simply denying one thing to affirm 
another. In the dialectic denial of weight, lightness is no longer light and 
heaviness is no longer heavy. In dialectic denial, pairs of opposites lose the 
common-sense meaning attributed to them. And Artigas knew this. In some of 
his works, especially those designed in conjunction with Carlos Cascaldi, he 
refuses to make a choice between weight and lightness – in other words, to 
choose one over the other. In the structural design of the façades of the School 
of Architecture and Urbanism of the University of São Paulo (FAUUSP), for 
example, weight and lightness coexist without being able to defined clear 
boundaries between them and also: without this creating a paradox. What 
appears to be a heavy massive monolith of reinforced concrete was built on 
supports with small cross-section, producing an apparent contradiction in 
which the weight does not subjugate the sensation of lightness and lightness 
does not exclude the perception of weight. Both exist in dialectic, without one 
suppressing the other. 

Although underpinned by an intellectual argument – and dependent on 
subjective perception – a dialectic method works as follows: it is employed to 
try and overcome or subjugate the dual world. Thus, dialectic denial, as 
pursued by Artigas, is not the same as simply denying something to affirm its 
opposite. It does not constitute denying the light to affirm the dark, denying 
the low to affirm the high, nor denying heaviness to affirm lightness.  

The dialectic seeks to resolve conflict between pairs of opposites since it 
attempts to transcend the opposition between them. It can be defined as  “a 
method of examining and discussing opposing ideas in order to find the 

                                                        
15 The choice between weight and lightness was not, however, the only dilemma faced by Artigas in his 
career. Among others, he also faced the dilemma of designing - or not designing - for a progressive 
bourgeoisie. Some left wings thinkers thought the economic elite should be made aware of the need for 
social changes. Theoretically, this was thought as a method of gradually introducing communism. 
According to Miguel Buzzar (2011), it was believed that capitalist modernization in a dependent economy 
such as Brazil, should be articulated with the bourgeois democracy; only after this historical stage of 
capitalist development the struggle for socialism could take place. 
16 Artigas, João B. Vilanova.  A Função Social do Arquiteto. São Paulo: Nobel, 1989, p.72 
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truth”; “the dialectical tension or opposition between two interacting forces or 
elements“; “any systematic reasoning, exposition, or argument that juxtaposes 
opposed or contradictory ideas and usually seeks to resolve their conflict”.17  

In dialectic, pairs of opposites are juxtaposed in order to blur – or even 
preclude – the definition of boundaries between them. When a “heavy” form 
appears to be contradictorily light, and the light becomes capable of bearing 
weight, this produces a fusion in which an opposing pair is neither one nor the 
other, but is one and the other at the same time. This eliminates antagonism 
yet without eliminating the awareness of the differences between them. 

In order to achieve this effect, dialectic can draw on figures of speech 
which transcend the opposition between binomials such as weight/lightness, 
light/dark, above/below, hot/cold, truth/lies. The truth, when sought using this 
method, is not an anti-thesis of lies, but rather a synthesis between truth and 
lies. Similarly, weight and lightness no longer oppose one another and are 
transformed into a synthesis between light and heavy. 

However, because it is alien to everyday thinking, a dialectic synthesis can 
create meanings as strange as the relationship between two conflicting terms 
of an oxymoron – a rhetorical figure of speech used to create dramatic effects 
in literature. A word derived from the combination of two Greek terms: oxys, 
meaning “sharp” and moro, an oxymoron can be translated as sharp fool, or 
wise idiot. 

Although the word oxymoron is formed by the combination of two 
contradictory terms: wise and idiot, oxymorons are not exactly the same as 
contradictions or paradoxes: “a paradox seems contradictory to the general 
truth but it does contain an implied truth. An oxymoron, however, may 
produce a dramatic effect but does not make sense.”18 

Oxymorons are invariably formed by the juxtaposition of two words having 
opposite meanings that produce an incongruous meaning, but whose purpose 
is to draw attention to the poetic dimension of this combination. These figures 
of speech create a drama from ambiguous meanings and are based on terms so 
absolutely contrary that, by creating absurd and conflicting combinations 
force us to find metaphorical meanings. Some examples of this ambiguity are: 
absent presence, eloquent silence, falsely true, joyful sadness, open secret, 
cruel kindness, seriously funny. 

William Shakespeare, for example, used this figure of speech to express 
conflicting feelings. In Romeo and Juliet, “we notice a series of oxymoron 
being employed when Romeo confronts the love of an inaccessible woman.”19  

                                                        
17 In Merriam Webster: http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/dialectic. Viewed on 7.4.2016 
18 In http://literarydevices.net/oxymoron/. Viewed on 27/5/2015 
19 Idem 
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The intensity of the experience of a character is conveyed by conjunctions of 
terms with opposite meanings which, according to logic and reason, should 
mutually exclude one another. “An intense emotional effect is produced to 
highlight his mental conflict by the use of contradictory pairs of words”20, 
such as: “O heavy lightness! Serious vanity! Misshapen chaos of well-
seeming forms! Feather of lead, bright smoke, cold fire, sick health!21 ‘In 
Hamlet, Shakespeare expresses the disdain for the romance between his 
mother and his father´s killer using oxymorons like: “I must be cruel, only to 
be kind”.22  

The 16th Century Portuguese poet Luiz Vaz de Camões also made use of 
oxymorons in: “love is a fire that burns unseen, / a wound that aches yet isn’t 
felt, / an always discontent contentment, / a pain that rages without hurting 
(...)“.23  In contemporary Brazilian literature, Carlos Drummond de Andrade 
has also created oxymorons, such as in the poem Terceiro Dia (Third Day) in 
which he says: “I escape or I´m not sure, but it´s so hard / this infinite ultra-
confined space". Euclides da Cunha, another Brazilian writer, also coined 
oxymorons such as “retrospective prophecy”.24 

Together with Cascaldi, Artigas dramatized the design of load-bearing 
structure to create a incongruent relationship between weight and lightness - 
in the same way as the literary devices cited above – employing oxymoron 
that force us to seek metaphorical meanings. Certain aspects of the structural 
design of this duo of architects can be compared to this figure of speech, in as 
far as, in the load-bearing part of the structure, where common sense expects 
to find massive supports capable of bearing a huge volume of concentrated 
load, there is empty space – which, at least to human perception, is the 
opposite of mass. The same occurs in parts of the structure in which, instead 
of solid transitions able to support the weight of heavy walls, beams or slabs 
of reinforced concrete, we find slenderness and delicate emptiness represented 
by narrow cavities or slim structural supports that, from certain views appear 
to be supported on points of contact without area or volume. 

The effect achieved was provocative because it contradicted logic and 
common sense. By juxtaposing both solid and empty space as well as weight 
and lightness in the design of the reinforced concrete structure, Artigas and 
Cascaldi produced dramatic effects akin to oxymorons by designing empty 

                                                        
20 Idem 
21 Ibidem, William Shakespeare in Romeo and Juliet, Act I, Scene I 
22 http://literarydevices.net/oxymoron. Viewed on 27/5/2015 
23 In http://www.poetryinternationalweb.net/pi/site/poem/item/8436/auto/0/Love-is-a-fire-that-burns-
unseen. Viewed on 28.01.2017. Translated by Richard Zenith. “Amor é fogo que arde sem se ver/É ferida 
que dói e não se sente/É um contentamente descontente/É dor que desatina sem doer.” 
24 Original text, in Portuguese: “Eu fujo ou não sei não, mas é tão duro / este infinito espaço ultra fechado” 
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spaces where common sense expects to find mass, and reducing the 
dimensions of the structural supports to zero (or near-zero), at load-bearing 
points. If we were able, for example, to translate the structural design of the 
FAUUSP building into literature, we could create verses based on oxymorons 
such as fragile robust,  hollow solid, dense emptiness, voluminous slenderness 
or heavy lightness.25 

Artigas said he found it easy to shift between poetry and architecture: 
“poets for me have a language that I find really easy to read, in conveying 
these difficult things.”26 By “difficult things” he meant the difficulties 
identifying the true source of inspiration of an artist. What Artigas did not say 
however, was that poets may also carry the language of architecture over to 
poetry. His works – particularly those which dramatize the relationship 
between weight and lightness – can serve as an inspiration for compositions in 
verse or prose. 

Moving in the opposite way, Artigas drew on literature as a source of 
inspiration for works of architecture: “to assimilate the criteria of proportion, 
to be honest with you, I drew on the poetry of [João] Cabral de Melo Neto, 
when he said ´A knife all blade´. To my eyes this is a metaphor of precision 
that led me to seek these relationships of proportion with the subjectivism 
typical of artistic creativity, which does not stem from just any divine 
inspiration, but through experiencing the culture, and cannot be well defined, 
where the events that truly inspire it are found.”27  

João Cabral de Melo Neto is known as the poet-engineer or poet-architect. 
His poetry has a vigorous order. Cabral was a geometrician of poetry, a 
constructivist.28 But Cabral de Melo Neto was, above all, “a builder”.29 And a 
builder regards poems as an object to be built methodically. According to 
Antonio Candido, the book which best portrays this builder side of Cabral de 
Melo Neto is The engineer.30  

Besides the metaphor of precision that Artigas found in the poem A knife 
all blade, there are other similarities between his works of architecture and 
this poem. One of these similarities is the use of images or terms that 
contradict each other. Referring to the FAUUSP building as heavy lightness, 

                                                        
25 Another example: warmly cold concrete 
26 Artigas, João B. Vilanova.  A Função Social do Arquiteto. São Paulo: Nobel, 1989, p.47 
27 Idem 
28 Francisco José Gonçalves Lima Rocha: In revista IEB, São Paulo, n.55, 2012, p.129: “The 
‘constructivism’ of João Cabral, if we go by Antonio Candido, is found in the first volume by the poet, 
Pedra do sono (Stone of sleep) (1942).” 
29 Ibidem, p.130 
30 Ibidem, p.132. Together with this book, “Education by stone” is regarded as the most architectonic of 
João Cabral de Melo Neto´s publications 
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for instance, finds a parallel in Cabral de Melo Neto’s poem, since in this “all 
images (…) carry contradictory meanings”, as Roberta da Costa de Sousa 
affirmed. This contradiction appears for example in the verses: “the stripped 
blade/which grows as it wears down”.31   

Akin to the dialectic denial of weight used by Artigas and Cascaldi, Cabral 
de Melo Neto also used a dialectic method to express the following difficult-
to-understand idea: “the whole of the poem ´A knife all blade´ consists of a 
dialect of approaching an object whose very nature evades being grasped.’”32 
According to Costa, “the dramatic conflict that fuels the work is based on the 
fight between that which you´d like to say and that which you can say.”33 It 
therefore resembles Artigas´ desire of transforming the volume of the House 
of Triangles (1958) into a single surface via the addition of concretist murals 
painted on the façades. Artigas affirmed that the abstract design thus formed 
[on the facades of the house] had the purpose of breaking down and 
transforming volumes into surface.34 According to him, it would be “like 
transforming a whole house into a surface, breaking (….) down volumes, 
using a new language.”35 

It is not possible, however, to grasp this house – composed of only a single 
surface. At least not based on the senses. It can only be conceived within a 
poetic, inner space without images or words.36 The poem A knife all blade, as 
well as Artigas’ single surfaced House of Triangles, expresses the difficulty of 
equating reality with an image that cannot be grasped: “at last to reality/the 
first and of such violent/that in trying to grasp it/every image splits.”37 

Besides seeking inspiration in poetry, Artigas also investigated how writers 
and poets transposed their artistic work to political militancy and vice-versa. 
In 1952, commenting on the content of an article he had written, Artigas said: 
“I had (…) the opportunity and the need to start getting involved with other  

                                                        
31 In English: “A knife all blade”: “the stripped blade which grows/as it wears down,/the less it sleeps/the 
less sleep there is”. Translated from the Portuguese by Kerry Shawn Keys, University of Iowa. 
www.uiowa.edu/91st/vol5-num2/joao-cabral-de-melo-neto. Viewd on 27/5/2015 
32 da Costa de Sousa, Roberta. João Cabral de Melo Neto e o Estilo da Faca, p.5 APUD Barbosa, João 
Alexandre. A imitação da forma: uma leitura de João Cabral de Melo Neto. São Paulo: Duas Cidades, 
1975, p.149. In http://www.ciencialit.letras.ufrj.br/garrafa14/robertacsousa_joaocabralde.pdf, Viewed 
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sectors of Brazilian cultural thinking. Experiencing the Brazilian Association 
of Writers and also with all the fields of activity, with artists, trying to 
organize them politically, to appreciate how their art impacted political 
thinking, or how writers extended their artistic and literary creativity to 
political thinking, which was central at the time.”38 Artigas also said he had 
felt compelled to “bring into the political and ideological fray, the few 
architects back then (…)”39, and that, inspired by the political engagement of 
the writers, could seek paths in Brazilian architecture, as he began to do at the 
time.”40  

This intense contact with writers first bore fruit in his writings on 
architecture. Referring to two of his most polemic articles: Le Corbusier e o 
Imperialismo and Os Caminhos da Arquitetura Moderna (Le Corbusier and 
Imperialism and The Paths of Modern Architecture)41, Artigas stated it would 
be hard to grasp them without considering the complex political-cultural 
context in which they were penned during the early 1950s.42 Both texts were 
published by the magazine Fundamentos – which had close ties both with 
Brazil´s Communist Party (PCB) and the Brazilian Association of Writers 
(ABE) – representing the most politically organized intellectuals of culture in 
Brazil at the time.43  

Artigas saw in the relationship between politics and culture a solid base for 
building an authentically Brazilian architecture. He lamented, however, the 
recommendation on style and format given to artists and intellectuals by his 
party. Some of his militant colleagues felt in a position of authority to dictate, 
among other things, the way in which writers should write their novels, or 
how architects should design their buildings. 

Single-minded in his way of thinking, Artigas rejected the architecture 
guidelines – even those provided by his own party. He referred to the socialist 
realism adopted as the official guidelines of soviet architecture as “wedding 
cake”; he praised, with reservations, the harmonious curves designed by 
Oscar Niemeyer; and was not convinced that the Portuguese colonial style 
could serve as a reference for creating the truly national architecture - as 
proposed by Lucio Costa, mastermind of the urban plan for Brasília. 

                                                        
38 Artigas, João B. Vilanova.  A Função Social do Arquiteto. São Paulo: Nobel, 1989, p.46 
39 Artigas, João Vilanova. Caminhos da Arquitetura. São Paulo: Cosac&Naify Edições, 1999, p.11 
40 Idem 
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42 Op.Cit., p.11 
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Moreover, Artigas also declared that he was not "a member of any 
academy, especially not the academy of Brazilian modern architecture.”44 In a 
statement he said that he had chosen to do as he saw fit and, therefore, felt 
free to cherry pick the aspects he wanted [from the national culture].45 

However, despite the uniqueness of his works, some exhibit connections with 
the architectural and even structural designs – of his fellow professionals. The 
Museum of Modern Art of Rio de Janeiro, for example, designed by Affonso 
Reidy in the 1950s, may have served as a reference for the structural design of 
Anhembi Tennis Club, designed by Artigas and Cascaldi in 1962.  

Similarly to Artigas, others also sought to create an authentically Brazilian 
architecture. They all lived during a period in which Brazil - already 
emancipated from Portugal and the monarchy - sought to discover an 
architectonic identity of its own. What would a genuinely national 
architecture be like? Is there such a thing? Artigas felt this was a grave 
problem for him. 

This was, however, an issue given secondary importance owing to the need 
he saw to fight against the advances of North American imperialism in Brazil. 
More than mapping the paths of a national architecture, he believed that, in 
order to allow democracy to flourish and develop a truly Brazilian culture, the 
country must first be freed from the political, economic and cultural yoke of 
the United States. 

An ardent communist, Artigas reminisced proudly that, even after World 
War II, “the socialist ideas remained solid, despite the full power of the 
capitalist world being set against them.”46 According to him, this capitalist 
failure had led to the world´s economic elite conjuring a new war in the mid 
1940s. Artigas explained his point of view, saying that.. 

 
“when the second world war had pretty much come to an end, the 
International bourgeoisie (..) soon proposed the notion that the war 
had been thwarted because internal contradictions had won out, (...)  
namely the contradictions between bourgeois pseudo-democracies 
and fascism, but the socialist soul and thinking had survived. 
Therefore a Third World War was needed.”47  

 

                                                        
44 Transcription of Artigas’s speech given at the Museu da Imagem e do Som da Secretaria de Cultura de 
Fortaleza, in 1981, p.14 (FAUUSP Archives, 1985) 
45 Idem 
46 Transcription of Artigas’s speech given at the Museu da Imagem e do Som da Secretaria de Cultura de 
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47 Ibidem, p.13 
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Whether right or wrong in his interpretation of history, Artigas mobilized as 
best he could against the threat of another conflict. In his view, “architecture 
with the perspective of universal war cannot exist”.48 In practice, he decided to 
join groups whose goal was to mobilize all the ranks of architecture 
professionals against war.  Artigas said that he and.. 
 

“other architects set up the International Union of Architects to 
uphold the universal ideas of peace as a basis of the future world. 
Without it there would be no world, no man, no anything. Thus, this 
entity called the International Union of Architect has a singular sole 
purpose: to fight for harmonious interaction between peoples of the 
world over, such that there is nothing under any circumstances 
through which decadent capitalism can trigger another World War, 
with which he threatens us saying: accept these conditions else we 
shall wipe out humanity as a whole.”49 
 

Artigas saw the creation of the International Union of Architects as 
“something done as part of the fight for peace, against the Cold War.”50 
However, the association he made between ´the universal ideas of peace' and 
the practice of architecture was fueled by his political militancy in the 
Brazilian Communist Party (PCB) – which, in fact, represented one of the 
sides involved in the war.  

This Brazilian arm of socialism was affiliated with the flag of piece hoisted 
by the World Peace Council (WPC), founded in the late 1940s with the help 
of the Communist Information Bureau (Cominform). This in turn was charged 
with coordinating communist parties worldwide (including in Brazil) under 
the auspices of the Soviet Union. These two entities were founded at the time 
when the Soviet Union vied with the United States for hegemony of the 
planet. With the commencement of rivalry, both governments transformed 
science and culture into accessory instruments – albeit no less important – to 
seize power. To this end, in parallel with the political and economic dispute, 
there was also a cultural battle. Luciana Arbex explained that "the dispute 
between the powers (…) gave rise to the development of a vast array of 
cultural activities – such as national and international congresses, trips, 
exchange visits and discussions on culture that were publicized in the press - 
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which became known as the "Cultural Cold War (...).”51 According to Arbex, 
“on the soviet side, there were communist militants and sympathizers from 
different parts of the world, where the USSR adopted the ´fight for peace´ flag 
as a means of bringing together individuals with different left-leaning 
ideologies."52 Arbex, notes that “this international mobilization whose mission 
was the safe-guarder of peace, became known as the Movement for World 
Peace (…).”53 

This flag of peace was, however, accused of being an instrument used by 
the USSR to create an anti-American front. Some critics regarded it as an 
organized movement to break the North American Atlantic Pact (NATO), 
disarm the United States and to divide the West in the face of soviet power. 
Those who viewed the movement with distrust also accused the USSR of 
mobilizing people genuinely interested in peace, without actually intending to 
implement peace54 This was believed to be a way of attracting contingents 
from outside party circles, and to stoke the political and social unrest 
promoted by the communists in the West.55  

In fact, the international events organized by the World Peace Council 
(WTC) were successful in garnering the support of millions of people the 
world over, numbering among them artists and intellectuals such as Pablo 
Picasso, William Gropper, Jean Paul Sartre, Pablo Neruda, Diego Rivera, 
Georg Lukács and Ilya Ehrenburg. Brazilians, writers, poets, scientists, 
painters and sculptors were also involved, including Mario Schenberg and 
Jorge Amado – with the latter being a friend of Neruda.56  

Numbering among the most noteworthy achievements promoted by this 
entity are the petitions appealing for peace and disarmament, such as The 
Stockholm Appeal (1950), the Appeal and Resolution of Berlin (1951) and the 
Vienna Appeal against atomic weapons (1955). The Stockholm Appeal alone, 
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52 Idem 
53 Idem 
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a petition proposed in 1950 calling for a ban on atomic weapons, was signed 
by 500 million people – around 20% of the world´s population at the time. 
Five million people signed the document in Brazil.57 Militants of the 
Communist Party of Brazil – of which Artigas was a member – were tasked 
with collecting “four million signatures in favor of the ´Stockholm Appeal’, 
five million for the ‘Berlin Appeal´ and ten million for the ´Vienna Appeal’."58  

Therefore it is practically impossible that Artigas was unware of this 
political stir, although it cannot be stated that he had been directly involved in 
organizing these petitions. What can be confirmed, however, was his 
participation in at least one of the events connected with the flag of peace 
raised by the USSR. This was in 1952, when he joined an international 
excursion of architects for peace to Warsaw – a meeting that would later pave 
the way, according to Artigas, for creation of the International Union of 
Architects (UIA)59 There are no indications that he had taken part in other 
excursions or conferences organized in the name of peace. Artigas, however, 
joined leftist party movements whose agenda is unknown. In 1953, for 
example, he spent fifty days in the Soviet Union as part of the militant 
activities of the Communist Party of Brazil; and in 1961, he travelled to 
communist China with other Brazilian architects. Besides his participation in 
events connected with politics, throughout the course of almost his entire 
career, Artigas took part in regional, national and international congresses 
organized by professional associations of architects and architecture students, 
as well as in events run by NGOs. 

Thus, instilled with the same anti-war spirit that had attracted scientists and 
artists all over the world, Artigas felt driven to draw associations between the 
practice of architecture and the notions of peace, disarmament and 
democracy. In Artigas´ words: “the architect has the duty to assume a social 
responsibility capable of collaborating toward world peace.”“ 

The most irrefutable proof that he embodied his desire for peace in 
architecture is the design of the School of Architecture and Urbanism of the 
University of São Paulo (FAUUSP) – a building he called “spatialization of 
democracy“.60 Designed in 1961, the FAUUSP was, according to Artigas, 
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designed as a “defenseless block” – i.e. unarmed. The large and suspended 
curtains of reinforced concrete comprising its façades can be defined as 
curtain-walls borrowed from military architecture. According to this 
definition, a curtain-wall is a “low wall outside the outer wall of a castle, 
serving as a first line of defense.”61 These walls form solid barriers. These are 
dense, hermetically sealed, defensive walls, like the suspended walls of the 
building enclosures of the FAUUSP building. On this topic, Artigas recounts 
a revealing conversation he had during construction of the building with a 
laborer working at the site: “the Portuguese guy constructing the building 
[FAUUSP] for that Turk [Alberto Nagib] Rizkallah who was the construction 
company, said to me: ´Sir, inside it is a wonder, but outside it’s a fortress! It´s 
a fortress!”62 

Artigas explained that this contradiction between wonder and fortress 
carried a meaning.63 He said: “I felt that it had to be a building (…) that made 
highly subtle insinuations suggesting it came from a defenseless block.”64 In 
other words, the fortress of FAUUSP was designed like a defenseless block – 
i.e. an unarmed fort. Its reinforced concrete walls do not stop anyone from 
getting into the building. Quite the opposite. Being suspended from the floor, 
these reinforced concrete curtains lose their original military function of 
forming a solid, strong  barrier to block passage. 

Together with Cascaldi, Artigas conceived the FAUUSP not only as a 
building wrought from a defenseless block, but as a fortress that 
contradictorily gave up its basic function of defense. It is a fortress that opens 
up unconditionally to the outside world, and therefore does not separate men 
but brings them together.  

Artigas applied the same approach to residential projects. Although 
apparently austere, the houses designed by him were also unarmed.  Lina Bo 
Bardi once noted that “Artigas´ houses are spaces which protect against bad 
weather, the wind and rain, but not against man, becoming as far removed as 
possible from a fortified house, a closed house, a house with interior and 
exterior, a denouncement of an era of mortal hatred.”65 Lina believed that 
“Artigas´ house, which a superficial observer might define as absurd, is a 
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patient and courageous message from someone who envisages the dawning of 
a new era: the era of human solidarity.”66 Akin to his houses, the FAUUSP 
building was conceived as a fortress designed and built for the armistice, for 
peace. Therefore, it was a building that was born out of a truce, of an absence 
of hostilities. Its outside walls resemble the defensive ramparts – or more 
exactly, curtains of reinforced concrete – of a fortress that has opened up and 
surrendered to outside space. And furthermore: a fortress in which the 
defensive ramparts appear to be weightless. They float.  

This was how Artigas and Cascaldi waged their personal battles: by 
designing a poetic resolution of conflict between the reinforced concrete 
structure and the force of gravity. In one of their classes on the subject of 
design, Artigas illustrated this relationship between design and battle. Citing 
the definition of design produced by Father Rafael Bluteau, he explained that, 
besides being synonymous with designio and intention, the term was 
associated with the notion of military conflict: “Dom John III, in a royal letter 
to his Brazilian countrymen who fought against the Dutch invasion in Recife, 
according to Varnhagen, wrote as follows: ‘May there by sufficient forces at 
sea to block the designs of the enemy´.”67 Artigas also emphasized that 
Bluteau related the technical meaning of design to the designing of a 
fortification.68 Artigas concluded by summarizing: “therefore, design – 
designio; intention; plans of the enemy´.”69 

In the FAUUSP building, however, the designs of the enemy lose the 
meaning of attack and defense before an unarmed fortress that comprised a 
block of reinforced (armado) concrete – with the twist of wordplay – unarmed 
(desarmado). By suspending this apparently massive block – representing the 
core volume of the building – from the floor, its monumental outside walls 
lose their function as defensive ramparts. Elevated from the ground, they 
simply taper at particular points to become slender inverted triangles that 
smoothly transition into the pyramidal foundations sprouting up from the 
ground.70 

But besides having its monumental hanging reinforced concrete walls – 
which “disarm” the tensions between the interior and exterior spaces of the 
building - this study suggests that the design of the structural transition of  

                                                        
66 Idem 
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68 Idem 
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FAUUSP building, São Paulo, 1961: perimeter reinforced concrete curtain-walls borrowed from military 
architecture. Drawing: Paula Mastrocola | www. www.arquiteturabrutalista.com.br 
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these walls to the foundations also “disarms” the natural tensions that emerge 
from the intersection between load and support.  

From this standpoint, the structural design would accentuate the stance of 
Artigas, in favor of peace and democracy. In this case, the design of the 
supports of the outer monumental walls of the FAUUSP would also play - as 
did the relationship between interior and exterior space of this building – the 
role of conveying the idea of peace and disarmament.  

Reasons for suspecting this notion include the fact that the architects 
artistically neutralized the tension existing at the points of support or 
structural hinges – while also neutralizing the tensions between public and 
private spaces by practically eliminating the boundaries between the inside 
and outside of the building. How effective would the dissemination of notions 
of peace, democracy and disarmament have been if the apparently massive 
block comprising the volume of the FAUUSP had been hanging, yet also left 
the sensation that carrying it required effort and a great deal of energy? Would 
it not then be the case of designing an “defenseless block” – as Artigas 
affirmed – accompanied by a structure that was symbollicaly “disarmed”?  

The present study suggests that the notions of peace and disarmament were 
also portrayed in the structural design of two other buildings studied here: the 
Dressing Rooms of São Paulo Football Club (SPFC, 1960) and the Anhembi 
Tennis Club (ATC, 1962). Both these buildings, and likewise the FAUUSP 
design, are SUBJECTS OF FOCUS OF THIS STUDY. It is assumed that 
the structure of these buildings was treated partly as sculpture to alter the 
perception of the tensions caused by both the action of the load on the support 
and the reaction of the support to the load. Ultimately, this artistic treatment 
also affected how the deforming effects caused by the action of gravity on the 
structure are perceived.  

In the Anhembi Tennis Club, for instance, the porticos incorporated into 
the building could be referred to as “defenseless” in as far as an empty space  
artistically “disarms” the tensions naturally existing in the intersection 
between beam and column. Instead of a solid transition, a hollow-volume 
structure was “carved out” to collect rainwater from the roof and guide it via 
an open channel in the column, allowing it to cascade to the ground. Precisely 
in this part of the structure, where the structural tensions can exert their 
severest effects, the architects introduced, in a playful way, the fluid and 
intermittent movement of rainwater.71 

Regarding the SPFC Dressing Rooms, it could also be said that a 
“defenseless effect” was obtained in the façades. In this design, the four 
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uprights of the two outer walls were carved in such a way that, from a 
particular viewing point, they taper to points with an apparent zero supporting 
cross-section - which would technically make the “transmission" of structural 
loads down to the foundations impossible. This virtual point of contact 
“disarms” the natural tension caused by the convergence of forces at the point 
of intersection between load and support, in that it invalidates the notion that 
there is a force in action at that point. 

Thus, this study suggests that in at least part of the structural design of the 
three above-mentioned buildings, the architects sought to annul the tensions at 
the intersection between load and support, focusing on the symbology of this 
transition, rather than on their strict mechanical function.  

Upon referring to the reinforced concrete structures in Brazil, Artigs said:  
“It is them that define the building. It is they that allow the discovery of new 
symbols such as the column of the Alvorada Palace which [André] Malraux 
called caryatids.”72 Artigas believed that structures synthesized “the findings 
in the Brazilian formal memory with ardent desires of cultural independence, 
of seeking harmony and beauty so dear to our people.”73  

As an architect, Artigas therefore saw: 1) great symbolic potential in 
structural design. Concomitantly, he also 2) admitted to symbolizing 
“disarmament” in the FAUUSP building, calling it, as seen earlier, a 
“defenseless block”. In addition, 3) the sculptural treatment given to the 
structures of the three building studied in the present study changed the 
perception of their mechanical functions. 

The simple crossing-referencing of the three statements above lead to the 
HYPOTHESIS put forward in this study, namely, that: Artigas and Cascaldi 
“disarmed” the load-bearing structures – including those of the FAUUSP, the 
SPFC Dressing Rooms and the Anhembi Tennis Club – with the aim of 
raising them to symbol status. In other words, in these works, the structural 
stresses or tensions were eliminated artistically with the view of eliminating 
the idea of conflict, confrontation or even war.   

Indeed, the duo had previously shown signs of their preference for 
architecture that favored the notion of non-violence. In designs produced in 
the late 1950s, such as the Itanhaém and Guarulhos Schools, the building was 
extended externally into the city, and city into the building. This was a way of 
not only bringing down the barriers between architecture and urban space, but 
also of juxtaposing the notions of public and private, inside and outside, 
individual and collective. Among other intentions underlying this approach, 
was the move to break down social barriers to favor peaceful and cooperative 
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human relationships over competitive ones.  
This intention, present in the spatial organization of the works of the duo, is 

widely known and has been exhaustively debated in documents, newspapers, 
magazines and specialized publications, and also in the academic milieu. 
What has not been debated, however, is the relationship of the ideals of peace 
and democracy advocated by Artigas through the designs of the structures 
which, reiterating, he considered the most noble part of a work of architecture.   

Therefore, the CONTRIBUTION OF THE PRESENT STUDY to the 
body of existing studies on the work of Artigas and Cascaldi is to ascertain 
whether the same notions of peace and democracy – previously recognized by 
researchers in the spatial configuration of some buildings designed by the two 
architects – could also have been expressed symbolically in their structural 
designs. It is possible that the duo exploited not only the juxtaposition of the 
public and private spaces, internal and external, individual and collective to 
favor more peaceful social relationships, but also the juxtaposition between 
weight and lightness to “pacify” the naturally tense transition between load 
and support – in at least part – of the reinforced concrete structures of the 
three buildings studied here.  

This thesis was proposed by the present study even though the relationship 
between load and support had never been explicitly cited by Artigas. At no 
point in his career had he mentioned this idea. Artigas had also never drawn 
associations between the idea of peace, for which he fought as a political 
militant, and his designs of reinforced concrete structures.  

Why then suggest a relationship between peace, disarmament and structural 
design in his works? Indeed, the JUSTIFICATION for this association can 
be found in the fact that Artigas established direct relationships between 
structural design and social themes. These associations become clear when he 
comments on the dome of St. Peter´s Basilica in Rome in one of his articles. 
Artigas recounts that Bramante defined it as “essentially – four columns – the 
four Apostles, supporting a dome – the heavens.” He explained this idea of 
Bramante as follows: “the dome is the project of the community (which 
resides in heaven); supported by, if I [Artigas] may use the image, not 
columns – but Apostles.”74 

This symbolic social content which Artigas saw in the structure supporting 
the dome of St. Peter´s Basilica lends credence to the notion that he may have 
incorporated his vision of a peaceful and disarmed society into his own 
structural designs. In fact, he regarded the constructor of buildings as 
someone who executes the designs which society dictates.75 At the same time, 
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Artigas judged Brazilian society of his time as being a victim of North-
American imperialist oppression, and therefore deprived of the autonomy 
necessary to map out its own future. It would hence be natural to think that he 
– as a builder – had felt bereft of the necessary contribution of a free society 
to project itself into its own buildings.  

This void may have driven him to design works of architecture which, 
rather than reflect existing society, actually reflected the Brazilian nation that 
he, as a builder, dreamed of.  Instead of pillars on which Christian morals rest 
– represented by the four apostles adorning the column capitals of St. Peters´ 
Basilica - the society which Artigas represented in the structural design of the 
three buildings studied herein may have been supported on the ethical pillars 
he defended as a political militant.  

This supposition complements the hypothesis of this study and, the 
QUESTION THAT IT WISHES TO ANSWER to corroborate this – or 
otherwise – is the following: given the lack of an autonomous and free 
Brazilian society to map out its own future, had Artigas symbolized in his 
structural designs – albeit not exclusively in them – the society that he as a 
builder dreamt of for his country: peaceful, disarmed and democratic? And 
further: could it have been this utopia that he had envisioned for his designs? 

In parallel with the association made by him between structure and social 
issues, the hypothesis of this study is also strengthened by the fact that Artigas 
established direct associations between structural design and poetry. One of 
these is inferred in his most famous paraphrase – an aphorism of Auguste 
Perret that will be purposely repeated a few times along this study: “Il faut 
faire chanter le point d'appui”. Artigas clarifies this aphorism by citing a 
classic example: the Greek capital. According to him, Perret was a man who 
considered the Greek column and knew that when it goes from the shaft to the 
architrave it transitions to flowers and speaks another language.76 In other 
words, at the level of the capital the structure speaks a symbolic language or, 
put another way, poetry.  

From a technical standpoint, the capital can be roughly defined as a place 
of transition between column and beam. Technically, the smaller the cross-
sectional area of this point, the greater the concentration of loads shall be and, 
consequently the higher the structural stresses at this specific point of the 
structure will be. Artistically, however, this proportion between volume of 
load and dimension of the support can be faked. In the case of a reinforced 
concrete structure, this equation can to some extent be manipulated without 
affecting its mechanical function. When this takes place, varied effects can be 

                                                        
76 Artigas, João B. Vilanova.  A Função Social do Arquiteto. São Paulo: Nobel, 1989, p.72. 
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obtained. One such effect can be the sensation of imminent collapse, without 
this actually ever happening. In this case, the load can effectively seem 
disproportionate to the load-bearing capacity of the support, but is unable to 
cause deformation or collapse of the structure. 

This makes the relationship between load and support enter into an 
apparent contradiction with the limits expected of natural physical behavior. 
In buildings that feature these artistically created disproportions, slim uprights 
can, for example, withstand huge loads without rupturing. Observers of the 
FAUUSP building from the outside can note this effect. The disproportion 
between the huge apparent weight placed onto the relatively thin uprights 
appears to exceed the natural capacity of the supports to bear this weight.   

According to his student, Sérgio Ferro, Artigas said that exaggeration was a 
useful resource for structural design because it made the behavior of the 
structure more real.77 What he actually meant by the term “real” is a matter of 
debate. It is clear, however, that the apparent disproportion between load and 
support in the design of the enclosures of the FAUUSP can be classified as 
exaggeration. An appreciator of poetic language, Artigas may have actually 
used the excess or exaggeration as an artistic device to make the point of 
support “sing out” – as illustrated in Perret´s aphorism mentioned earlier. 

This “singing out” of the point of support was, for the Brazilian architect, 
synonymous of reading and writing the language of shape. Artigas said that 
this was the plea he had made to the young. In his view, architects should 
have the sensitivity to ensure their buildings, however modest, have 
something to say with the layers of bricks, with the simplicity of the fact of 
building.78 

In fact, Artigas believed that when the point of support “sang out”, it not 
only “said” something, but said something poetically. A structure which did 
not “sing out” would therefore be a structure that had nothing to say. In other 
words, when the structural support “sings out”, it expresses an idea 
artistically, symbolically or poetically. 

We could, based on this, imagine that from a symbolic perspective, the slim 
uprights that Artigas and Cascaldi designed for the enclosures of the FAUUSP 
can, among other things, “tell” us that they are able to heroically withstand the 
reinforced concrete monolith placed on them. But they tell us this “singing 
out” because they are supports which, given the load they bear, should give 
way and yet resist. As Artigas himself explained, it is “as if [these columns] 

                                                        
77 Ferro, Sérgio. Reflexões sobre o brutalismo caboclo. Entrevista de Sérgio Ferro a Marlene Milan 
Acayaba, in Projeto n°86 - Revista Brasileira de Arquitetura e Planejamento, April 1986, p.68 
78 Artigas, João B. Vilanova.  A Função Social do Arquiteto. São Paulo: Nobel, 1989, p.72 
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were about to collapse, overcome by the weight. Yet they do not come 
down...” 

It is important, however, to recognize that the fact of “trying to say 
something” is a subjective matter, and therefore is colored by visions of the 
world. And as is known, Artigas, in his own world, had a great appreciation 
for freedom. A leftist political militant, he believed that gaining this freedom 
depended, above all, on the ability to resist North-American imperialist 
penetration.79 

This resistance was regarded by Artigas as a sine qua non condition for 
gaining freedom. Manifested in reinforced concrete, this same political 
strength could be associated – through the transfer of content the symbol 
allows – with the strength of stone. Specially when apparent, the concrete can 
assume the qualities of hardness and inertia naturally inherent to stone.  

We return here to an aspect of the work of Artigas that can also be 
associated with the poetry of João Cabral de Melo Neto. Concrete, as does 
stone, provides lessons in strength that both architect and poet were able to 
recognize. In the poem A educação pela pedra (Education by stone), Cabral 
elevates stone to the status of educator: 

 
“An education by stone: by lessons 
to learn from the stone, frequent it 
capture its unemphatic, impersonal voice 
(by dictation it begins the classes). 
The lesson on attitude, its cold resistance to 
that which flows and flowing, to being shaped 
that of poetic, its concrete flesh 
that of economy, its compact density 
lessons from stone (inside out). 
(mute primer), for whom spells it.”80  

                                                        
79 Transcription of Artigas’s speech given at the Museu da Imagem e do Som da Secretaria de Cultura de 
Fortaleza, in 1981 (FAUUSP Archives), p.9 
80 In http://www.academia.org.br/abl/cgi/cgilua.exe/sys/start.htm?infoid=675&sid=337. Viewed on 
27/5/2015.  
Continued: Another education by stone: in the wilderness 
(inside out, and pre-school).  
In the wilderness stone does not know how to teach,  
And if it gave classes, it would teach nothing;  
There, the  stone does not learn: there the stone,  
a stone by birth, pierces the soul. 
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Repression and violence during the military dictatorship in Brazil (an outcome of the Cold War). Photo: 
unknown



Besides an engineer-architect, Artigas was also a teacher. In 1948, he 
founded the FAUUSP along with other colleagues. His qualities as an 
educator permeated his designs. The structure of exposed reinforced concrete 
of the FAUUSP building for example, teaches lessons on how to resist what 
Artigas described as imperialism. Reinforced concrete can incorporate the 
strength of rock into architecture. Its hardness is the metaphor of a solid and 
austere attitude, and artificially materializes the difficult to demote force of 
inertia of stone - comparable to the inert mass formed by acts that repeat ad 
aeternum, in the universe of the eternal return of Nietzsche.81  

The hardness of this artificial stone has not only the inertia necessary to 
resist compression, but also a moral resistance grounded in the severe ethic of 
stone featured in the poetry of João Cabral de Melo Neto.82 This moral 
resistance found, in Artigas´ life, its greatest expression in the political fight 
that he took up against international capitalism and imperialism – more 
specifically, from U.S. power exerted on Latin America after the end of 
World War II. Artigas opposed the homogenization of culture propagated by 
the United States and vigorously defended the preservation of the national 
culture. Commenting on the difficulties faced by the Communist Party in 
Brazil in defining an authentically Brazilian architecture, Artigas affirmed 
that above all he “defended the national culture against the penetration of 
American imperialism.”83 

Whether this political and cultural strength was expressed in the structural 
design of some of the works designed by Artigas or not is hard – or perhaps 
impossible - to prove. It is not known if this really was his intention. 
Notwithstanding, assuming his personal resistance to imperialism had 
prompted him to show the mechanical strength of these structures in a 
symbolic fashion, can be a useful exercise in as far as it allows for the 
existence of artistic – and ultimately ethical – content in the structural design. 

In fact, denying the existence of symbology in the structural designs of the 
duo is perhaps easier than affirming it. After all, there is no scientific proof 
for symbols. However, several factors lead us to believe that Artigas and 
Cascaldi indeed intended to create allegories with their reinforced concrete 
structures. Most of these hinge on the fact that they subtlety manipulated them 

                                                        
81 da Costa de Sousa, Roberta. João Cabral de Melo Neto e o Estilo da Faca, p.7 / “According to Benedito 
Nunes, in the poem “Knife, all blade”, the “image of the ‘stone’ which contains ‘the ideal ethic of cold 
resistance, obstinate toughness and aggressiveness’, transforms into the blade of the knife.” According to 
Da Costa de Sousa, “where the stone retains a moral strength, the knife has, in its aggressive, penetrating, 
pointed and sharp nature, a torturous restlessness.” 
82 Idem 
83 Artigas, João B. Vilanova.  A Função Social do Arquiteto. São Paulo: Nobel, 1989, p.45 
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with apparently meaningless interventions, but through this render us more 
sensitive to the static behavior of the work of architecture. 

This lack of meaning can be translated as the idea of creating structures 
which, in fact, have another meaning – and thereby exceed or transcend their 
mechanical function. In other words, it is a lack of meaning that can be used 
to create symbols, metaphors or allegories – i.e. expressions that are not 
literal.  

Not that allegory can escape the technical impositions pertinent to the 
structural design. Conversely, in the work of Artigas and Cascaldi the artistic 
treatment given to the structures takes advantage of the engineering of 
reinforced concrete. In the design of the SPFC Dressing Rooms, for example, 
the reinforced concrete supports with reduced area at the base (V-shape) of 
the facades have a technically justifiable shape, but were manipulated and 
exploited artistically by the architects without impacting mechanical 
performance. Another example is the Anhembi Tennis Club building, in 
which the trapezoidal shape of the reinforced concrete frames making up the 
structure can be technically more justifiable compared to a rectangular frame. 
This is clear in the graphic showing the intensity of the forces generated in the 
structures – greater in the rectangular portico (see Annex). On the other hand, 
translating this same intersection into a sculpture that collects rainwater and 
conveys it within the structure is an artistic feature that changes the perception 
of static behavior, yet without challenging the structural logic of the building. 

If we were to go further, we can see that Artigas and Cascaldi treated not 
only the forms prescribed by engineering artistically, but especially the 
relationship between load and support. Taking the FAUUSP building again as 
an example, in this design, the structural tension of the intersection between 
an apparently massive monolith and the pillars with small cross-section that 
appear to support it was artistically neutralized. In an allegorical armistice 
between load and support, monumental beams rest softly on pillars of narrow 
cross-section that undermine the certainty that the heavy can overcome the 
relatively light. From a symbolic perspective, this would be a structural design 
that intends to translate the tension of this intersection into a metaphor of 
freedom between that which oppresses and that which is oppressed; between 
that which is above (exerting pressure) and that which is below (suffering 
pressure).  

Although he spoke of defending national culture, Artigas placed human 
universality above differences among nations. When citing the architecture of 
Mies Van Der Rohe, he affirmed that the expression of architecture “should 
contain within it the hope of  a connection of the beauty of forms to universal  
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Anhembi Tennis Club (1962), São Paulo: Detail of the frame shows how rainwater is collected from the 
roof and channeld through the structure. Illustration: Arquivo FAUUSP  
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human happiness”.84 His critical stance – although a life-long staunch 
communist – was that, above and beyond political differences, architecture 
has a non-partisan social function. Happiness, held Artigas, should be for all. 
While oppressors and oppressed exist, nobody can attain true and lasting 
happiness. Either everyone wins, or everyone loses. 

When mentioning the role of rationalist architects in the “formulation of 
hypotheses against the war”85, Artigas quotes one of the titles of Le Corbusier, 
which goes as follows: “Des canons, des munitions?(Cannons, Ammunition?) 
Merci! (No Thank you) Des logis s’il vous plaît! 86(Houses, please!). For 
Artigas, this widely known title showed “the vocations of the architect to 
assume social responsibility, now of a slightly broader nature, the house, the 
city, for world peace.”87 Artigas recognized that these vocations mentioned by 
Le Corbusier already have criteria with a “much higher social and political 
meaning” than those with which he tried to define the social role of the 
architect.88 

In Artigas´ view, the gap existing between rich and poor nations should be 
bridged, as should the gap between art and technique, and between the human 
being and the scientific. He linked the existence of this dualism to mankind´s 
historical trajectory. In Artigas´ words: “the makings of man´s history involve 
two aspects. On the one hand this involves dominating nature, discovering its 
secrets, exploiting its generosity and interpreting its frequent shows of 
hostility. Dominating nature was, and still is, devising a technique to oblige it 
to double our needs and desires.”89 At the same time, Artigas affirmed that 
“making history was also (…) a gift of love”; it was “building the 
relationships among men, history as human initiative.”90  

In the opinion of the architect, science and the relationships among men 
were as inseparable as art and science – which he saw as a “temporary and 
didactic” dualism with no mysteriousness at all.91 Artigas said: “a technique 
for the appropriation of nature and the use of this technique to realize that 
which the human mind creates within it.” In his opinion, this was a conflict 

                                                        
84 Artigas, João B. Vilanova.  A Função Social do Arquiteto. São Paulo: Nobel, 1989, p.16 
85 Idem 
86 Idem 
87 Idem 
88 Idem 
89 In: http://www.g-arquitetura.com.br/odesenho.html. O Desenho, por Vilanova Artigas. Texto da Aula 
Inaugural pronunciada na Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo da USP em 1 de março de 1967. Reedição 
da publicação do Centro de Estudos Brasileiros do Grêmio da FAU-USP, 1975. Viewed on 12/6/2015 
90 Idem 
91 Idem 
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that did not separate, but united: “in the history of man´s battles with nature, 
technique and art go hand in hand, when they are not confounded.”92  

The design for the House of Triangles (1958) – which brought together 
muralism and structural design – shows in practice the importance given by 
Artigas to the interdependence between technique and art.  He declared this 
house was his greatest contribution to the history of Brazilian architecture. In 
this project, painting and engineering are melded whereby the reinforced 
concrete pillars comprising the exterior of the house (triangular in shape and 
painted blue) fuse with the mural panel (composed of blue and white 
triangles) painted on the façades. 

Artists of Russian constructivism – one of the references used for the 
design of the House of Triangles – had previously exploited the fusion 
between art and technique. El Lissitzky, for example, affirmed his intention of 
combining art and engineering in a synthesis in which space is not anti-
mechanical nor anti-artistic: “when you now try to divide our concept of 
space into an ´artistic´ part and another ´technical´ (scientific) part in forms 
that serve paint (perspective, impressionism, cubism, supremacism) on the 
one hand and science (Ptolemy, Copernicus, Newton, Einstein) on the other, 
then we immediately discover something highly characteristic of old art: the 
separation between ´soul´ and ´body´ against which we fight.” Faced with this 
dualism, El Lissitzky questioned: “but can the opening of new spaces not be 
assumed concomitantly in paint and mechanics? Then this is the path of the 
taking over of one, as well as the other, to attain a new state, to form a new 
space, which is a single whole, and not anti-artistic or anti-mechanical.”93 

Besides El Lissitzky, many other artists of the soviet vanguard in the early 
twentieth century exploited the relationship between art and science. 
Furthermore, they explored this relationship under the premise that art has the 
power to transform society. It was an impetus of change that provided the 
moral motivation to seek new forms of expression in art and consequently in 
architecture. 

According to this vanguard, art only plays an active role in history when it 
fulfils its social function. Only then can it contribute toward building “the  

 

                                                        
92 Idem 
93 Wenn man jetzt versucht, unseren Raumbegriff in einen ‘künstlerichen’ und ‘technischen’ 
(wissenschaftlichen) zu teilen in die Formen, deren sich auf der Seite der Malerei bedinent (Perspektive, 
Impressionismus, Kubismus, Suprematismus), auf der anderen Seite die Wissenschaft (Ptolemäus, 
Copernicus, Newton, Einstein), so finden wir gerade darin, was so charakteristisch ist für die alte Kunst: 
die Trennung von ‘Seele’ und ‘Körper’, gegen die wir kämpfen. Geschah denn die Eröffnung neuer Räume 
nicht gleichzeitig in der Malerei und der Mechanik? Eben das ist der Weg der Überwindung des einen wie 
des anderen, um einen neuen Zustand zu erreichen, um einen neuen Raum zu formen, der einheitlich ist 
und nicht antikünstlerisch oder antimechanisch.” (El Lissitzky) 
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Faculty of Architecture and Planning, University of São Paulo (1961): suspended walls shape an “unarmed 
fortress”. Photo: Arquivo FAUUSP  
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relationships between men”, to borrow from the words of Artigas. Ideally, 
these artists sought, through their arts, to promote more humanized, 
cooperative and peaceful social relations. It was an attitude at the root of the 
philosophy of this vanguard not only because it could close the gap between 
art and technique, but also because it reduced the gap between men. 

But the difficulties filling this gap were, and still are, numerous. In 
architecture, the search for new concepts of space which are neither anti-
mechanical or anti-artistic – as pursued by El Lissitzky – clashed head on with 
a belief system that upheld positivist science as the only truth. And 
architecture, as an area of knowledge which transits between art and science, 
was caught in a crossfire. As an architect, Artigas clearly felt this difficulty: 
“gravitating in the orbit of science”, he said, “art, and especially architecture, 
has difficulty finding its rightful place.”94  

Artigas felt that architecture should not be guided solely by the channels of 
science. In his opinion, architects had the right to go beyond what scientific 
methodology can accept. In order to express themselves as they saw fit, he 
defended the idea that architecture should be unfettered by the notion of 
objectivism. 

 Artigas himself said he did not wish “to be objective to the point of being 
called an engineer.” He believed that architecture had the right and duty to 
seek an independent line of investigation and creation: “the subjection often 
required of it (architecture), that of immediatism of responses to the laws with 
which man masters nature, prevent it from fully exploring its specific 
domains.”95 Artigas criticized the intransigence and inflexibility of scientific 
objectivism: “science, which today dominates the axis of the creative 
methodology,” he said, “deems it impossible for architecture to investigate 
other directions. On this we disagree. Because ´art speaks when science is 
mute´”.96 

Artigas explained his position noting that “the vision of an engineer is 
essentially technical” and thus in no way competes with the practice of 
architecture: “architects do not jostle with the positions of technicians”, he 
said.97 In his eyes, architecture was “a separate path that is original and 
unique”.98 And to be guided along this path, he believed a coexistence 
between the technical and artistic visions was needed – but recognize this was 
a “difficult relationship, fraught with contradictions.”99 

                                                        
94 Artigas, João B. Vilanova. Caminhos da Arquitetura. São Paulo: Cosac & Naify, 1999, p.106 
95 Idem 
96 Idem 
97 Ibidem, p.150 
98 Idem 
99 Idem 
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Artigas once stated: “the forms are valid when they can be technically 
justifiable”, but “the initial purpose in the formal survey has human content”. 
In his opinion, the “human side of architecture dictates the technical side.”100 
In other words, Artigas believed that in architecture, the subjective dictates 
the objective – a position he put into practice. In at least three of the buildings 
he designed in conjunction with Cascaldi (FAUUSP building, SPFC Dressing 
rooms and Anhembi Tennis Club), the engineering was contingent upon the 
art. The technical aspect is therefore dictated and manipulated by the human 
vision. 

This injection of human content into the technical side rendered the 
reinforced concrete structure of these buildings humanized in as far as their 
mechanical functions were elevated to a transcendent status. An example of 
this humanizing was the incorporation of a false hinge in the perimeter 
supports of the FAUUSP building. In this, what appear to be articulations 
conferring flexibility to the structure of the façades are, in fact, merely 
grooves or narrow cavities made in the reinforced concrete with no technical 
function whatsoever. These false hinges actually have a symbolic function 
which can be interpreted from more than one perspective: as a line creating its 
own skyline for the building; as a point of intersection between beam and 
foundations (up and down); or as an empty space symbolizing the absence of 
a classical column shaft – to mention just three possible interpretations. 

This simple reallocation of the hinge of the pillar was both able to create a 
symbology as well as alter the perception of the static functioning of the 
structure. Because it is the only visible structural articulation, the artistic 
hinge visually assumed the role of a mechanical hinge. 

Proof that the architects really intended to create a false structural 
articulation can be found in the article by Felipe de Araújo Contier, in which 
the engineer José Castanho wrote that, “the architect [Artigas] wanted a 
mobile articulation in the pillars of the façades (like the Boat House of the 
Santa Paula Yacht Club) that could absorb the expansion of the flanking 
walls, without having visible expansion joints in the middle of the 
longitudinal side wall.”101 Castanho tells that Artigas´ wish was, however, 
technically unfeasible.102 The solution found by Artigas and Cascaldi was to 
place a false hinge that visually supplanted the mechanical hinge at a point in 

                                                        
100 idem 
101 Contier, Felipe de Araújo. O Edifício da FAUUSP e os Materiais do Brutalismo. X Seminário 
Docomomo Brasil: Arquitetura Moderna e Internacional - Conexões Brutalistas 1955-75. Curitiba: 
October, 2013, p.6 / José Castanho spoke on behalf of Figueiredo Ferraz – the engineering company 
responsible for the structural engineering solution deployed in the project of the FAUUSP building. 
102 Idem 
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the column they deemed ideal: at the intersection of the descending triangle 
with the rising pyramid.103  

Given the incompatibility between the architects´ wishes and the technical 
feasibility of this desire, the solution was to design a fictious structural 
behavior. This was the only way the structure could be mentally transported to 
an ideal mechanical-static reality, governed by the laws of an alternate nature. 
It was Artigas himself who said: “if they call me an idealist, then I agree 
entirely.”104 

This manipulation of the appearance of the behavior of a structure was an 
artifice or better, a design STRATAGEM employed by Artigas and Cascaldi 
to make a structure look like it can behave statically in a manner not only 
ideal but also in a way that breaks the laws of nature.  

This lack of naturality was only achieved by applying a concept that 
divided the structures of their buildings into two types: mechanical-functional 
and artistic-symbolic. In the cases where this division is made, the 
engineering allows one part of the structure to be technical-objective and the 
other part to be a subject of artistic expression. The engineering in this 
instance relieves part of the structure from load bearing, so that it can be 
manipulated to exhibit, among other things, an unbefitting mechanical 
behavior. 

In the work of Artigas and Cascaldi, this dualism underpinned the structural 
ideology for the utopian future which Brazil, post-WWII, aspired to as a 
project for society and the nation. According to Artigas, the country gained, 
through reinforced concrete, the “freedom to create our own (Brazilian) 
symbols”.105 In this context, a utopian structural behavior could function as a 
symbol of a similarly utopian Brazil. Manipulating the appearance of part of a 
reinforced concrete structure so that it seemed to obey an idealized static 
would thus, analogously, be a way of projecting a reality that was also ideal. 
When a structure behaves in accordance with laws of another static, the 
building to which it provides physical support can then seem to belong to 
another universe – and naturally to an alternative Brazil. 

This ideal static behavior might have been the cultural manifestation 
against North American imperialism and the tyranny of the dictatorship. It 

                                                        
103 Ibidem, pp-6-7 / “But perhaps the grid ceiling is the boldest and most synthetic innovation toward a 
single and systemic solution for structure, zenithal light and rain water collection. The grid establishes a 
paradox of the weight of the concrete with the lightness of the luminosity. The form and repetition of the 
grid modules suggests to those observing from within, individual concrete parts which do not, however, 
reflect their true structure, as seen from outside, of inverted transverse beams every 5.5 meters and 
longitudinal beams every 22 meters.” 
104 http://kdfrases.com/autor/joão-batista-vilanova-artigas. Viewed 18.09.2016 
105 Artigas, João B. Vilanova. Caminhos da Arquitetura. São Paulo: Cosac & Naify, 1999, p.103 
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was in 1964 that Brazil suffered the tragic military coupe. Under this regime, 
freedom of expression was criminalized and repressive censorship introduced. 
During these times, art and culture were regarded by the resistance as 
channels to express – at least symbolically – the victory of freedom over 
tyranny. Artigas questioned: “what is the role of art, in parallel with the 
military dictatorship, as a threat to censorship, oppression, as a fight for 
freedom that can manifest in an array of guises, from cinema to protest 
songs?”106 In his mind, culture during this period in history had the power to 
be a repository, a seed, in which the desires for freedom of its people 
coalesced.107  

SUBVERSION was a term used by Artigas to define the difficulty in 
resisting that what he classified as the “beastlike mentality at the time [of the 
military dictatorship]”.108 He criticized, together with other intellectuals and 
artists, the relationship of co-dependence between the military dictatorship 
and the Cold War. Artigas rebelled against political subordination and the 
consequent attempts to scupper true cultural development in Brazil: “the 
burning desire to discover the authenticity, the originality of the Brazilian 
cultural roots that the revolted attitude the Churchillian cold war evoked in 
some of us, against political subservience that I recognized during the cultural 
experience of those years, drove me to seek many different forms that brought 
together into a repertoire something that seemed able to bring me closer to a 
critical and rebellious cultural stance.”  109  

Since he was a boy, Artigas had showed an interest in politics in a naively 
subversive manner. At just fourteen years of age he was arrested accused of 
subversion against the government of the dictator Getúlio Vargas. His 
daughter, Rosa Artigas, told that this episode took place at the height of the 
revolution of 1930 when her father, still a child, single-handedly built an 
amateur radio which picked up short wave transmissions. In the clear light of 
day, Artigas installed the radio and an aerial at his grandmother´s house in 
Curitiba – where Getúlio´s was temporarily settled – and with a boy´s 
curiosity eavesdropped on the conversations of those involved in the political 
upheaval at the time. The police, however, discovered Artigas’ device and 
arrested him. Rosa recounted that the police arrested her father, despite being 
only a teenager, “because there was a revolution and he was in possession of 
an eavesdropping radio (…) committing an act of subversion.”110 

                                                        
106 Ibidem, p.166 
107 Idem 
108 Idem 
109 Ibidem, p.12 
110 In Vilanova Artigas: O Arquiteto e a Luz. Documentary directed by Laura Artigas e Pedro Gorski, 
2015 
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Later in adult life, Artigas found in architecture a means of showing his 
artist rebelliousness and symbolically subverting the status quo. The North-
American campaign, set on placing the entire American continent under the 
sphere of influence solely of the United States (a campaign which, in fact, was 
a continuity of the Monroe Doctrine), provided him with an excellent 
opportunity to exercise political activism through his professional practice. 
This time, instead of an eavesdropping wireless, Artigas opted to rebel against 
the force of gravity and the third dimension via a structural design that might 
have metaphorically subverted the aggressive North-American campaign 
affecting not only Brazil, but the whole of Latin America.111 

The idea of political and cultural subservience to the United States gave 
rise to an ideological CONFRONTATION. Artigas recalls that with the start 
of the Cold War, an abyss opened up between the intellectuals and artists. In 
the culture camp, an ideological and political battle raged.112 According to 
him, the “war camp” had skirmishes with the “peace camp”.113 Artigas, 
however, recognized a “historical opportunity” in this battle for architects to 
put their cultural traditions into practice. Artistic authenticity was for him, the 
most peaceful and effective weapon for fighting against the campaign of 
homogenization of culture waged by the United States.114 Artigas vehemently 
criticized Uncle Sam´s colonizing model: “The North-American domination 
of the world led to the abandonment of all social content that architecture 
brought with it, in terms of responsibility, to the point of proposing an esthetic 
whose only responsibility concerned the survival of the process of monopolist 
capitalist domination of the world.”115 

Artigas deplored the “market-driven consumerism which characterizes the 
world we are living in.”116 Art should not be transformed into a market 
synonym. In irony he said: “under Reaganite conditions, beautiful is that 

                                                        
111 This same rebelliousness emerged among experts of Russian constructivism, for whom the subversion 
of gravity and the third dimension in art, as well as of the obsolete notions of space, was also an analogy for 
the subversion of the establishment. 
112 Artigas, João B. Vilanova. Caminhos da Arquitetura. São Paulo: Cosac & Naify, p.11 / In Artigas´ 
words: “The Cold War started, and with it, saw the end of the unity between intellectuals and artists that 
participated in their way in the horror of the recently-concluded war. The break-up of unity started an 
ideological and political battle waged between the groups that formed: those in the war camp and those in 
the peace camp, as they were referred to back then, whose most notable salvos and skirmishes occurred 
among the writers.” 
113 Idem 
114 Idem / Artigas said: “(…) I endeavored to bring into the political and ideological fray, the few 
architects back then, confined by their professional duties, having no way of using their cultural traditions 
to seize the historical opportunity.” / “The fight had episodes of wanton violence, expressed in strong terms 
and ´forthright speech´ which my articles at the time made full use of. (...) I was a part of these events.” 
115 Artigas, João B. Vilanova. Caminhos da Arquitetura. São Paulo: Cosac & Naify,1999, p.167 
116 Ibidem, p.168 
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which sells.”117 In Artigas´ view, it was necessary to redefine the concept of 
beauty in architecture without having to transform the culture into a marketing 
product to do so. He felt that beauty was linked to human happiness and not to 
satisfaction from the compulsive needs of consumption. Artigas believed it 
was necessary to “define beautiful, in architecture, along with the other 
humanistic concepts that find in beauty the expression of human happiness 
and of living life to the full.” He affirmed this was how he construed beautiful 
when producing his architecture.118 

In Artigas´ mind, the notion of beautiful was associated with the humanistic 
concepts that he found in the definition of the word design. “´Design´ as a 
word,” he said, “conveys an extraordinary semantic content.” Reflecting on 
this term was, in his opinion, a “method of language; of philological and 
plastic ´neohumanism´, that simply commenced, but could become one of the 
new forms of modern reflection on the higher activities of society.”119 

In important works designed together with Cascaldi, this plastic and 
philological reflection about the term design took on the form of a 
confrontation between antagonistic forces which Artigas summarized as the 
way a building “sits on the ground”. The contact between the work of 
architecture and the ground – produced by the design of the intersection of 
vertical supports and foundations – reflected, above all, the confrontation 
between load and support in a reinforced concrete structure. As a true 
champion of humanism in architecture, Artigas translated his vision of these 
intersections using graphical language that, in part, was derived from the 
language used by engineers in their structural analyses. 

This confrontation between antagonistic forces reflected in the design of 
the structure was, for Artigas and Cascaldi, also a way of symbolically 
affirming the responsibility of the architect regarding the social content of 
architecture. Revealing a confrontation between load and support was 
revealing a social confrontation that appeared for example, in Artigas´ 
concern in relation to the growing disparities between the rich and the poor. In 
an interview given at the time of the exhibition Tradição e Ruptura (Tradition 
and Break), shortly before his death in 1985 – he reiterated his position on the 
social responsibility of architects. Artigas said that “I need to bring the 
vanguard round to considering what consumerism, big monopolies and the 
domination of underdeveloped nations by rich nations stand for”.120 He 
justified the need to galvanize a thinking elite, alerting to the fact that “in the 

                                                        
117 Idem 
118 Idem 
119  Ibidem, p.70 
120 Ibidem, p.167 
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world we live in today, there is an ever-widening gap between wealthy 
countries and underdeveloped countries”.121 

The architectural response found by him and Cascaldi for this growing 
social inequality was, among others, to design structures for which gravity 
appears to offer a symbolic truce. A kind of metaphorical “cease-fire” for a 
battle of the classes grounded in contradictory economic development in 
which the rich become richer and the poor become poorer. 

This “cease-fire” manifests during carnival – highly popular in the land of 
Artigas and Cascaldi. During this event, the poor dress up as aristocracy and 
the aristocracy as the poor. This constitutes a social truce similar to the 
symbolic TRUCE that the force of gravity can grant a building. As the 
anthropologist Roberto da Matta explained, carnival is a “truce between the 
dominators and the dominated”. It is a game, a drama and role reversal that 
can be used not only to criticize a social hierarchy, but also to test alternatives 
for this same society.  

Not confined to social events, inversion as a resource for creating an 
alternative reality may have been represented in the FAUUSP building by a 
reinforced concrete structure that exhibits a physical behavior which is not 
entirely plausible. In the same way as the inversion of a social hierarchy 
temporarily lifts everyday rules, the apparent inversion of a constructive 
hierarchy can symbolically freeze the law of gravity. Thus, in this case, 
turning normal reality on its head may also be a playful way of criticizing it, 
rethinking it and putting forward alternatives. 

In the case of the FAUUSP building, this alternative reality is represented 
by a reinforced concrete structure that exhibits a physical behavior which 
challenges nature. The slim supports which appear to bear the colossal weight 
of the reinforced concrete monolith go against both the natural relationship 
between light and heavy, as well as a pre-industrial constructivist hierarchy. 
In the brickwork of stone, for instance, the base is always larger than the top, 
and that which is above always lighter than that below. 

With reinforced concrete, however, this structural logic can be brought into 
question. Metaphorically, it is like if turning a traditional constructive 
hierarchy upside-down, a whole social hierarchy can also be symbolically 
turned upside-down. In other words, when artistically inverting robust and 
slim, the natural direction of gravity is being automatically reversed. With this 
inversion, the reinforced concrete structure is no longer a natural object to 
acquire a social function, in that it appears to transcend ordinary physical 
behavior.  

                                                        
121 Idem 
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Säao Paulo Football Club (SPFC), Dressing rooms (1960): reinforced concrete structure exhibits an 
implausible long span. Photo: Acrópole, n.385, April 1964  
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This playful inversion not only elevates the reinforced concrete structure to 
a status of allegory, but also transports it to a undeformable space like that of 
a painter´s canvas, in which form is free and gravity exerts no effect. 

Artigas and Cascaldi went further however, beyond the inversion of 
constructive hierarchies. In some of their structures, they subverted general 
understanding of the notions of solid and empty. For the outer façades of the 
FAUUSP building and SPFC Dressing rooms, as well as the porticos of the 
Anhembi Tennis Club, they designed empty spaces for areas where the 
structural tensions are most intense and concentrated, such as the transitions 
between beams and uprights122

. 
Besides the symbolic truce granted by gravity to the reinforced concrete 

structure, the empty space also became symbolically active within the 
structure. It is as if the empty space took on the function of a solid, like a 
SOLID VOID.  

The provocative inversion between the delicate and robust (light and 
heavy)123 allowed the dispensing of pre-industrial constructive hierarchies and 
transformation of the reinforced concrete structure into an “anti-natural” 
object. However, by introducing empty spaces where the concentration of 
loads is theoretically high, Artigas and Cascaldi raised questions over the 
physical plausibility of the work of architecture and on the nature of matter, 
mass and space.    

This questioning was consistent with the scientifically proven notion that 
the world of solid matter is essentially made up of empty spaces. While they 
were designing empty spaces for strategic points in their structures of 
reinforced concrete, scholars of quantum physics had revealed that the solidity 
of objects was mere illusion. In fact, over ninety percent of the mass of a body 
is made up of what seems to be the most prevalent substance in the universe: 
empty space. 

Aware of this fact or otherwise, Artigas and Cascaldi treated emptiness, 
absence and nothing as substances that symbolically ensured the stability and 
solidity of a reinforced concrete structure. There is, for example, an apparent 
lack of solid matter or sufficient area of support in the design of some of their 
structural transitions. Although appearing to be barely plausible, these 
transitions represent the technical sleight the architects found necessary to 
produce static behavior that was poetic yet also solidly scientific.   

                                                        
122 Empty space is defined by this study as “an empty area between things” – which includes, for example, 
the area between the members of a reinforced concrete structure (in http://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/space, viewed 22.4.2016). 
123 Adjectives like robust and delicate, light and heavy, shall be understood and treated as a relationship of 
proportion between heavy and lightness (comparative), and not as absolute values. 
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By designing empty spaces for points in the structure requiring solidity, 
Artigas and Cascaldi produced perplexity in the molds of the non-
argumentative discourse of the Koans, or of the clash of ideas provoked by 
oxymorons such as solid void or heavy lightness. By activating empty space in 
their structures, they created a counter response to structural design 
philosophies more heavily centered on activating the form and building 
material.  

At the same time, juxtaposing the notions of solid and empty space, and 
likewise weight and lightness, would be a way of finding dialectic solutions 
that can also be interpreted as syntheses able to produce meanings as 
improbable as those of oxymorons. It is worth reiterating that Artigas said he 
had sought dialectic denial in the heavy forms that he designed for his works. 
But perhaps it is important to recognize that publicly he also lived in a 
dialectic way. In the political militancy that he mixed with his practice of 
architecture, Artigas waged a kind of peaceful war.  

From this standpoint, discussing his works using WAR 
TERMINOLOGY, even though he openly promoted peace, makes sense. 
The militancy of the architect in favor of democracy and disarmament was, in 
fact, a battle. But this was a “cultural battle”, as he himself stated. As is 
known, it was a battle undertaken without violence. Artigas seemed utterly 
convinced of the pointlessness of weapons. Rejecting the military dictatorship 
established in Brazil in 1964, he felt he had contributed greatly to his country 
by dissuading some of his students not to take up arms. 

In fact, Artigas fought for that which he believed, akin to one who practices 
a martial art:  spiritualizing the battle so as to artistically moderate the forces 
involved – in this case, weight and lightness in the design of reinforced 
concrete structures. Besides, there is a clear distinction between strength and 
skill among those practicing these arts. According to Barry Allen, the greatest 
test of skill and perfection of a martial arts fighter is to control violence 
without force.124  

In the desire he voiced to dialectically deny the heavy forms he designed, 
Artigas also viewed supremacy over the inexorable force of gravity as more 
of a question of skill than physical force. The wide span, the strength of the 
supports and the absence of deformations in the structure depend, from this 
point of view, more on artistic ability than mechanical energy. According to 
Artigas, when the architect reaches the level of the capital he says: “I have 
nothing to do with the force of gravity, it is an absurd obstacle that ideas, 
thinking and sensitivity can dialectically deny.” This statement also reflects 

                                                        
124 Allen, Barry. Striking Beauty. New York: Columbia University Press, 2015, p.1 
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the idea held by martial arts that “the mind has a virtue of its own and does 
not require force to be effective.”125  

In fact, the capital can be – both technically and esthetically – a point of 
great structural tension caused by the convergence of loads with different 
intensities and directions. But, at this point, where the weight and force of 
gravity can manifest most violently, Artigas sought to deny them in an artistic 
and dialectic manner.  

This emphasis on skill over force does not imply that Artigas felt no 
indignation at, or did not heavily criticized, a reality he deemed perverse. For 
him, expressing himself freely was a way of embodying, in himself, the 
freedom which he dreamed of for his country. In his own words: “because 
speaking out is the most subversive act you can imagine, I have been 
discriminated against - even this sounds kind (…) to describe what I have 
suffered in terms of oppression… But it is in the concept of freedom that the 
destiny of our nationality lies.”126 

During the reading of this thesis, I kindly ask the reader not to judge or 
criticize the political choice of Artigas. This is based on the principle that the 
notions of peace, disarmament and democracy projected by him in socialism 
transcend not only his ideology, but also all historical contingencies. These 
values clearly do not belong to any particular era, political party, nation or 
culture. As Nirlando Beirão wrote in a recent article on Artigas:  “Time attests  
in favor of the architect and his work. The political engagement, by its very 
nature circumstantial and subject to the fluctuation of events, he assumed with 
passion, courage and honesty. His art was not dated, his talent was not 
superficial, [he] radically overcame the affectations of the transient.”127  

Lastly, but no less important, is to emphasize that a historiographical study 
was not intended here, but merely to produce a piece that sparks interest in the 
allegories possibly present in some of the structures designed by Artigas and 
Cascaldi. The idea is to put forward arguments that can enrich future debates 
on the symbolic – and ultimately ethical – potential of structural design. 

 
 

 
 

                                                        
125 Ibidem, p.2 
126 Transcription of Artigas’s speech given at the Museu da Imagem e do Som da Secretaria de Cultura de 
Fortaleza, em 1981. In Arquivo FAUUSP, p.18 
127 Beirão, Nirlando. O que faz um comunista no meu playground? Carta Capital. 
http://www.cartacapital.com.br/revista/831/o-que-um-comunista-faz-no-meu-playground-6378.html. 
Viewed 15/10/2016. 
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Based on a division between internal and external structural design, João 
Vilanova Artigas pursued a dualism reflecting his design approach: 
“architecture, art with purpose, which has an interior and an exterior.”128 For 
the interior, he reserved pragmatism, for the exterior, artistic expression of the 
building. In Artigas´ words: “(...) architecture internally as a way of dividing 
space, and externally as a form of expression.”129 According to him, this 
dualism between exterior and interior was “precisely one of the characteristics 
of modern architecture – that of combining art with its functional purpose.”130  

This way of thinking about the internal structure as function, and the 
enclosing structure as expression, may have served, among others, as a 
stratagem to symbollically criticize both the North American power exerted 
on Latin America during the post-WWII period, and the military dictatorship 
established in Brazil in 1964.   

As we shall see ahead, although this dualism can be seen in the designs of  
the FAUUSP building and SPFC dressing rooms, the artistic and political 
strength which derives from dividing the structure into expression and 
mechanical function is even more evident in the design of the House Elza 
Berquó. In this project, the structural design become synonymous of a protest 
against the censorship introduced by the repressive military government.  

Artigas explained that the architecture of this building “made the inside an 
ironic expression of protest against an existence in which outward appearance 
had no importance whatsoever.”131 He referred to this house as “sarcastic, 
ironic”.132 Supporting a concrete slab on wooden trunks set right at the center 
of the house represented a scornful criticism of the absurdities committed by 
the incumbent political system at the time. Also, by introducing random 
recesses in the exposed reinforced concrete walls of the façades, he and 
Cascaldi designed a structure whose sole meaning was to make no sense at 
all. During the period of military rule, expressing opinions freely was risky 
and many artists and intellectuals opted for the deliberate absence of 
expression (or meaning) as a form of protest. In other words: the structural 
design of the interior corresponded to the irony of the rustic trunks supporting 
a technological more advanced structure; while the exterior design made a 
critical statement, also ironic, on the lack of freedom of expression during the 
time of the dictatorship. 

                                                        
128 Artigas, João B. Vilanova. A Função Social do Arquiteto. São Paulo: Nobel, 1989, p.64 
129 Ibidem, p.48 
130 Ibidem, p.13. According to Artigas, the building had two aspects: “the internal, where the space 
dictates a given program; and the external, where its beauty is expressed.” 
131 Ibidem, p.48 
132 Ibidem, p.47 
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Artigas affirmed this marked a point in time in which he “was unable to 
think in any other way about the culture of his country except to just laugh at 
all it was being submitted to.”133 According to him, the Elza Berquó House 
“resulted in being part pop, part protest (...).”134 He explained that he built the 
reinforced concrete structure [slabs] supported on trunks to say that, at the 
time, all this technique of reinforced concrete, which produced this 
magnificent architecture, was reduced to unmitigated folly given the political 
conditions suffered at the time.135 When recounting how the project for the 
house came to light, Artigas recalls that his client Elza sought him to do the 
project and he answered: “´You are out of your mind! I´m being judged by the 
security tribunal. The first session is the day after tomorrow. I will be 
convicted. Do you expect me to do a project for you in jail?” (...) I did the 
design of this house like some sort of convict-architect´“.136  

Artigas and Cascaldi designed the Casa Elza Berquó three years after the 
military coupe which froze constitutional rights and criminalized freedom of 
expression in Brazil. These were violent times of dictatorship and censorship. 
Expressing criticism and discontent with the government was a crime. 
Thousands of students, artists, journalists and intellectuals were persecuted, 
imprisoned, tortured and killed. And Artigas was not spared. His militancy in 
the Communist Party of Brazil led to his arrest by the military regime and 
removal from his post as Professor at the School of Architecture and 
Urbanism of the University of São Paulo: for being a militant, he [Artigas] 
was forced into compulsory retirement under Institutional Act 5, and arrested 
by the DOI-CODI in 1974“.137 

Persecuted politically, the alternative found for those opposing the military 
regime was the use of ironic language in which criticism over lack of freedom 
could be read between the lines. Artigas recalls that “it was in Brazilian folk 

                                                        
133 Idem 
134 Ibidem, p.48 
135 Idem 
136 Ibidem, pp.47-48 
137 http://www.jornaldocampus.usp.br/index.php/2015/06/cem-anos-de-joao-batista-vilanova-artigas/. 
Viewed on 20.08.2015. “The Destacamento de Operações de Informações - Centro de Operações de Defesa 
Interna (English: Department of Information Operations - Center for Internal Defense Operations) was the 
Brazilian intelligence and repression agency during the military government (1964–1985). This period 
started on March 31, 1964 with the removal of the civilian government by military forces and ended in 
1984. DOI-CODI was responsible for suppressing internal dissent against the regime. It acted as political 
police, using torture and other counter-insurgency methods, with a focus on anti-communism. Many 
political activists, intellectuals, artists, college students and journalists were interrogated and at times 
tortured by the DOI-CODI throughout its existence combatting clandestine forces and guerrilla groups.“ 
Source: Wikipedia. 
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Censorship during the military regime in Brazil (1964-1985). Illlustration: Foca Cruz.



music and in all aspects of plastic arts and theater that the culture found a 
channel to voice its disapproval of the numbskull mentality which had 
pervaded at the time [of the dictatorship].”138  

This venting can be found in the song Apesar de você (Despite you), 
written by Chico Buarque. The lyrics of the song, centered on a so-called 
“you”, were open to interpretations and managed to slip through the 
censorship of the military regime - who thought it referred to a narrative about 
a tiff between lovers. The public however, was able to read the criticism 
between the lines made by Chico Buarque about the violent and repressive 
military government of the then-President Emílio Garrastazu Médici, who 
was the actual “you” in the lyrics – which featured the following verses in the 
chorus:  
 
When the time comes 
For my suffering 
I will charge with interest, I swear 
All this oppressed love 
This contained cry 
This samba in the dark 
 
Despite you 
Tomorrow is to be 
A new day 
 
The song was a huge hit on the radio stations and his album sold millions of 
copies. Chico Buarque ended up being interrogated by the police, who were 
suspicious of the overnight success of the song. According to the journalist 
Humberto Werneck, “Chico, on tenterhooks, wrote Apesar de você and 
submitted it for censorship convinced it would not get through. It did. The 
single featuring Desalento and Apesar de você had sold some 100,000 copies 
by the time a newspaper insinuated the song paid homage to President Médici. 
The record company was raided and the copies destroyed. During an 
interrogation, Chico was asked who você (you) referred to. “It´s a really 
bossy, authoritarian woman” he replied.139  

Chico wrote Apesar de você just days after returning from a self-imposed 
exile in Italy in 1969, the same year in which Artigas sought exile in Uruguay. 
The irony, sarcasm and double meaning were ways of getting around 
censorship while criticizing the military regime between the lines – like Chico 

                                                        
138 Artigas, João B. Vilanova. Caminhos da Arquitetura. São Paulo: Cosac & Naify, 1999, p.166 
139 http://www.chicobuarque.com.br/letras/notas/n_apesarde.htm. Viewed on 20.08.2015 
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Buarque had done in songs, and Antigas in architecture, such as the Elza 
Berquó House. 

Artigas had previously criticized the political-economic order the years 
preceding the military coupe of 1964. During a period free of censorship, he 
and Cascaldi also had resorted to architectonic stratagem applied in the design 
of the reinforced concrete structures as a means of protest. I use stratagem 
because the term relates to strategy, but does mean the same thing exactly. 
Strategy can be defined as “art or science of the planning and conduct of a 
war”.140 Stratagem, besides encompassing the meaning of strategy, also 
includes the notion of artifice or cunning. Artigas used the same approach. 
Criticism of the military could not be made directly, since it would meet with 
violent and oppressive censorship. Criticism could only be used between the 
lines, and censorship had to be circumvented by the use of cunning.  

Therefore, as in the case of the Casa Eliza Berquó, the notion of stratagem 
is more fitting than strategy since is conveys the idea of canny behavior 
involving astuteness.“141  

And Artigas considered himself a “malicious artist”.142 He vigorously 
opposed the capitalism and what he saw as a cultural tábula rasa (blank slate) 
projected by the United States to the rest of the world. Shortly before his 
death, he reiterated his anti-capitalist conviction by criticizing the North-
American. He stated: “I have the impression that this collection which 
American post-modernism makes of history, in some ways had a certain 
symbolism; it´s like the saying: ‘we are the universal owners, both owners of 
the past and future – of everyone´s future and of the past also.’”143  

Akin to Artigas, many other intellectuals and artists fought through their art 
against the advance of capitalism in Brazil. It was a thinking elite that never 
really had a chance of beating such a political powerful opponent. A ploy, a 
stratagem, a trick to confound the enemy – at least symbolically - was called 
for.  

In architecture, one of the stratagems used by Antigas and Cascaldi to 
weaken the enemy was the artistic manipulation of the mechanical behavior of 
the reinforced concrete structures they designed – particularly the building  

                                                        
140 strategy: “the art or science of the planning and conduct of a war.” Collins English Dictionary: 
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/strategy. Viewed 25.01.2016 
141 http://www.dicio.com.br/ardil/. Viewed on 20.08.2015 
142 Artigas, João B. Vilanova.  A Função Social do Arquiteto. São Paulo: Nobel, 1989, p.72 
143 Ibidem, p.66. In Artigas´words: “This relationship between form and content is typical of the thinking 
of the period, particularly of Lenin.” / “(...) when International style was referred to, any communist, like 
myself at the time, immediately knew that the meaning of internationality was of proletariat, universal 
origin. In other words, universal in content, national in form. An international architectural style was that 
which served all of humanity with national forms masking the internationality of the intention” (Ibidem, 
p.60) 
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Artigas and Cascaldi, Elza Berquó House (1967), São Paulo: random recesses representing a protest against 
censorship. Photo: Nelson Kon 
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Artigas and Cascaldi, Elza Berquó House (1967), São Paulo: tree trunks ironically support reinforced 
concrete beams. Photo: Nelson Kon 
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enclosure structures. The rationale behind this artifice was to shift the 
perception of the static behavior of the buildings and create structures that 
exhibited a utopian structural behavior, consistent with the utopian social and 
political reality aspired to by Artigas – i.e. far removed from the implacable 
impositions of international capitalism, and closer to the socialist ideology he 
embraced. 

The structural articulations in the vertical structures of the façades of the 
School of Architecture and Urbanism of the University of São Paulo 
(FAUUSP) are, from this standpoint, utopias. They are not true structural 
hinges, but mere cavities in the reinforced concrete which actually have no 
static function whatsoever. Although appearing to be articulations that confer 
flexibility to the structure under different loads and temperatures, they are in 
fact narrow cavities made in tough, highly reinforced supports. Incorporated 
at points in the uprights bearing the greatest loads per square centimeter, these 
same cavities appear to provide sufficient strength and flexibility to support 
the reinforced concrete monolith perched above them, without rupturing. 

But all this reflects what might happen ideally. In reality, the mechanical 
behavior of the structure of the building does not allow the incorporation of 
hinges, roller bearings, or any other mobile articulations at these points of 
reduced area in the uprights. In fact, neoprene vertical expansion joints were 
built in order to divide the building into two main blocks that slightly expand 
and contract due to temperature changes. However, these joints are visually 
superseded by the narrow and fictitious structural articulations of the pillars, 
placed for the sake of imagination and utopia. 

And utopia stands for “nowhere”. It is therefore an illusion, a dream, a 
fantasy created deliberately for an unattainable place in time-space and no 
relationship with reality. And Artigas was aware that he was designing 
utopias. He said: “under conditions of Brazilian capitalism, perverse as it may 
be, we architects uphold as a social responsibility, the right to think in a 
utopian manner amidst a reality that is perverse to us”.144 Artigas repeatedly 
affirmed that he reserved the right “amidst the impositions of Brazilian 
capitalism (...), to develop proposals of the future in utopian terms.”145 In his 
view, this was the only way he could “convey with his imagination and 
creativity as an artist for the future (...).146 

According to Artigas, utopia had the connotation of protest. He would say 
that the “relationship of utopism with reality is that it makes the artist a 
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legitimate entity within the environment in which he lives, regardless of their 
protest as a citizen against the reality.”147 

And Artigas´ protest was, in part, reserved for the building enclosures of 
some of his designs. In these buildings, the contesting of reality took place via 
a structural design that produced an apparently utopian static behavior – like 
those found in the delicate cavities of the perimeter supports of the FAUUSP 
building, which seem to be able to bear huge structural loads. 

But this utopia could only be materialized thanks to a hierarchy that divided 
the structure between two poles: mechanical and symbolic, concrete and 
abstract. In the Dressing rooms of the São Paulo Football Club (SPFC) for 
example, the long  reinforced concrete beams were supported on foundations 
consisting of only two supports reduced to points of contact that – when seen 
from a certain angle - appeared to have, on the planes of the façades, areas 
apparently equal to zero. It is as if these enormous beams were supported on 
virtual points. But this is only the impression resulting from sculpting work 
done on the pillars – and not on the actual section that performs the 
mechanical function of support, which clearly does not have zero area.  

In fact, there is no way of transferring structural weight through a pillar 
whose cross-sectional area is zero – in other words, through a point which is 
merely a coordinate in space. In points of support reduced to nothing – 
evident in the designs of the longitudinal façades of the SPFC Dressing rooms 
– it would be technically unfeasible to “transfer” loads. But Artigas and 
Cascaldi took advantage of the sculptural qualities of reinforced concrete to 
make it appear to support a beam on a point without area or size, thereby 
manipulating the perception of the behavior of the structure. This was 
intended to give the impression that the structural loads were sustained by a 
one-dimension point – an impossibility in mechanical terms, and therefore a 
utopia. 

By deliberately manipulating the perception of the behavior of a structure 
through the creation of fictitious expansion joints and uprights with zero 
supporting cross-sectional area, Artigas and Cascaldi intended to transport the 
buildings of the FAUUSP and SPFC Dressing rooms into a utopian time-
space. Consequently, in both of these works, static behavior not found in this 
world was designed. 

It is a utopian structural behavior that intended to transport architectural 
buildings to another universe – not only mechanical-static but also social and 
political. Analogously, it would be like saying these buildings belonged not 
only to another reality, but also to another humanity. 
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In the case of the structural designs of both the FAUUSP building and the 
SPFC Dressing rooms, this utopia was reserved for the building enclosures – 
and not the interior spaces. As outlined previously, Artigas reserved the 
utopian expression for the exterior, and thus maintained his design approach 
of basing the structural design on a dualism between interior and exterior. As 
he himself declared: “architect on the outside, architect on the inside: In other 
words, architecture internally as a way of dividing space, and externally as a 
form of expression.”148  

By differentiating internal and external space, Artigas endeavored to 
establish a design based on the conception of two types of structure that could 
coexist in the architectural work: one of these has a predominantly functional 
aspect whereas the other has a largely symbolic function. This division is 
evident in the recesses of both the FAUUSP building and the SPFC Dressing 
rooms. In the latter, the long beams and uprights of the façades appear to be 
structurally vital but are in fact thin walls of reinforced concrete anchored to 
other, more robust structures also made from reinforced concrete and set-back 
relative to the plane of the façades. In the case of the FAUUSP, the drawings 
depicting the load of the pillars show that virtually all the perimeter supports 
of the building – which appear to sustain a reinforced concrete monolith – had 
their functional structure reduced owing to their lower loads – with the 
exception of four pillars. 

Upon relieving the perimeter structures, the primary static function was 
shifted to the interior of these two buildings. This freed up the façades for 
manipulations of a structural-artistic nature, which included manipulating 
expressions and impressions of weight and lightness. 

The structural dualism provided this opportunity to seek the artistic 
meaning that Artigas was looking for, to represent, through the behavior of a 
structure, a utopian reality in which there are no oppressors, no oppressed, 
neither low nor high, weight nor lightness. Within this utopia, form is not 
subject to the effects of gravity. It is pure and non-deformable. In the building 
enclosures of the FAUUSP and SPFC Dressing room buildings, Artigas and 
Cascaldi deny the static-mechanical behavior of the physical universe to 
affirm another utopian universe. This required an engineering project that 
shifted most of the responsibility of mechanically sustaining the building over 
to the internal structure. The other part of the engineering design centered on 
taking the load off the building enclosures, which were reserved principally 
for artistic expression, utopia and symbology of social criticism. It was in 
these building enclosures that one could “faire chanter le point d’appui” 
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(make the points of support sing), as Artigas noted by quoting the aphorism of 
Auguste Perret.  

Artigas made us believe with his architecture that this “song” was the 
poetry of reinforced concrete supports that appeared to sustain what 
mechanically they did not. Together with Cascaldi, he made look real what in 
true mechanical/static reality was not. He made us believe that the structural 
reality is another – in which weight and lightness do not oppose nor exclude 
each other in the design of the structure. Artigas convinced us that the light 
can sustain the heavy, that the world can be different, and that the impossible 
is possible.  

It is an optimistic vision. The “singing” of the supports is the poetic 
dimension of the utopian static behavior. Artigas said: “This expression ‘the 
points of support must be made to sing out’ (...) is borrowed from [Auguste] 
Perret.” According to him, this was an observation by a historian of 
architecture, a man that considers the Greek column and knows that when it 
goes from the shaft to the architrave it transitions to flowers and speaks 
another language.”149 Artigas affirmed that this other language of the capital is 
the song. In other words, he affirms that the metaphor of the point of support 
which “sings” also reflects his own opinion about the ethical and poetic 
content of a structural transition.  

Perret promoted the idea that it was not necessary to break with the past to 
be modern and original. As an architect, he believed there was an 
architectonic heritage that could be reformulated using reinforced concrete. 
And Antigas, besides citing Perret in his discourses, also defended a position 
– in principle, similar to that of the French Master – that architecture should 
not abandon its historical heritage (although this does not mean he was an 
adept of historicism). In Artigas’ words: “as architects, we have shown that 
we are not against the contribution that universal experience has graced us 
with. History that speaks. Universal experience is, in the field of architecture, 
a constant incentive for the creation of novel forms and structures.”150 It is in 
this sense that the division of the structural design into interior and exterior – 
seen in the conception of the FAUUSP and SPFC Dressing rooms – shows 
that Artigas put into practice his belief in history´s importance to architectural 
design. 

Structural dualism, for instance, consists of a division that derives from the 
old idea of separating mechanism-structure and art-structure. It was the 
German Karl Bötticher (1806-1889), archeologist and theorist of architecture 
who identified – in the Greek, Egyptian and Assyrian architectures - the roots 
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of a structural design separating core-structure from art-structure. In his book 
Die Tektonik der Hellenen (1844-1852), Bötticher coined the expressions 
Kernform and Kunstform (meaning core-form and art-form, respectively) as 
analytical tools to interpret structural design in ancient and classical Greece. 
Both these terms “associate the separation between static structure from its 
artistic apparel.”151 The core-form referred to the material and static function 
of an architectural element, for instance, a column. The art-form designated 
how this static function becomes apparent.  

The Greeks for example, artistically expressed the mechanical function 
performed by the columns of their temples. Bötticher explained that to 
achieve this they created a “conceptual veil” that overlays the columns, giving 
it its characteristic expression.”152 According to Bötticher, Kernform and 
Kunstform were inseparable terms for interpreting a structure and therefore 
did not occur distinctly but together. Hartmut Mayer explains that, “although 
his theory on the separation of the supporting central structure from its 
ornamental enclosure later become a point of discussion, Bötticher always 
stated that originally one was part of the other.”153 Even if they represented 
two sides of the same coin, each of these structures obeyed, according to 
Bötticher, different rules: “the ´Kernform’ is the static-structural ´moment´ of 
the architecture which emerges in interaction with different technical 
requirements.“154 According to Bötticher, it “emerges in an interplay with the 
material and the structure chosen.“155 At the same time Bötticher maintained  
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Façade, FAUUSP (1961): what appears to be the structural articulations of the pillars are just narrow 
cavities with no structural function whatsoever.  
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Pillar loading, FAUUSP (1961): perimeter supports bear lower loads (except four of them)



that “the application of a ´Kunstform’ primarily delineates (...) the conditions 
required for the architecture to emerge“.156  

 While Kernform follows the mechanical principle, Kunstform follows the 
ethical principle of the structure.157 According to Bötticher, Kunstform is the 
abstract static principle of the architectural work: “Kernform’ demonstrates 
the material need of a building“,158 whereas “‘Kunstform’ only reveals (...) the 
forces of the static system.“159 Mayer says that, in Bötticher´s view, this ethical 
principle of the structure appeared in “forms from nature or other pictorial 
symbols from Hellenic ornamentation“, which “were an ´elucidating feature´ 
of ´Kernform’ and constituted the abstract static principle of a structural 
element.“160 

The art-form or Kunstform, elucidates, according to Bötticher, the character 
of a structure, and can be classified as a supporting element in that it carries 
meanings. The expression that Mayer used to define this function of art-form 
is “Träger von Bedeutungsinhalten“ (bearer of meaningful content).161 Art-
form, when present in a structural design, is not decoration but a herald, a 
messenger that acquires the role of a bearer because it conveys the ethical 
content of the structure of a building.162 According to Bötticher, “the pure 
structure is unable to portray the static principles.“163 Mayer explains that “in 
the same way as the conception of ´Kernform’ emerges, for Bötticher a formal 
idea, then the static principles become apparent for the exterior in 
´Kunstform’“.164 

In the building by Artigas and Cascaldi, the expression of an ethical 
principle in the design of the reinforced concrete structure also called for the 
establishment of a structural dualism between core-form and art-form. Having 
made this division, the structural utopias represented by fragile “knots” or 
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transitions followed which, through their apparent capacity to bear huge 
loads, contradict the natural mechanical functioning of a structure. By 
dividing the structural design into two functions: one predominantly 
technical-mechanical and the other largely artistic, Artigas and Cascaldi were 
able to lighten the loads of the art-structure and sculpturally manipulate part 
of the reinforced concrete structure to exhibit an atypical mechanical-static 
behavior. Among other artistic manipulations, they made relatively thin 
supports, such as the façades of the FAUUSP building, appear to bear 
monolithic loads, i.e. overly heavy for their small size. By placing a monolith 
over proportionally frailer supports, they made the uprights seem stronger 
than they really are. 

And making something appear to be what it is not, is an old idea 
resembling the technique of dressing or masking the architecture – whether 
through tapestry or paint, wall art or ornamentation. It is like saying that the 
mechanical-static reality of a building can be “dressed”, in the same way as 
we wear carnival costumes, or clothes that change our social status and our 
image before society. Dressing and mask produce a metamorphosis – albeit 
temporary or otherwise – in the social significance of an individual or work of 
architecture. 

This idea of dressing also features in the buildings of Artigas and Cascaldi, 
in which the apparent transformations of the natural structural behavior into 
utopian behavior might have links with the deeply rooted carnival tradition in 
Brazil. Carnival is so popular in Brazil, it is one those secular events in which, 
according to Semper, monumental architecture had its origins. Herrmann and 
Mallgrave explained that the notion of the mask lends credence to the 
speculation that [Semper] “monumental architecture had its origin in the 
commemorative, provisional stage and theatrical performance, where the 
masking or denial of reality is fundamental to the religious or secular 
event.”165 Semper wrote: “I think that dressing and mask are as old as human 
civilization, and the joy in both is identical with the joy in those things that 
drove men to be sculptors, painters, architects, poets, musicians, dramatists, in 
short, artists.”166 In his view, “every artistic creation, every artistic pleasure 
presupposes a certain carnival spirit, or to express myself in a modern way - 
the haze of carnival candles is the true atmosphere of art.”167 

Drawing on the structural dualism of Bötticher, Semper developed a 
classification for the use of dressing in architecture based on organic and 
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inorganic combinations of core-form-cerne and art-form (Kernform eand 
Kunstform). Semper said for instance that “the Egyptians (...) looked upon the 
column in a way that conceptually separated the two roles of the core-form 
and the art-form.”168 He noted that “the column’s solid core always maintained 
its structural prominence; the capital appendages, the lotus flowers for 
example, were an assembly of discrete units or inserts.”169 Semper explained 
that in this way, “the work-form (the shaft) and the art-form (the capital 
around the shaft) were artistically independent (inorganic).170  

If this classification were applied to the structural design of the FAUUSP 
and the SPFC Dressing room buildings, it would be inorganic. In both 
buildings, the core-form – designed set back relative to the building 
enclosures – lightened the loads on the façades, freeing these up for 
expressing principles, ideas and structural utopias.171  

According to Semper, there is also organic structural dualism. He recounts 
that in Assyria, “a completely different idea of the column developed from the 
old empaestic technique, whereby a wooden core became wrapped with a 
metal sheathing or plates.”172 Semper tells that “over time the sheathing 
acquired ornamental surface elevations or relief (its art-form) that also 
enhanced its stiffness, so much that the sheathing assimilated the static role 
(the core-form) of the column and the wooden shaft inside disappeared, no 
longer structurally necessary”.173 Ultimately, “what was left was a hollow 
column in which the surface dressing or sheathing enacted and combined the 
functions of the core and art-form.”174  

If this classification could be reapplied to the building by Artigas and 
Cascaldi, it would become evident that the reinforced concrete porticos of the 
Anhembi Tennis Club are organic – since they involve the fusion of technical 
and symbolic functions. In these porticos, core-form and art-form overlap – 
achieved by transforming the structure of the porticos into a sculpture. Thus, 
the functional structure and representative structure were amalgamated into a 
sophisticated ambiguity between technical pragmatism and artistic expression.  
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The idea of dressing also appears, according to Semper, in classical Greek 
architecture. In this case, however, an alternative to the Egyptian and 
Assyrian dualisms was created: “the Greek column combined the solid-core 
construction of the Egyptian column with the Asian mode of surface 
decoration form used by the Assyrians in tubular designs to enhance the 
rigidity of hollow columns constructed of plates.”175 Semper explained that 
“the tubular conception of the Ionic capital, for instance, emulated metal 
prototypes in Asia Minor; the column’s fluting was also a decoration form 
used by the Assyrians in tubular designs to enhance the rigidity of hollow 
columns constructed of plates.”176 Semper concludes by pointing out that “the 
Greeks, however, enshrouded their solid columns with these decorative forms 
- the forms becoming, in effect, artistic symbols articulating and masking the 
column’s static role, while also denying its material basis.”177 

This ancient notion of dressing appeared in the architecture of the twentieth 
century following the introduction of steel and reinforced concrete. In this 
case, however, rather than a dualism reserved for the design of the column, a 
dualism between the structure and enclosures was created, leaving the façades 
or outer covering free for manipulation – since the structural function of these 
could be reduced or eliminated. This dualism gave rise to the so-called free 
façade, and was first conceived by the French engineer, François Hennebique. 
Perceiving that the use of reinforced concrete could relieve the exterior walls 
of heavy structural loads, he introduced a concept of separation between 
structure and enclosure: “whereas in iron construction it had still been 
customary to conserve the traditional heavy masonry wall with small 
apertures, Hennebique perceived that his columns, beams and floors were 
sufficient in themselves, so that traditional wall surfaces could be abandoned 
altogether in favour of an infilling that was entirely transparent.”178 Although 
Hennebique only applied this system to buildings of a utilitarian nature, he set 
a precedent that paved the way for architects to employ the structure-
enclosure dualism for artistic purposes. 

Le Corbusier, the most famous apprentice from the office of the Perret 
brothers (who used Hennebique´s technology), transformed the idea of 
separating structure and outer covering in an iconic image of architecture of 
the twentieth century: the Maison Dom-Ino. Based on the standardization of 
the reinforced concrete frame for the mass production of buildings, the 
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Maison Dom-Ino was designed in 1914, at a time when European cities were 
being destroyed by the armed conflicts of the First World War (WWI). For 
this reason, Le Corbusier named his structural system Dom-Ino, as this was 
derived from the idea of a modular construction system, which would help to 
quickly rebuild the ruined cities - since it could be readily multiplied by 
assembling the modules side by side like pieces from a domino set.   

In this system, both the floors and the façades were independent from a 
reinforced concrete skeleton that supported the roof and slabs of the building. 
This skeleton was characterized by columns that ran through floors in the 
format of a Cartesian grid – extending indefinitely both vertically and 
horizontally.  This comprised a relatively unlimited structural typology in 
terms of size and expansion. Therefore, the design of the transitions between 
column and floor also alludes to the idea that the structure can rise 
unimpeded. Rudolf Arnheim observed that ”modern columns such as Le 
Corbusier’s pilotis are unmitigated cylinders and run visually right into the 
floors and ceilings, because they neither indicate completeness by their shape 
nor are supplied with buffers.”179 According to him, “under certain conditions 
this effect may suit the architect’s purpose; he may want the supports to be 
seen as rising through the building, unimpeded by the floors they cross.“180 

Clearly, Le Corbusier did not design façades nor internal partitions for his 
Maison Dom-Ino project. This consists of a reinforced concrete skeleton that 
can be “dressed” with any “apparel”. Besides, the Maison Dom-Ino was 
indifferent to tectonics and likewise to structural transitions of both internal 
walls and of the building enclosures.   

Although separating core-structure from the architectural expression of the 
building enclosures, a Maison Dom-Ino does not attain the structural dualism 
of Bötticher because the reinforced concrete skeleton is conceptually 
independent from the covering. There was no need for Le Corbusier to 
establish a relationship between the two. There is neither an abstract static 
principle to be communicated in the building enclosures, nor a direct 
relationship between the design of the façade and the reinforced concrete 
skeleton which supports the building. 

Artigas criticized this attitude of Le Corbusier, of engaging in projects that 
were so abstract, so far removed from any cultural contexts, they could be 
commercially exploited by anyone in any corner of the globe. In a text 
entitled Le Corbusier and Imperialism, he also criticized the Modulor, 
accusing Le Corbusier of trying to unify the imperial system of Anglo-Saxon 
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measures with the French metric system. In Artigas´ view, the Modulor 
intended to “unify fabrications across all countries”.181 Le Corbusier said that 
the Modulor was a “novel instrument” whose “primary objective was to pool, 
reunite and harmonize the labor of men” which, at the time “were distinctly 
disunited [..] evidenced by the presence of two different parallel systems of 
measures: ‘the Anglo-Saxon feet-inches system on the one side and the metric 
system on the other.”182 

This lack of union was viewed by Artigas as an obstacle to the integration 
of capitalist production globally owing to the coexistence of two incompatible 
systems of measures. He explained his opinion as follows: “in the process of 
economic penetration and dominance of the world, American imperialism is 
blocked by a major obstacle: the coexistence of two systems of measures - the 
Anglo-Saxon feet-inches system and the metric decimal system.”183 The 
founder of FAUUSP pointed out that these systems were originally created as 
technical barriers, and as one of the “pillars of the [British] ´Empire´ and one 
of the conditions of its impenetrability.”184 On the other hand, he also 
emphasized that the French Revolution created a metric system to “wipe out 
every last trace of the previous feudal order.”  Artigas ultimately concludes by 
observing that what held back the pace of capitalist advance – which he 
personally rejected – was among others, the fact that these two systems 
wrestled “brutally with each other to conquer the markets worldwide.”185 

Artigas recounts that Le Corbusier tried to sell the idea of the Modulor to 
North-American industrialists but failed: “In spite of everything, the Kaiser, 
Lilienthal, Dale, etc., heads of industry which he [Le Corbusier] sought 
anxiously in North America, did not get it. They had moved on, having 
switched from the ´humanitarian plans of building houses for the millions in 
favor of producing automobiles, or plastics.”186 With a sense of irony, Artigas 
notes that imperialism found no immediate use for Le Corbusier´s solutions”, 
considering them “dated, and on this count they had a point”.187 According to 
Artigas, it sufficed to observe that “imperialist penetration during those times 
[1950s] was imposed by force, cannon fire, massacring the patriots, invading 
territories, buying out entire governments; and this is why they [wealthy 
industrialists] despised the Modulor”.188 
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Artigas was convincing in revealing the implicit vested interests in the 
Modulor idea as a means of promoting imperialism – while the difference 
between the systems of measures would unify industrial production and aid 
the advance of capitalist throughout the world. He goes on to declare that, “for 
progressive architects from Brazil, the language of Le Corbusier, in this book 
[Modulor], is the language of our people´s worst enemy, American 
imperialism.”189 Artigas believed it necessary to reject all and any technical 
advances, such as the Modulor that imposed what he called “servile 
formalism”.190 

One response found by Artigas to the subservience being imposed on 
architecture and design, was to give the reinforced concrete structures their 
own authentic expression – more specifically, in the design of the structural 
transitions. Let’s consider that, for Bötticher, ”the shapes of nature or other 
pictorial symbols from Hellenic ornamentation were the ´elucidating 
characteristic´ of the ´core-form´ and represented the abstract static principle 
of a structural element.”191 This abstract static principle was associated by him 
with an ethical principle. Therefore, the structural transition, always richly 
ornamented in Greek temples, had an essential ethical nature. The 
ornamentation of the structural ”knot” was, in this case, an expression of an 
abstract static principle. In other words, it was an ethical principle of the 
structure of a Greek temple.  

In the designs for the FAUUSP building and SPFC Dressing Rooms, this 
same ethical principle was applied to the design of the structural “knot” – 
which in Greek Antiquity had been the Greek capital. In collaboration with 
Cascaldi, Artigas revives the architectonic value of this transition by 
confounding the form of the column with the structural “knot” itself – 
materialized in both of the above-mentioned buildings, in a transition between 
wall [or beam] that descends and foundations that rise.  

This constituted a design approach which amplified the structural transition 
not only to the point of rendering it monumental, but also to the point of 
transforming it into the support itself. This is an approach which revived the 
importance of the design of the structural transition, dispensed with by Le 
Corbusier in the design of the Maison Dom-Ino. 

Thus, transforming the transition into a monument was a way of 
maintaining the ethics of the structural design while countering the tabula 
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rasa of the Modulor which, in Antigas´ eyes, represented an anti-ethical 
attempt to promote the spread of capitalism. In this respect, the FAUUSP 
building can be considered Artigas´ most vehement manifestation against 
what he called “imperialist penetration“. The gigantic structural “knot” which 
seems to blend with the shape of the column itself in the façades is the 
expression of protest which he reserved as the right of an artist.  

Incorporating and blending the design of the structural transition with the 
column itself thus symbolized a rejection of the standardization that Le 
Corbusier introduced for man (Modulor) and the structural design (Maison 
Dom-Ino).192 

Le Corbusier ignored the aphorism of his master Auguste Perret, who 
declared that “l’architecture, c'est l'art de faire chanter le point d'appui” 
(architecture is the art of making the points of support sing). As seen earlier, 
this “singing” meant, among others, maintaining the ethical principle of the 
structure. Consequently, a structure which had the design of its points of 
support – or transitions – suppressed might be, according to this point of view, 
anti-ethical. Given that the structural design was not bound to any specific 
cultural context, it could be deployed – together with the architecture – for a 
cultural tabula rasa, albeit capitalist or another kind. 

Conversely, the transformation of the column into a gigantic structural 
transition in the building enclosures of the FAUUSP building is the absolute 
expression of the ethical principal that rejects the “servile formalism” of the 
Modulor – to borrow an expression from Artigas. It is an approach which 
maintains, in the structural design, the importance of the “knot” as a timeless 
symbol of the human dimension of the construction technique. Notably, the 
knot was defined by Semper as “perhaps the oldest technical symbol and (...) 
the expression for the earliest cosmogonic ideas that arose among nations.”193  

The design of the structural knot was a subject which also fascinated Perret. 
The geometric transition and continuity between the square-section beam and 
round-section support was for him a constant design theme. Perret linked this 
transition to the dualism between the internal and external structures 
translated by him in the form of an abri souverain. Rather than creating only a 
skeleton to free up the architecture for free walls and floors, Perret arranged 
the structure of some of his buildings “into two different main orders [of 
columns] – that of the roof and that of the walls – organized according to the 

                                                        
192 In the design of the Maison Dom-Ino, Le Corbusier decided against geometric continuity between 
beam and column, and designed pilotis that ran through floors. 
193 Semper, Gottfried. The Four Elements of Architecture and Other Writings. Translated by Herrmann, 
W. and Mallgrave, Harry F. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989, p.217  
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hierarchical relationships which corresponded to the different static and 
formal functions.”194 

In the Church of Notre Dame du Raincy, for example, “a system of slender 
ribbed columns within the building support the vaulted ceiling producing the 
‘nave’, another sanctuary of levitating, light-filled space.”195 Perret created, in 
principle, “a secondary structure196 [as also created in the FAUUSP], 
independently of what went before and always in reinforced concrete”. 
Roberto Gargiani explains that this structure formed “the supporting portico 
left apparent in the enclosure section of the façade”.197 According to him 
“l’abri souverain (...) brings together and resolves per se the logic of the 
technical and of the static: it is certainly the most complex and complete form 
that a reinforced concrete frame can take.”198 

The idea of leaving a supporting portico exposed in the enclosure of the 
building brings the structural design of Artigas and Cascaldi closer to Perret´s 
notion of abri souverain than did the Maison Dom-Ino, where there is total 
independence between the structure and covering, and where the abstract 
static principle described by Bötticher is not expressed. In the case of the 
FAUUSP and SPFC Dressing room buildings for example, the loads are 
concentrated in the interior, but the abstract static principle – as advocated by 
Bötticher – was dedicated to the exterior building enclosures. 

Perret developed the idea of abri souverain centering on the two building 
typologies based on both the structural dualism between interior and exterior, 
and also on the dualism between the mechanical function and artistic 
expression of the structure. Namely: the Greek temple and the basilica. 
Gargiani observed that “in the same terms used by Perret to define ‘l’abri 
souverain’ it is possible to glean a reference to these two models: ‘portique’ 
alludes to the theme of a ceiling comprising a series of columns, ‘vaisseau’  

                                                        
194 Gargiani, Roberto. Auguste Perret 1874-1954: Teorie e opere. Milano: Electa, 1993, p.119 / “Il tema 
dell’articolazione della struttura generale in due ordine principali e distinti – quello della copertura e quello 
delle pareti (FAU, Anhembi) –, organizzati secondo relazioni gerarchiche che corrispondono alle diverse 
funzioni statiche e formali, sarà destinato ad avere importanti esiti in altre soluzioni perretiane di abri 
souverain.” 
195 Idem / “Nella chiesa di Notre-Dame a Le Raincy un sistema di esili piedritti nervati, interno 
all’edificio, sostiene la cobertura a volte, realizzando il vaisseau, la nef, l’altro riparo di un vuoto levitante e 
trapunto di luce. Una struttura secondaria, indipendente dalla precedente e sempre in calcestruzzo armato, 
forma il telaio portante lasciato a vista dei settori di tamponamento dell’involucro. A questa soluzione 
Perret arriva dopo una prima fase in cui l’involucro parietale riassorbiva ancora i piedritti. 
196 Idem 
197 ibidem, p.118 / “L’abri souverain invera le condizioni permanenti; riflette e continene quelle passagere, 
espresse e tradotte nell’eloquenza del carattere; integra e risolve in sé le logiche della tecnica e della statica: 
è definitiva la forma più complessa e compiuta che una ‘charpentre’ incalcestruzzo armato possa 
assumere.” 
198 Idem 
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Transverse section, Beauvais Cathedral: strenght is placed on the outside. Illustration: www.banupekol.com
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and ´nave´ are synonyms denoting the spaces of the religious typology of the 
basilica”.199 Gargiani explains that in the “abri souverain, the skeletal structure 
can assume different roles, whether projecting into the exterior of the building 
with a system of pillars and beams that comprises a temple architecture, a 
colonnade and a portico; or potently qualifying, with the strength of its lines, 
the space within the nave surrounded by thin walls.”200 

Both of the above-described typologies are based on the determination of 
where the Kernform and Kunstform will be incorporated - terms which, as 
indicated earlier, were coined by Bötticher. The basis of this choice hinges on 
the synthesis sought according to the French tradition, between classical and 
gothic: “In antiquity – he [Perret] wrote – the temple was the building that 
housed the priests, and where treasure was stashed, but to which the faithful 
masses were not allowed access. The interior was immersed in near obscurity 
and all life took place on the outside. This was unlike a Christian church, 
where the architects endeavored to create as big an internal space as possible 
to accommodate large numbers of people and to open this up so that nothing 
obstructed the view of the altar: groined vaults, ribs, concentrated loads, 
buttresses to produce immense open spans and create the magic of the 
stained-glass windows.”201 Perret noted that “the order is inside, whereas the 
apparent strength is placed on the outside, and the façade of the Christian 
temple is on the inside: the exterior, on at least three sides, belongs more to 
the landscape than to architecture.”202 In Greek temples, where only Gods 
could enter, the ornamentation was relegated essentially to the “outside” for 
the public, whereas the exclusively mechanical structure was reserved for the 
inside. In both typologies: temple and basilica, the structural strength was 
placed on only one of the sides: either inside or outside. 

Similarly, in the design of the FAUUSP building, the main load-bearing 
structure is internal, whereas the outside walls or building enclosures were 
dedicated to the artistic expression of structural behavior. In this building, and 
likewise in the SPFC Dressing rooms, where the structural strength was 
placed internally – i.e. set-back relative to the façades – the expression of the 
static principle is portrayed, as in Greek temples, externally in the façades.  

                                                        
199 Idem 
200 Idem / “Nell’abri souverain la struttura a scheletro può assumere ruoli diversi, ora proiettandosi 
all’esterno dell’edificio con un sistema di piedritti e di travi che configura una architettura templare, un 
colonnato o un portico; ora qualificando potentemente, con la forza delle proprie linee, lo spazio interno a 
navata racchiuso da esili pareti.” 
201 Idem / “L’ordine è all’interno, mentre lo sforzo apparente viene ricacciato all’esterno; la facciata del 
tempio cristiano è all’interno: l’esterno, su almeno tre lati, appartiene più al paesaggio che all’architettura.” 
202 Idem 
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However, although using the above-mentioned structural typology of the 
Greek temple as a reference, Artigas and Cascaldi endowed these buildings 
with the graphic language of structural engineering – and not the classical 
Greek vocabulary as Perret had done.   

The use of classical vocabulary was, generally speaking, regarded by the 
vanguard of Brazilian architecture as a backward step. The classical, together 
with other “styles” from the past, was deemed historicism.  

The conservative São Paulo elite, however, showed a preference for 
neoclassical architecture – especially French. Francine Mancini noted in her 
Master’s Thesis that “ the choice of a French architect [Henri Paul Pierre 
Sajous] from 1946 to refurbish the existing facilities at the Jockey [Club of 
São Paulo] is an indicator of the preferences of the São Paulo elite who 
frequented the Club for the European classical esthetic.”203 According to 
Mancini, “some angles at the Jockey even resemble sections of the Pallais de 
Chaillot, designed and built for the 1937 Paris Universal Exposition.”204 

The history of the architecture of the State of São Paulo, Brazil´s most 
industrialized state, is has its roots in classicism. The Bandeirista House, São 
Paulo architectural typology of the colonial period, shows the signs of a 
possible affiliation with the work by Andrea Palladio. In addition, the rapid 
industrialization of São Paulo provided the conditions, in the first few decades 
of the twentieth century, for the emergence of the neoclassical style via the 
intense activity of immigrant architects who brought European experience to 
São Paulo architecture. Among these influences was the French classicist 
rationalism taught by Auguste Perret at École Nacionale Supérieur des Beaux 
Arts de Paris.  

Mancini observed that the building by Henri Sajous in São Paulo shows a 
“strong influence of the architecture practiced by his fellow countryman 
Perret (...).”205 Mancini tells that “Perret created his reinforced concrete 
architecture expressing himself through the modernization of classical 
vocabulary”, but this latter aspect was deemed unforgivable by historians 
who, on the whole, considered Perret a pioneer marking a milestone. 
However, according to Mancini, “the absence of a vanguard discourse meant 
he was branded as being in a technical-historical misstep that Le Corbusier 
called the ´Perret paradox´ – at the technical forefront yet adopting the 
classical vocabulary for expression.”206 

                                                        
203 Francine Trevisan Mancini. Sajous: Architecto - Presença e Atuação Profissional, 1930-1959. 
Dissertação de Mestrado, São Paulo: FAUUSP, 2014, p.189 
204 Idem 
205 Ibidem, p.172 
206 Idem 
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Although Perret had visited Brazil in 1936, little has been investigated to 
date regarding the impact of his stay (albeit brief) on the development of São 
Paulo architecture. There are those who hold that Perret never exerted any 
influence on the architecture produced in Brazil: “ironically, Auguste Perret, 
architect of important buildings in France, was unable to propagate his 
classicist wave abroad (especially not in Brazil).”207 

But Perret appears to have left a trail of influence greater than the Brazilian 
history of architecture likes to recognize – at least on São Paulo architecture. 
Besides designing the headquarters of the Armando Álvarez Penteado 
Foundation in São Paulo, he has been cited for instance by Elisário Bahiana – 
an architect who started working in São Paulo in the 1930s and classified his 
architecture as “modern, in the Perret genre”.208  

Perret may not have disseminated his classicist wave, but his investigations 
into the reinforced concrete portico, and his idea of abri souverain impacted – 
at least indirectly – the architecture of reinforced concrete produced in São 
Paulo (as well as in Artigas’s designs). Among the ideas that had an impact is 
the notion that structural solutions transcend mechanical logic. Perret 
“resolved the reinforced concrete portico using shapes and proportions that 
are incongruent with the logic of the structure.”209 Gargiani notes that this 
results in the unfounded myth rooted in the historiography of a Perret who 
was an ‘engineer’ of reinforced concrete.”210  

Perret believed that the exploitation of engineering would never lead to 
artistic expression on a par with classical architecture. In line with this 
disbelief that an architectural work of lasting esthetic value could be produced 
by applying technology alone, Perret was critical of the modernist 
“mechanism”. He said: “Some years from now today´s most beautiful 
locomotive will be a pile of metal. The Parthenon shall sing forever’.”211  

In the same fashion, the myth that the reinforced concrete structures of 
Artigas and Cascaldi are as logical and rational as they seem to be is 
unfounded. For to Artigas, transcendence was the right to show, as an artist, 

                                                        
207 Serapião, Fernando. “O paradoxo de Perret”. In https://arcoweb.com.br/projetodesign/artigos/artigo-o-
paradoxo-de-perret-em-sao-paulo-01-12-2004. Viewed on 2.4.2016 
208 Francine Trevisan Mancini. Sajous: Architecto - Presença e Atuação Profissional, 1930-1959. 
Dissertação de Mestrado, São Paulo: FAUUSP, 2014, p.186 
209 Gargiani, Roberto. Auguste Perret 1874-1954: Teorie e opere. Milano: Electa, 1993, p.89 / “Se si 
considera la complessa problematica, che si è fin qui ripercorsa, sottesa ai modi diversi con i quali Perret 
risolve il telaio strutturale in calcestruzzo armato nel processo di qualificazione architettonica – ora celando 
con rivestimenti in ceramica, marmo, intonaco, ora esibendolo in forme e proporzioni non corrispondenti 
alla logica della struttura – risulta fondato il mito radicatosi nella sotiografia di un Perret ‘ingegnere’ del 
calcestruzzo armato.” 
210 Idem 
211 Idem 
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“the secret things you collect to adorn your spirit”.212 In Perret´s view, this 
same transcendence mirrors the notion that the spirit must penetrate 
material.213  

Artigas and Cascaldi found this transcendence in the metaphorical potential 
of the forms of engineering, and also in the exploitation of the sculptural 
quality of reinforced concrete – which allows structures to be manipulated in 
a ludic fashion. And it was through this artifice – combined with a structural 
dualism between interior and exterior – that they expressed their aspirations, 
criticisms and protests as citizens against the status quo. 

  

                                                        
212 Cabral, Frank; Rodrigues, Eduardo de Jesus. Vilanova Artigas: Espaço e Programa para a FAU 
Depoimento de Gravado em 1978, São Paulo, DVD 
213 Op.cit., p.90 
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João Vilanova Artigas described himself as having “a critical and rebellious 
cultural stance.”214 For him, “the artist is essentially a rebel and in 
rebelliousness there is a place for subversion.”215  

Artigas´ position was clearly against the military dictatorship established in 
Brazil in 1964. Amidst the political turmoil of the period, he, other 
intellectuals and artists regarded art as a peaceful, albeit risky way of fighting 
against the tyrannical regime. Artigas explained that the “FAU[USP]216 was 
the only art school of the University [of São Paulo] and the idea of art for the 
movement of [19]64 had a subversive connotation.217 

Founder of the FAUUSP, Artigas was relieved of his post as Professor and 
banned from practicing the profession in Brazil during the dictatorship. In 
1981, after commencement of the amnesty process, he began reformulating 
the schools of architecture so they could regain their freedom. According to 
him, this reformulation was necessary to allow architects to practice “their 
creative mission without fear of losing themselves in the marasmus or the 
straight-jacket that constituted practical life”.218 For Artigas however, this 
“creative mission” was no easy task. As he himself declared: “Under the 
perverse conditions in which the colonizing backwardness and oppression 
strived to give everything their fingerprint of approval, anything not easy was 
deemed subversive.”219 

And the work of Artigas did not get wrapped up in the marasmus or the 
straight-jacket of everyday life. In this sense it can be considered 
subversive.220 It does not yield to the weight of reinforced concrete or to linear 
time. It rebels against the third dimension and does not allow itself to be 
subjugated by the force of gravity. In conjunction with Carlos Cascaldi, 
Artigas artistically disobeyed the rules for distributing structural loads, 
metaphorically restraining the weight of oppression, and thus perhaps 
manifesting in these works of architecture his desire to never bow to a 
tyrannical regime, nor to outside public or cultural domination. 

In order to symbolically express disobedience against a repressive 
economic and cultural hierarch, Artigas and Cascaldi subverted, above all, the 
perception of the force of gravity on a reinforced concrete structure. In doing 

                                                        
214 Artigas, João B. Vilanova. Caminhos da Arquitetura. São Paulo: Cosac & Naify, 1999, p.166 
215 Idem 
216 Faculty of Architecture and Planning of the University of São Paulo 
217 Op.cit., p.166 
218 Artigas, João B. Vilanova. Caminhos da Arquitetura. São Paulo: Cosac & Naify, 1999, p.13 
219 Idem 
220 Even before the beginning of the dictatorship in Brazil. 
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so they drew on the work of the avant-garde artists of the early twentieth 
century and Brazilian constructivist art, as well as advances in modern 
engineering. Of the resources deployed by them to subvert gravity, three were 
derived from the arts: 1) the use of flat surfaces instead of closed volumes; 2) 
the establishment of a direct and interdependent relationship between art and 
engineering (artist-builder); and 3) the polemical need for conventional 
physical support for works of art. Two further resources also used by Artigas 
and Cascaldi to subvert gravity were borrowed from engineering: 4) the use of 
uprights that taper at the base – employed since the end of the nineteenth 
century to help control the behavior of structures; and 5) the exploitation of 
the artistic potential of shapes which engineers found to satisfy mechanical 
requirements – such as the reinforced concrete frames of the Anhembi Tennis 
Club, which resemble a bending moment diagram.  

Artigas was an engineer and knew how to devise structures. At the same 
time he was also a visual artist. He admired poets. According to him, what 
poets “say in two words, we [architects] need thousands of bricks to 
convey”.221 Artigas went, however, beyond admiration. He lived among the 
artists. Some excerpts from his speeches confirm this: “I who have always 
been involved with poets”222; “look at the experience with concretists”223; 
“there is mixing of the architect, as an artist, with the artistic avant-gardes.”224  

Artigas mixed with members of the Brazilian Association of Writers, and 
attended classes at the Belas Artes School.225 He belonged to the “generation 
of Volpi, of Rebolo of the Bonadei”226, members of the Santa Helena Group 
(also known as the Paulista Artistic Family).227 Despite having rejected 
abstract art for a time, he heard, in 1950s Brazil, the echoes of Russian 
constructivism of the 1920s.  

Differences aside, it was through his interest for constructivism that Artigas 
encountered the idea that artists should be agents of social change. And this 
association between the social function of architecture and Russian 
constructivism is evident not only in his discourse but also his works. 

Artigas said “I need to speak about the social function of the architect from 
the specific standpoint of modern architecture.” To do so he cited the thinking 
of Manfredo Tafuri, who stated that modern architecture was born out of the 

                                                        
221 In Vilanova Artigas citado em "Arquitetura no Rio Grande do Norte: uma introdução", p.10, de Pedro 
de Lima - Publicado por Cooperativa Cultural Universitária, 2002 
222 Artigas, João B. Vilanova.  A Função Social do Arquiteto. São Paulo: Nobel, 1989, p.49 
223 Idem 
224 Ibidem, p.47 
225 Ibidem, p.50 
226 Idem 
227 Artigas also mixed with scientists, including  physicist Mario Schenberg. 
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“hopes for social change in the world amid the Soviet Revolution.”228 In 
Russian constructivism and way of life in Germany at the beginning of the 
twentieth century, Artigas saw “the possibilities of art integrating with life to 
embark on a golden age on the back of the Soviet Revolution (…)”229 In his 
opinion, architects should be instilled with a “need to play a role, with 
architecture itself, in social changes of the world (…)”230 

These hopes first emerged from the work of the Russian poets and artists: 
Vladimir Mayakovsky, Kasimir Malevich, El Lissitzky and Vladimir Tatlin, 
among others. It was a vanguard driven by scientific discoveries and 
speculations that brought into question former concepts about the nature of 
space, force of gravity, the third dimension and consequently our spatial 
orientation. All these artists found ways of questioning yet subverting 
established concepts in art and thereby symbolically highlight the 
obsolescence of the status quo. In this respect, they all produced subversive 
art. 

Subverting conventional views about space and gravity in art occurred 
concomitantly with technical transformation that mechanically defied the 
force of gravity.231 Motorized airships, planes and other aircraft sparked the 
imagination of architects that saw in these modes of transport the possibility 
of conceiving works of architecture from an “aerial” view. Eric Bunge 
believed that “newly airborne modern architects looked down at architecture 
from airplanes, while also looking up at the new technology for inspiration, 
jealously seeing in powered flight some of the anti-gravitational aspirations of 
Modern architecture itself.”232 These flying machine took architects on a flight 
of fancy where architecture could perhaps also “take off” – even without 
wings or engines: “in a sense, the unprecedented weightlessness of these early 
flying observers paralleled their desire to liberate their medium from the 
ground as well.”233 The urban plan of Brasília [inaugurated in 1960] for 
example, takes on the form of an airplane (or cross) on the ground – and may 
only be made out from the air. Devised by Lucio Costa at the same time 
Artigas and Cascaldi designed their most significant works, the design for 
Brasília reflects more of an aero-geographic view of architecture and of the 

                                                        
228 Artigas, João B. Vilanova.  A Função Social do Arquiteto. São Paulo: Nobel, 1989, p.13 
229 Ibidem, p.14 
230 Idem 
231 Ibidem, p. Artigas afirmou que arquitetura é “basicamente vencer a força da gravidade, eliminando 
suportes, cruzando vãos, equilibrando... O resto é conforto. Um pouco de conforto aqui, um pouco ali...” 
Repetido? 
232 Eric Bunge. Jealousy: Modern Architecture and Flight. In: 
http://cabinetmagazine.org/issues/11/bunge.php (viewed on 2.7.2014) 
233 Idem 
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city than a view confined to the human eye or body level. As Bunge observed 
“the aerial view began to affect modes of vision, and consequently, 
architectural production.”234 These new visual modes were indebted to 
evolution in the field of military strategy: “during World War I, the map-like 
flatness seen from windows of reconnaissance airplanes gained in strategic 
value over the perspectival space surveilled by ground patrols.”235 Bunge 
stated that the idea of a new perspective found a parallel in the arts: 
“concurrently with this rotation in operative visual modes, Suprematist, 
Cubist, and Italian Futurist painters began rejecting the horizon, familiar 
spatial reference, and gravity.” 236 

Architects naturally were not aloof to these spatial explorations made by 
Russian and European painters and sculptors in the first half of the twentieth 
century. According to Bunge, the work of these avant-gardes played “an 
important role in articulating new spatial agendas to architects, apparent in a 
generalized tendency towards abstraction; a horizontal and vertical 
displacement of volumes; the reversal of gravity by positioning the visually 
heavy above the apparently light; and a constantly changing composition of 
objects, predicated on an unstable, three-dimensionally mobile observer.”237 

The advent of passenger flight in the early part of the twentieth century 
changed the angle from which cities and buildings were seen. Naturally 
visualized by humans whose feet are firmly on the ground, the building as 
well as the city could now be observed from above – resulting in less 
volumetric and flatter views of objects. 

Architects however, went beyond this mode (aerial) of visualizing 
buildings and cities. The release from the gravitational force which bound 
humans to the earth – represented by aerial transport – affected the very 
notion of freedom in architecture. Buildings and cities began to be viewed as 
weightless “flying objects” that levitate in a continuous boundless space: “in 
the 1920s, the Dutch group De Stijl, among others, argued (...) for a radical 
notion of space as continuum, an idea which held that space, inside and 
outside, was uninterrupted and infinite.”238 But besides being continuous, this 
space was weightless – and thus symbolically may have also represented a 
free society: “in its challenge to the role of enclosure in creating space, this 
notion resulted in a desire for unbounded freedom and weightlessness.”239 

                                                        
234 Idem 
235 Idem 
236 Idem 
237 Idem 
238 Idem APUD Forty, Adrian. Words and Buildings: A Vocabulary of Modern Architecture. NY: Thames 
and Hudson , 2004, p.266 
239 Idem 
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Bunge recalls the description Viennese architect Frederick Kiesler gave to his 
‘City in Space’ installation at the Paris Art Deco Exhibition of 1925: “‘walls, 
walls, walls ... we want: A system of tension in free space. (...) No foundation, 
no walls. Detachment from the earth, suppression of the static axis. In creating 
new possibilities for living, a new society is created.’”240 

Soviet architects and artists showed this detachment from the Earth in the 
visionary design of buildings and flying machine (Vladimir Tatlin with the Le 
Tatlin; and Miturich with The Flyer). Aerostats and airplanes appeared in 
architectural designs in the early twentieth century (Palace of Culture by Ivan 
Leonidov); cites were planned as if they could take off like flying saucers 
(City of the Future by Georgy Krutikov); and buildings with aerodynamic 
shapes were designed (Lenin Institute by Ivan Leonidov). 

In architecture, a freedom was conceived not only inspired by aerial 
transport but also enabled by the construction technologies of iron, steel and 
reinforced concrete. Indeed, “detaching” a building from the ground became a 
recurrent theme of twentieth century architecture. As Le Corbusier insisted, 
the new uprights (pilotis) had the purpose of detaching the building from the 
ground and freeing up this space for promoting community activities and 
urban spatial continuity – a notion also applied in works of architecture 
produced in Brazil in the 1960s, including the São Paulo Art Museum (Masp, 
1968) designed by Lina Bo Bardi. 

Besides Le Corbusier, other artists and architects such as El Lissitzky, Theo 
Van Doesburg, Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe, Walter Gropius and Frank Lloyd 
Wright241 also sought, each in their own way, to contradict the common 
understanding that a work of architecture would be inevitably forever 
Earthbound. Le Corbusier designed pilotis at the Ville Savoye (1928) which 
traversed the ground and the suspended volume of the building as if 
supporting nothing at all; In the Barcelona Pavilion (1929), Ludwig Mies Van 
Der Rohe created spatial ambiguity by confounding walls that appear to be 
load-bearing yet do not always have a structural function; Frank Lloyd Wright 
designed in the Fallingwater House volumes in balances that are so long they 
appear to levitate; while El Lissitzky devised ambiguous spaces using 
drawings (Prouns) in which gravity and typical geographic-space orientation 
are subverted.  

Spatial ambiguity, detachment from the ground and levitation were 
methods also used to integrate art and technique in some of the works 
designed by Artigas and Cascaldi. The Rubens de Mendonça House (1958) – 
also known as the House of Triangles – was one of their first. In this project,  

                                                        
240 Idem 
241 In Brazil we find Affonso Reidy, Oscar Niemeyer and Paulo Mendes da Rocha, among others. 
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Georgy Krutikov, City of the Future (1928): the conquest of gravity. Illustration: 
iwwwcabinetmagazine.org
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Artigas and Cascaldi, House of Triangles / Rubens de Mendonça (1958), São Paulo: conciliation between 
painting and engineering. Photo: Nelson Kon 
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they took their first steps toward a fusion between artistic expression and 
static function. The blue and white triangle murals painted on the façades are 
visually blended with the also triangular external reinforced concrete pillars 
painted blue. In this project, painting and engineering are melded whereby the 
reinforced concrete pillars comprising the exterior of the house (triangular in 
shape and blue) fuse with the mural panels (composed of blue and white 
triangles) painted on the façades.  

This reconciliation between painting of an abstract nature and engineering 
of structures placed the House of Triangles at the forefront of the 
architectonic experiments conducted by Artigas and Cascaldi in which the 
force of gravity become a central theme.  

In pictorial and sculptural art, the first manifestation of a denial – or 
suppression – of the force of gravity emerged in the twentieth century with 
works referred to as non-objective, non-figurative art or simply abstract art. 
Kasimir Malevich, founder of Suprematism, painted elementary geometric 
shapes that appeared to levitate in an infinite and continuous space. El 
Lissitzky, his adherent, also affirmed “one of our utopian ideas is the desire to 
overcome the limitations of the substructure, the earthbound....”242 According 
to El Lissitzky, “[this idea] can be extended even further and calls for the 
conquest of gravity as such. It demands floating structures, a physical 
dynamic architecture...”243 

Around the same time in France, Cubist painters began rejecting the 
representation based on techniques of perspective and ultimately confounded 
the physical boundaries between the objects they painted and empty space, 
diluting the boundaries between the figure and background, front and back. 
Consequently, established notions about space and gravity were also 
gradually done away with. 

The investigations into the nature of space and the force of gravity pursued 
by the Soviet and European artistic avant-gardes were partially revived by 
Artigas and Cascaldi through the fusion of neoplasticist painting with 
architectonic space in the design for Baeta House of 1956. Artigas described 
this house as: “divided as a Mondrian: one section is blue, a bit is white, some 
yellow with a black stripe. The stairway is in black cement and the floor tiles 
are of waxed cement. The dining room is blue. You can sit on the sofa in the 
white area and the entrance is a square of red that fits into the whole. All of 
this is connected to an idealization in relation to space and to the 

                                                        
242 Eric Bunge APUD Forty, Adrian. Words and Buildings: A Vocabulary of Modern Architecture. NY: 
Thames and Hudson, 2004, p.266. 
243 Idem 
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appropriation by each user according to his judgement about visualization and 
not the limitation of walls.”244 

In 1958, Artigas and Cascaldi took another step toward exploring the fusion 
between painting and architecture. In the same year, they also designed the 
House of Triangles, a work which marked the beginning of deeper and more 
original technical-artistic exploration which transformed some of the works 
by Artigas and Cascaldi into subjects of constant debate – particularly in 
Brazil.   

The design of the House of Triangles addressed a theme vigorously 
discussed by the early twentieth century avant-garde: exploitation of an 
artistic shift through different dimensions of space – first produced in 
painting, then in sculpture and later in architecture. In the mind of Artigas this 
idea changed to transforming the volume of the House of Triangles into a 
surface. In other words, the idea was to artistically transpose the abyss 
between the second and third dimensions of space through a work of 
architecture. As Artigas stated: “I am very fond of this house. (...) The 
abstract design that appears has the purpose of breaking, of transforming 
volume into surface. It is like transforming the whole house into a surface, 
breaking with these volumes, using a new language. I feel that the 
contribution I was able to give to the history of form in our Architecture was 
in this house.”245 

By attempting to transform the volume of the House of Triangles into a 
surface, Artigas and Cascaldi had taken the opposite path to painters of 
figurative art. Rather than looking at three-dimensional space and 
representing it with the aid of perspective techniques on a two-dimensional 
canvas, they sought to project the flat quality of painting onto the three-
dimensional space of a house. The first step was to paint all four façades of 
the House of Triangles as if it were a huge single mural comprising just blue 
and white triangles. 

Artigas and Cascaldi sought to take the qualities of pictorial space – such as 
the absence of mass and the definition of space through colors, lines and 
contrasts – to the three-dimensional world of architecture governed by  

                                                        
244 Vilanova Artigas: Arquitetos Brasileiros - Brazilian Architects. São Paulo: Instituto Lina Bo e P.M. 
Bardi: Fundação Vilanova Artigas, 1997, p.72 / “(...) dividida como um Mondrian: um trecho é azul, uma 
pedaço branco, um amarelo e um risco preto. A escada é de cimento preto. São ladrilhos de cimento 
encerado. A sala de jantar é o azul. Pode-se sentar no sofá dentro do branco e a entrada é um quadrado 
vermelho que encaixa no conjunto. Tudo está ligado a esse ideário em relação ao espaço e à apropriação de 
cada usuário segundo seu julgamento sobre a visualidade, e não às limitações das paredes.” 
245 Ibidem, p.78 / “Gosto imensamente dessa casa. (...) O desenho abstrato que se forma tem a finalidade 
de romper, de transformar o volume em superfície. É como fazer uma casa inteira ser transformada em 
superfície, rompendo com esses volumes, usando uma nova linguagem. Acho que a contribuição que pude 
dar para a história da forma na nossa Arquitetura foi com essa casa.” 
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Artigas and Cascaldi, Baeta House (1956). São Paulo: merging painting and architecture. Photo: spbr 
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gravity. Thus, they borrowed from a principle applied by the European and 
Russian avant-gardes of the first half of the twentieth century that exploited 
the idea of traversing different dimensions of space with art.  

Paintings were the first artistic field in which attempts were made to 
materialize the notion that space had more than three dimensions. The 
scientific speculation of two intellectuals: the French mathematician, physicist 
and philosopher Henri Poincaré; and the British mathematician and writer 
Charles Howard Hinton, were pivotal in prompting artists – especially French, 
Dutch and Russian – to poetically explore a totally new field open to 
science.246  

Hinton´s thought had the greatest impact in the work of the avant-garde 
artists. He devised the Hyperspace Theory247 based on speculations made in 
the field of non-Euclidean geometry according to which space had not three, 
but a fourth subtle and hard-to-visualize dimension.  His theory held that it 
was possible not only to conceive this fourth dimension mentally, but also to 
see it.248 In order to do this, Hinton claimed that visually blocking the third 
dimension was fundamental. A symbol of this idea was the hypercube, 
described by him as a cube that when rotated along a two-dimensional 
surface, becomes a cube with four dimensions.249 

Hinton´s speculation triggered interest among renowned artists in the 
existence of a fourth dimension of space. Linda Henderson lists, among others 
interested in the subject, the poets and writers F. Dostoevsky, H.G. Wells, 
Oscar Wilde, Marcel Proust and Gertrud Stein.250 According to her, “for early 
twentieth-century artists ‘the fourth dimension’ and non-Euclidean geometry 
had a (...) liberating effect.”251  

The path toward freeing the conception of artistic space from the stigma of 
three-dimensions and gravity was primarily to confound our sense of 
direction: here could no longer be an up and down, left and right, or back and 
front in works of art. All spatial orientation of the artist had to be first 
deconstructed before re-establishing it in a new way: “Hinton had posited the 

                                                        
246 According to Linda Henderson, although in the long-term the influence of Albert Einstein had been 
much greater than that of Hinton, the ideas advocated by the English mathematician represented the 
dominant intellectual influence among avant-garde artists in the early decades of the twentieth century. 
247 Hendersen, Linda Dalrymple. The Fourth Dimension and Non-Euclidean Geometry in Modern Art. 
Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1983, p.26 / “The first true hyperspace philosopher was 
the Englishman Charles Howard Hinton, who began in 1880 a series of articles and books on ‘the new era 
of thought,’ as he described it.” 
248 Hinton theorized a fourth dimension of space which was not time. 
249 If those artists were really in search of a 4th dimension is not so important. More than that, they were 
searching for more revealing notions of space. 
250 Op. Cit., p.xix 
251 Ibidem, p.xx / “For early twentieth-century artists ‘the fourth dimension’ and non-Euclidean geometry 
had a (...) liberating effect.” 
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sense of gravity, along with left/right orientation, as the initial ‘self-elements’ 
in perception that would have to be cast out in order to educate one’s ‘space 
sense’”.252  

In painting, Kasimir Malevich was one of the first to revolutionize 
perception of space and gravity through non-objective or non-figurative art. 
Akin to Hinton, he also advocated the suppression of the third dimension. 
According to Malevich, the canvas should be used to create spatial depth by 
painting flat surfaces and not by representing objects. He stated: “we have two 
distinct methods of representation: imitative art and new art: both develop 
pictorial elements, the one in depth, the other level by level.” 253 

 Malevich created different levels of depth in the picture canvas without 
applying techniques of perspective or representation of three-dimensional 
objects: “Malevich’s abhorrence for the third dimension kept him from 
depicting the three-dimensional solids necessary to generate four-dimensional 
forms and space”.254 Linda Henderson notes that, despite avoiding 
representation of volumes, “at least one Suprematist painting exhibited at 
0.10, (...) did contain the image of a three-dimensional solid.”255 Besides that 
painting, “several drawings from 1915 [also] suggest that the oblique planes 
of the multicolored Suprematist works may be interpreted as edges of 
volumes.”256  

Cubists and Futurists also abandoned the representation of volumes of 
objects they painted with the intention, among others, of making the fourth 
dimension visible: “a Cubist style, whose connection with the fourth 
dimension had been spelled out by Matyushin in March of 1913, was the first 
method by which Malevich and other Russian Futurists attempted to free 
themselves from the ‘phantoms of three-dimensional space’”.257 Henderson 
points out that, “like the Cubists, the Russian painters sought to create a 
spatial ambiguity that would destroy any clear sense of their subjects’ three-
dimensionality.”258  

                                                        
252 Ibidem, p.286 / The Counter-Reliefs by Vladimir Tatlin for example, are sculptures in which spatial 
disorientation intends, among others, to challenge previously held notions of gravity.  By being “stuck” to 
the corners of walls without touching the floor, they subvert the force of gravity in that they have no top or 
bottom, left or right. In them, the sense of direction succumbs to the freedom of artistic composition that 
expands into a space not subject to any spatial orientation. 
253 Malevich, K.S. Essays on Art, 1928-1933, Vol.II. Copenhagen: Borgens Forlag, 1968, p.36  
254 Hendersen, Linda Dalrymple. The Fourth Dimension and Non-Euclidean Geometry in Modern Art. 
Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1983, pp. 282-283 
255 Ibidem, p.283 
256 Idem  
257 Ibidem, pp.274-275 
258 Idem 
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Avoiding the third dimension was like removing the work of art from the 
world of phenomena and consequently from gravitational space. Malevich 
was again the first to express this problem clearly in painting. Henderson 
explains that “even though Malevich’s 0.10 titles refer to the phenomenal 
world, his subtitles make it clear that he was determined to avoid the world of 
three dimensions where gravity rules.” 259Given that gravity is a geometric 
property of space, to overcome it would be also to overcome the limitation 
that bounds us to three-dimensional space: “having removed forms from the 
phenomenal world and depicted them in the ‘geometrical sense’, Malevich 
must have felt confident to declare the new space of Suprematism four-
dimensional.”260  

The idea of creating a space without resorting to representation of three-
dimensional objects or volumes also appears in the Realistic Manifesto (1920) 
by the brothers Naum Gabo and Antoine Pevsner. They wrote: “we renounce 
the volume as a pictorial and plastic form of space; one cannot measure space 
in volumes as one cannot measure liquid in yards: look at our space... what is 
it if not one continuous depth? We affirm depth as the only pictorial and 
plastic form of space”.261 

The Realistic Manifesto rejected not only the volume as a measurement of 
space but also the notion of mass as a raw material of sculpture: “we renounce 
in sculpture, the mass as a sculptural element. It is known to every engineer 
that the static forces of a solid body and its material strength do not depend on 
the quantity of the mass... example a rail, a T-beam etc. But you sculptors of 
all shades and directions, you still adhere to the age-old prejudice that you 
cannot free the volume of mass. Here (in this exhibition) we take four planes 
and we construct with them the same volume as four tons of mass.”262  

By electing to use planes as opposed to volumes, adherents of non-
figurativism also sought other perceptions of time that in many cases 
conveyed the notion of simultaneity. The Cubist painters for example, showed 
several sides of an object simultaneously, as depicted in the painted cup by 
Jean Metzinger. With a flat surface, such as a canvas, everything that is 
painted can be clearly seen at the same time. All sides of an object can be 
shown only once – unlike the three-dimensional universe or for representation 
in perspective. On flat surfaces nothing is obscure. Everything is present 
simultaneously – which makes time itself, with the exception of the present, 

                                                        
259 Ibidem, p.287 
260 Idem 
261 Andrews Richard; and Kalinovska, Milena. Art Into Life: Russian Constructivism 1914-1932. New 
York: Rizzoli, 1990, p.62 
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unnecessary. This idea of simultaneity can also therefore grasped, as 
evidenced in the declared intention of Artigas of transforming the volume of 
the House of Triangles into a single surface. 

The emphasis on flat surfaces together and consequent suppression of 
representation of objects in perspective in painting prompted changes in the 
way the role of volumes in works of architecture was interpreted from the 
1920s onwards. Malevich commented263 in one of his essays that: “analysing 
new architecture we find that it is under the influence of ‘plane painting’, i.e. 
of artistic form containing the plane element. For this reason contemporary 
architecture gives the impression of being two-dimensional.”264 Malevich saw 
“characteristic examples (...) in the new architectural work of such artist-
architects as Theo van Doesburg, Le Corbusier, Gerrit Rietveld, Walter 
Gropuis, Arthur Korn et al.”265 

Although little investigated, the debt of avant-garde architecture of the first 
half of the twentieth century owed to the exploitation of new concepts of 
space devised in the field of non-figurative painting and sculpture is 
undeniable. Eve Blau and Nancy Troy observed that “it is one of the central, 
if largely untheorized, tenets of the history of modern architecture that cubism 
forged a vital link between avant-garde practices in early twentieth-century 
painting and architecture.”266 However, Blau and Troy [et al.] go further, 
pointing out that this link had a stronger impact on the practice of architecture 
than the technological advances introduced by engineers. Their affirmations 
are based, among others, on the declaration of Sigfried Giedeon that ‘“the 
technical and spatial innovations in the Bauhaus building – the ‘hovering, 
vertical grouping of planes’ and ‘extensive transparency that permits interior 
and exterior to be seen simultaneously’ were not ‘the unconscious outgrows 
of advances in engineering,’ but part of a conscious effort on the part of 
Gropius to give architectural form to ‘cubist’ space’”.267 

Giedeon thus stated that the influence of non-figurative art on the 
formulation of a new architecture was greater than the impact of new 
technologies. In their investigations on Russian constructivism, Selim Chan-
Magomedow voiced a similar opinion to that of Giedeon. According to him, 
“an important particularity of Soviet architecture in the first years of Soviet 
power arose from the influence that new materials and constructions had on 

                                                        
263 Malevich, K.S. Essays on Art, 1928-1933, Vol.II. Copenhagen: Borgens, 1968, p.15 
264 Idem 
265 Idem 
266 Blau, Eve; Troy, Nancy [et al.]. Architecture and Cubism. Montréal, Québec [etc.]: Centre Canadien 
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the work of the architect.”268 Chan-Magomedow noted however that “this 
influence had only a limited effect on ‘basic principles´ of architecture.”269 In 
his opinion, “it had more to do with the work of artists (...).”270 

Henry-Russell Hitchcock also emphasized the connection between painting 
and architecture when assessing the work of architects from the European 
avant-garde of the early twentieth century. In the book Painting Toward 
Architecture, Hitchcock observed that “the most striking examples of the 
direct impingement of the ideals of abstract art on architecture in various 
European countries belong to the mid-‘20s.”271 He reminds us that “the links 
between the arts at this time were many, particularly as the Dutch abstract 
painters and the Russian constructivists and surprematists, little appreciated or 
even proscribed in their own countries, move about post-war Europe and were 
generally welcomed as colleagues and allies by the younger architects 
wherever they went.”272  

Hitchcock also explains that, “since it was in France, in Holland, and in 
Germany that the new architecture first crystallized, particularly in the work 
of four men: Le Corbusier in France, Oud in Holland, and Gropius and Mies 
Van Der Rohe in Germany, the most important links are with the post-cubist 
development in France, with the Dutch de Stijl artists, and with the various 
abstract painters whom Gropius brought together at the Bauhaus in Germany. 
(...) .”273 In his opinion, “the character of the actual contacts was surprisingly 
diverse and helps to suggest the variety of different connections that may 
profitably exist between painting and architecture.” 274 

In many of the works today interpreted as the fruit of a heroic period of 
architecture of the early twentieth century, there was an almost literal 
transmutation of painting into architecture – especially done by architects of 
the above avant-garde cited by Hitchcock. He observed for example that 
“Rietveld’s house and Oud’s Cafe represent extreme cases of the direct 
influence of abstract painting on architecture. (...) after 1925 the Dutch 
architects, like Le Corbusier, sought and found the architectural equivalent of  

                                                        
268 Selim O. Chan-Megamedov. Pioniere der sowjetischen Architektur: Der Weg zur neuen sowjetischen 
Architektur in den zwanziger und zu Beginn der dreissiger Jahre. Dresden, VEB Verlag der Kunst, 1983, 
p.61 / “Eine wichtige Besonderheit der sowjetischen Architektur in den ersten Jahren der Sowjetmacht 
ergab sich aus dem Einfluss, den die neuen Konstruktion und Materialien auf das Schaffen der Architekten 
gewannen. Dieser Einfluss wurde nur in geringen Masse über die ‘rationale Architektur’ wirksam. Er ging 
vielmehr von der Arbeit der Künstler aus, die den neuen Konstruktionen und Materialien und in einfachen, 
unverzierten, geometrischen ...” 
269 Idem 
270 Idem 
271 Hitchcock, H.R. Painting Toward Architecture. New York: Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1948, p.24 
272 Idem 
273 Idem  
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Jean Metzinger, Le Goûter (1911): all sides of an object could be visualized simultaneously. Illustration: 
www.wikiart.org 
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abstract painting. Their debt to neo-plasticism, the particularly rigid Dutch 
form of abstract art, remains nevertheless especially clear. Moreover, both 
Theo Van Doesburg and Mondrian continued down to their deaths to be very 
conscious of the special significance of their own two-dimensional art as 
research in pure design. They were convinced of its presumptive value to 
architects as well as to all sorts of designers.”275 

The spatial study was also a priority – over and above advances in 
engineering – in the previously mentioned House of Triangles designed by 
Artigas and Cascaldi. In this work, the two architects melded painting and 
structural design using a vocabulary comprising triangular shapes in blue and 
white. Both form and color fuse and blend mural painting with load-bearing 
structure, and artistic with static expression. The uniqueness of this house lies 
in the fact that the murals of the façades blend with the supporting pillars and 
these in turn, with the murals. Alone, however, neither mural nor structure 
have the same strength of expression they exhibit within the mural-structure 
pairing. 

This interdependence between artistic expression and structural design 
reflects the desire of the architects to combine painting and engineering into 
one with a view to creating a dimensional shift through the work of 
architecture by transforming – as affirmed by Artigas – the volume of a house 
into surface.   

Clearly, this constitutes a solely artistic shift. Any literal attempt to reduce 
a three-dimensional volume into a two-dimensional surface would inevitably 
encounter insurmountable physical barriers. In seeking to transform the 
volume of the House of Triangles into a single surface, Artigas and Cascaldi 
set themselves an artistic challenge and not a technically insoluble problem. 

The intention of building a work of architecture that shifts artistically 
between different spatial dimensions took the House of Triangles further still. 
By using painting as an architectonic resource, Artigas and Cascaldi intended 
not only to take the volume but also the structure of the house (its most 
physically required part) into a bidimensional plane without depth, mass or 
weight and that thus cannot bear any load whatsoever. In doing so, they would 
undermine the most fundamental function of a load-bearing structure: to act as 
the physical support of a building. 

In some works, part of the reinforced concrete structures designed by 
Artigas and Cascaldi are transported to a space without bending or gravity and 
thus appear weightless. As borne out by the words of Artigas: what intrigues 
me is making heavy forms, bringing them close to the ground and then 
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denying them, as if they are about to fall, overcome by weight. Yet they do 
not fall.” 

Historically speaking, the fusion between art and structural design owes a 
debt to the Soviet constructivist avant-garde and is grounded in (among 
others): 1) the relationship between composition and construction; 2) the idea 
of exploiting the forms of engineering as a basis for the work of art; and 3) the 
transformation of the artist into builder – or even scientist.  

These were the themes explored and of great importance to the Soviet 
artistic avant-garde. In a seminar held in 1921 at Moscow´s Institute of 
Artistic Culture (INKhUK), artists belonging to the General Working Group 
of Objective Analysis met to discuss similarities and differences between 
notions of composition and construction: “an important role in the early 
formation of Constructivism was played by a discussion entitled ‘Analysis of 
the Concepts of Construction and Composition and the Distinction Between 
Them”.276 According to Selim Chan-Megamedov, “there was an interaction 
between two concepts of construction – engineering construction and 
construction as an organizational principle for the elements of a work of 
art.’”277 

It was this theme that first marked the transition of the Soviet artistic avant-
garde from the painter´s canvas to gravitational space: “the rise of 
Constructivism is closely linked with the evolution of the creative thinking of 
a group of Moscow artists who made a transition from experimentation with 
abstract form to the analysis of elements of the physical and spatial 
environment.”278 Moreover, the artists that began the discussion about the 
notions of composition and construction turned their attention to the forms 
derived from civil engineering. They “understood that the development of 
contemporary art had reached a stage at which experiments on a two-
dimensional surface were exerting an increasing influence on the development 
of new three-dimensional and spatial forms and styles, a stage at which 
technical forms were coming to play an increasing role.” 

This distinction between composition and construction made by artists was 
part of a learning program that had the aim of construing art based on an 
analytical and scientific method: “INKhUK was conceived as an institution 
which would move forward from its position toward ‘settling questions 
concerned with the science of art in all its aspects’”.279 Christina Lodder 

                                                        
276 Khan-Magomedov, Selim O.. Early Constructivism: From Representation to Construction. In Art Into 
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explains that “the INKhUK theoreticians intended to establish a scientific 
explanation of their influence for the intuitive element in creativity and so 
establish a scientific basis for art.”280 According to her, there was a study 
group at this institute that wished to “‘apply the functioning elements of 
technical construction as a standard for painterly composition.’”281  

Within this group,282 the polemic involving the differences and similarities 
between notions of composition and construction were exhaustively exposed 
and discussed: “in the course of these discussions it emerged that the group’s 
members had differing and frequently conflicting conceptions of what 
comprised the basic categories of composition and construction.”283 Aleksei 
Babichev, for example, believed that construction was an “organic unity of 
materials and form obtained through the exposure of their functions’, while 
‘composition is the continuous interrelation of forms.”284 His colleague, 
Konstantin Medunetskii, thought differently. In his view, ““in a painterly 
construction we realize visual effects, but in a technical one, the force 
itself”.285 Medunetskii stated: “What is construction in technology, is 
composition in painting.”286 And while some participants denied the possibility 
of having construction of the two-dimensional space, others affirmed it. 

There was no consensus. The benefit of this disagreement, however, was 
the production of a rich and broad array of interpretations of the theme 
construction and composition – which ranged from questioning the meaning 
of organization, ambiguous representations of spaces and objects to designs 
resembling buildable well-defined three-dimensional objects.   

The most palpable outcome of the discussions on the composition and 
construction theme was the creation of another group – called the First 
Working Group of Constructivists whose work was centered, among others, 
on the idea that art can be a tool for social transformation –a belief also held 
by Artigas.287 Partially made up by former members of the same group that 
had discussed the theme of composition and construction, this new group put 

                                                        
280 Idem  
281 Ibidem, p.81 / As Lodder explains: “The subject of study is the statics of a construction and the 
formulation of the laws of composition’”. 
282 First Working Group of Objective Analysis 
283 Ibidem, p.83 
284 Ibidem, p.84 
285 Ibidem, p.86 
286 Idem 
287 Gorjatschewa, Tatjana. Von der Fläche zum Raum: Malewitsch und die frühe Moderne: Malewitsch 
and Early Modern Art = From Surface to space. Köln: König, 2008, p.33 / In Emslader, p.33 / „In 1921, the 
relationship between Malevich and more recent members began to porlarise. The abstract artists, who had 
hitherto remained susceptible to the Suprematist idea, joined together to form the Constructivist platform. 
From January through April, discussions took place at the Institute of Artistic Culture in Moscow 
(INChUK) on the relationship between construction and composition.“ 
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on an exhibition that further consolidated the link of art with technology and 
industry:  “at the end of May 1921, the work of five members of the First 
Working Group of Constructivists (Ioganson, Medunetskii, Rodchenko, and 
the Stenberg brothers) was exhibited in a separate room at the Third 
OBMOKhU Spring Exhibition in Moscow.”288 According to Chan-
Magomedov, “the exhibition attracted attention as a display of the work of 
artists who had ‘come out’ into the world of physical realities through spatial 
constructions, and who were demonstrating new methods and devices of 
construction (konstruirovanie).”289 In the exhibition, the group brought art and 
technology together in the process of creating forms and “represented a 
breach in the barrier separating the processes by which form is generated in 
the spheres of art and of technical and engineering design.”290 

It was in this context that the Russian constructivists sought a fusion 
between art and technology. In particular, it was through experiments done 
with industrial materials that they exploited the artistic potential of forms 
from technical solutions provided by engineers for problems of a mechanical 
nature in bridges and buildings. 

The brothers Stenberg and Kostantin Medunetskii, whom actively 
participated in the group which discussed the theme of construction and 
composition, were among the artists most engaged in investigating the 
intersection between painting, sculpture and engineering in the generation of 
forms. They were “primarily interested in metal structures, and in 1921 there 
appeared in their works a marked affinity with technical and engineering 
forms.291 Chan-Magomedov explained that “their works consisted of 
openwork metal structures in which engineering design forms (L-, U-, T- and 
I sections) were used and glass surfaces were included, and they suggested 
fragments of engineering structures.”292  

Chan-Magomedov also cited Vladimir Tatlin, one of the most famous 
students of Kasimir Malevich, as one of the pioneers of the process of fusion 
between art and engineering into an indissoluble whole. According to Chan-
Magomedov, “unlike the representatives of Suprematist space for whom the 
new form was the result of artistic work, they [Tatlin and other 
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constructivists] worked on the premise that the new form would be created by 
engineers.” 293 

It was Tatlin who extended some principles of Suprematism to works that 
were highly technical-sculptural and proto-architectonic. This is today 
recognized as an intermediate stage between techno-sculpture and 
architecture. His work is regarded as a “channel, through which the formal-
esthetic performance of leftist painting was apparent to architects.”294 In Chan-
Megamedov´s opinion, “Tatlin had defined his task as that not only of 
synthesising the various branches of art but also of synthesising them with 
technology.” Tatlin and other constructivist artists crossed, “with their 
experiments, the boundaries separating painting from architecture.”295 

Upon producing sculptures that transferred concepts from non-figurative 
painting to the three-dimensional space of architecture, Tatlin added the need 
to make an intersection between art and engineering to this transfer: “Tatlin 
had defined his task as that not only of synthesising the various branches of 
art but also of synthesising them with technology. ‘The task ... is to find a 
single form, simultaneously architectonic, plastic, and painterly, which would 
have the possibility of synthesising the separate forms of these or other 
technical apparatuses’”.296 

Tatlin´s experiments had, among others, the intention of strengthening the 
connection of art with industry. Included in this intention, was naturally a bid 
to make a connection between art and engineering: “(...) over the monument 
(Third International), Tatlin had displayed a banner proclaiming a stirring 
message linking engineering creativity with art. Conventional wisdom has it 
that this banner read ‘Engineers Create New Forms’”.297 

Tatlin was one of the first to promote the idea that the forms developed by 
engineering, along with industrialized materials, had huge esthetic potential to 
be exploited: “Tatlin´s experiments drew artists´ attention to work in real 
space using modern and unconventional materials.”  Chan-Megamedov notes 

                                                        
293 Chan-Megamedov, Selim O.. Pioniere der sowjetischen Architektur: Der Weg zur neuen sowjetischen 
Architektur in den zwanziger und zu Beginn der dreissiger Jahre. Dresden, VEB Verlag der Kunst, 1983, 
p.66 / „Diese Einstellung zu den Laboratorumsversuch war bezeichnend für die Vertreter der 
formalästhetischen Richtung, die mit Tatlin und dem frühen Konstruktivismus verbunden war. Im 
Gegensatz zu den Vertreter des räumlichen Suprematismus, welche die neue Form als Resultat 
künstlerischen Schaffens betrachteten, gingen sie davon aus, dass die neue Form vom Ingenieur geschaffen 
wird.” 
294 Ibidem, p.67 / “Ihr Werk wurde sozusagen zum Kanal, durch den die formalästhetischen Leistungen 
der linken Malerei sich den Architekten erschlossen. Diese Künstler hatten mit ihren Versuchen die 
Grenze, die die Malerei von der Architektur trennt, überschritten.” 
295 Idem 
296 Lodder, Christina. Russian Constructivism. Yale Universitiy Press: New Haven and London, 1983, 
p.59 
297 Ibidem, p.66  
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that “they [constructivist artists] turned their attention to the esthetic qualities 
of constructions from engineering.”298 

There was a desire to discover the esthetic potential that forms created by 
science could offer: “Lavinskii held that ‘the contemporary artist must move 
into the new utilitarian field of engineering, and give order to visual 
perception there’”.299 

Akin to the adherents of Russian constructivism, the forms derived from 
engineering were the raw materials for the fusion between art and engineering 
employed by Artigas and Cascaldi in their architectural designs. In the same 
way as some of the artists of the Soviet avant-garde of the early 1920s, the 
duo of Brazilian architects exploited the esthetic expression of the hinged 
upright that tapered at the base (in a V-shape) – widely used by engineers to 
better control the mechanical behavior of structures made of iron, steel and 
reinforced concrete.  

The incorporation of hinged uprights into the structure fulfilled the growing 
need to control the stresses throughout a structure. The inclusion of these 
hinges more accurately defined those points most mechanically susceptible to 
rupture, thereby making the structural behavior more predictable.   

At the same time, this preference of Artigas and Cascaldi for V-
shaped or inverted triangle supports – reflected the priority given to 
elementary geometry which featured frequently in works of artists 
involved in non-figurative art. Kasimir Malevich, the founding father of 
Suprematism, stated that: “the first essential is to create one objective 
element of form with the help of which one can express perceptions by 
changing the relation of one to another.”300 Theo Van Doesburg, a 
member of the Neoplasticism movement who coined the term Concrete 
Art, also professed the use of elementary geometric forms in art. In the 
text Elementarism, he stated: “…as form, a single element is sufficient, 
the square, for example, line is divisive and binding at the same time, it 
gives the work direction and force (...)”301 

                                                        
298 Chan-Magomedov, Selim O.. Pioniere der sowjetischen Architektur: Der Weg zur neuen sowjetischen 
Architektur in den zwanziger und zu Beginn der dreissiger Jahre. Dresden, VEB Verlag der Kunst, 1983, 
p..65 “(...) Die Experimente Tatlins lehrten die Künstler nicht nur im realen Raum und mit modernen, für 
die Malerei ungewöhnlichen Materialien zu arbeiten, sie lenkten ihre Aufmerksamkeit auch auf die 
ästhetischen Eigenschaften der Konstruktionen im Ingenieurbau. Die Künstler fesselten an der Technik die 
Exaktheit und Zweckmässigkeit der Konstruktion, die neuen räumlichen Korrelationen und die rationelle 
Nutzung des Materials.“ 
299 Andrews Richard; and Kalinovska, Milena. Art Into Life: Russian Constructivism 1914-1932. New 
York: Rizzoli, 1990, p.58 
300 Malevich, K.S. Essays on Art, 1928-1933, Vol.II. Copenhagen: Borgens, 1968, p.11 
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Primary geometric forms are abstract and this quality placed them the 
status of idealized forms. As Ferreira Gullar observed “when choosing those 
simple geometric forms to substitute the representation of objects, Malevitch 
did not intend to do geometric painting nor to compete with the geometricians 
on the intuition of new objective spatial relationships.” According to Gullar, 
“these forms would be like the archetype of the natural world, the elements 
left after a radical reduction of their appearance.” 302 He explained that “these 
do not represent, however, platonic ideal forms but rather intuitive signs that, 
devoid of any allusion to nature, become a new symbolic structure of 
reality.”303 Gullar also points out that “pure forms, leading to perceptions with 
a minimum of connotations, are closer to that ‘sensory experience without 
images or notions’ (...)”304  

By being independent from the physical world, the elementary geometric 
forms also require no spatial orientation – up and down, front and back or left 
and right. These are more mental than material forms. Thus, they are also 
immune to the laws of physics and free of the effects of gravity. In some 
cases, these forms are so far removed from the natural world that they can be 
transformed into myths, as was the case for Malevich, who claimed to have 
found its archetype in the “Black Square”. 

Revisiting the group of works by Artigas and Cascaldi, a predominant 
geometric form can be clearly seen: the triangle. The constant and systematic 
use they made of the V-shaped (inverted triangle) structural support also 
transforms the primary geometry of the triangle into an icon with symbolic 
and archetypical potential. 

In the majority of their projects, Artigas and Cascaldi opted for the triangle 
as an elementary form for the design of structural uprights. And, as the only 
primary geometric form able to evoke a sense of direction,, one can deduce 
that the load of the buildings they designed acquire, at least visually, a 
direction in the design of the structural supports.  

In the House of Triangles, these triangles feature both in the painting of the 
mural panels and in the engineering of the pillars that bear part of the main 
volume, suspended above the ground. Artigas and Cascaldi also adopted this 
solution of reinforced concrete supports tapering as they near the ground in an 
inverted triangle shape, in the outer structural supports of some of their most 
important works: the School of Architecture and Urbanism of the University 
of São Paulo (FAUUSP) building, the Dressing rooms of the São Paulo 

                                                        
302 Gullar, Ferreira. Etapas da Arte Contemporânea: Do Cubismo à Arte Neoconcreta. Rio de Janeiro: 
Revan, 1998, p.136 
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Football Club (SPFC) and the Anhembi Tennis Club. The same supports 
narrowing at the intersection between the building and the ground were 
designed for the Itanhaém and Guarulhos Schools, and also for the Santa 
Paula Boat House, among others. 

The inverted triangle (and also the combination of two triangles facing in 
opposite directions) was frequently employed in the works of Artigas and 
Cascaldi for the design of the structural uprights. This geometry for the 
structural support was, however, more than merely elementary. It 
incorporated a method of structural analysis devised in the late nineteenth 
century and first applied to the engineering of bridges. The method, as 
previously outlined, was based on the introduction of hinges and was used to 
increase the safety and predictability of the structural behavior.  

In German, the relationship between the hinges and the control of forces 
throughout a structure is evident from the meaning of the term Gelenk, 
derived from the verb lenken and a synonym of steuern. Both terms refer to 
the act of commanding or controlling the direction of something. And in a 
hinge, this control depends on a reduced area of contact between the members 
of the structure. In theory, the smaller this area, the more precise the 
engineer´s control over the transfer of loads throughout the structure. 

Inherent in this method was the new paradigm of engineering: that the 
structure is mobile – i.e. no longer a rigid inert object but flexible and hinged. 
First developed and applied for the engineering of bridges305, this paradigm 
was later used in the engineering of buildings  – one of the most famous of 
which, the Machine Hall, was built for the World Exhibition of Paris in 1889. 

The mobility of bridges and buildings requires, in principle, the existence 
of hinges. Via hinges, movements in the structure are allowed in a controlled 
manner – thereby averting undesired structural problems such as cracks 
caused by temperature changes or excess mobile loads. 

However, given these are points of motion and rotation, the hinges are 
theoretically points in the structure more susceptible to rupture – given their 
smaller size relative to the loads they bear. Thus, these structural ‘knots” or 
transitions have inherent weakness yet resistance to concentrated loads. 
Consequently, these hinges may paradoxically represent both the strongest 
and weakest points of a structure.  

The dual contradictory nature of structural hinges was often exploited by 
Artigas and Cascaldi through the design of points of support that convey 

                                                        
305 The increasing European industrialization required an evolution in logistics and consequently in 
transport infrastructure, especially railways. Hence, there was an urgent need to create stronger bridges to 
bear industrial loads – a problem which engineers and mathematicians – particularly French, German and 
English – successfully tackled between 1840 and the late 1880s. 
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Machine Hall (1889): bridge engineering introduced structural hinges in building design. Illustration: 
www.greatbuildings.com  
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Santa Paula Boat Garage (1961), São Paulo: hinged support has a double meaning - its origin is scientific, 
but its expression is artistic. 
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Santa Paula Boat Garage (1961), São Paulo: roller bearings borrowed from bridge engineering. 
www.archidaily.com.br 
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ambiguity between strength and weakness, robustness and delicateness, 
weight and lightness. As a resource, they exploited the ambivalent state of the 
hinged upright by transforming it into an object that was both scientific and 
artistic. In the FAUUSP building, the SPFC Dressing rooms and the Santa 
Paula Boat House for example, the point of the hinged support has a double 
meaning: its origin is scientific but its expression is artistic.  

One of the most ambiguous messages conveyed by the reinforced concrete 
structures designed by Artigas and Cascaldi was that the very need for 
supports is brought into question. In some works designed by them – in which 
gravity seems to exert no deforming effect - the support becomes evidently 
superfluous. Subverting the support of a building is like subverting its load-
bearing structure – and consequently the force of gravity which hence 
becomes unnecessary. Therefore, the fundamental function of the structure of 
a building – which is to provide it physical support – is subverted.  

Eliminating the need for support of art work was in fact a concern 
pervading Brazilian art at the time of Artigas and Cascaldi´s partnership. 
During this period, the cultural atmosphere in Brazil was marked by 
constructive art (concrete and neoconcrete). Among the numerous different 
aspirations of adherents of this art, was that of reformulating the notions of 
support and structure. According to Gabriela Lodo, “artistic output of the 
latter half of the twentieth century underwent many transformations, 
particularly with regard to its support.”306 She highlights that the canvas, 
sculptural mass and the boundaries defined by a whole tradition, no longer 
accommodated the growing shift in the standards of the art, that invade space 
and the territory allowing creation to be free and without barriers.307 

The traditional support of works of art – like the base of a sculpture – had 
been previously scrutinized by adherents of Russian constructivism. Vladimir 
Tatlin for example, moved the support of the sculpture from the floor to the 
walls in his Counter-Reliefs308; Alexander Rodchenko hung some of his 
sculptures from the ceiling, such as Spatial Construction n.2 (1920); and 
Naum Gabo defied static equilibrium by designing a sculpture that is only 
tangential to its base in Construction in Space: Suspended (1957). 

In Brazilian constructive art, freedom in relation to the support appears for 
example, in the absence (or near absence) of contact between the sculpture 
and the floor – as seen in the series Relevos Espaciais (Spatial Reliefs) (1959)  

                                                        
306 Lodo, Gabriela Cristina. O corpo desmaterializado na arte: o corpo ausente e o corpo presente em Soto 
e Oiticica. Revista-Valise, Porto Alegre, v. 2, n. 3, ano 2, julho de 2012. In 
http://seer.ufrgs.br/index.php/RevistaValise/article/view/26215/18959. Viewed 15.5.2016 
307 Idem 
308 Tatlin’s Couter-Reliefs were made in the 1910s. 
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by Helio Oiticica; in Concreção 5840 (Concretion 5840) (1958) by Luiz 
Sacillotto; and in Três Pontos (Three Points) (1957) of Franz Weissmann.  

Similarly to Brazilian constructive art, Artigas and Cascaldi also reduced 
the contact between the work and its base – in this case the building and the 
ground. And this similarity was no coincidence.309 Artigas had lived in close 
quarters with the adherents of concrete art. As he himself affirmed: “look at 
[my] experience with the concretists”.310  

The principles applied to this review of the idea of support of a work of art 
were precise and systematic. Concrete art, for example, was a territory where 
mathematical precision ruled. The theoretical bases underpinning this art were 
strict and rooted in positivist ideas. Concretist artists sought to corroborate the 
notion that the universe is governed by laws and is subject to total and 
absolute mathematical decoding. From this standpoint, to be considered hard-
and-fast, correct and absolute, art should also be coded and decoded by a 
mathematical language.  

With this, some Brazilian concretist artists intended to demystify the art, in 
order to then place it within the scientific field of objectivity and control. 
According to concretist ideology, art should leave the realm of mystery, 
unawareness, unknown and unpredictable to be identified with another realm 
that was rational, controllable, predictable and planned.  

This art should be, according to concretist principles, interpreted as 
engineering of the processes of visual communication. It would thus be an art 
determined by an elementary geometry that had a similar function to discrete 
elements in science – like the parts making up a gear. According to this logic, 
the repeated and serialized form should also be exploited. In some of Artigas 
and Cascaldi´s works, one can note the presence of a discrete element which 
appears repeatedly and is readily identifiable: the hinged structural support, 
which tapers at its base. 

This support, which in the work by the duo often took the form of the V-
shape, represented not only a new platform of engineering, as seen earlier, but 
also the geometric precision associated with another paradigm, according to 
which mathematics was the language of the Universe.  

Being based on graphical-geometric analysis of the static behavior of 
structures, the V-shaped form produced the precise and mathematical vision 
expected of a scientifically safe and reliable load-bearing structure. If all 
scientific principle should be proven by mathematics then it follows an art  

                                                        
309 The designs by Artigas and Cascaldi studied were produced during the development of constructive art 
(concrete and neoconcrete) in the late 1950s and early 1960s. 
310 Artigas, João B. Vilanova.  A Função Social do Arquiteto. São Paulo: Nobel, 1989, p.49 
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Franz Weissmann, Three Points (1957): sculpture slightly touches the ground: Photo: In Brito (1999). 
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Anhembi Tennis Club (1961): form of the portico that slightly touches the ground resembles that of a frame 
bending moment diagram. 
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meant to be objective, planned and compatible with science should be based 
on the same principle. 

Artigas and Cascaldi were fully aware of this transformation of structure 
into an object of a scientific rather than empirical nature. Some of the 
reinforced concrete structures designed by them had forms derived from 
geometric-mathematical constructs directly drawn from engineering. The 
porticos of the Anhembi Tennis Club are irrefutable examples of this 
scientific origin of the form of the structures they designed, for they perfectly 
mirror the image of a frame bending moment diagram.  

However, despite having adopted a precise structural typology derived 
from research done by engineers, Artigas and Cascaldi rejected the scientism 
advocated by concretist artists. Although they adhered to the geometric 
precision of engineering, the structural forms they designed partially stray 
from their strictly technical functions. In their works, the hinged support in an 
inverted triangle shape was translated into a structural design of scientific 
origin, artistically manipulated and subverted. 

This attitude however, flew in the face of the idea that art is a field of 
practical, objective and scientific investigations – as many concretist artists 
believed. Faith in positivism and in the myth of progress had been revived in 
the 1950s, in regions not affected by the devastation of the First and Second 
World Wars in their territories such as Latin America and also Switzerland. 

Amidst the climate of developmentalism in post-war Latin America, the 
concretists believed, as did Russian constructivists, in the social and 
pragmatic function of art. Ronaldo Brito observed that “the constructive 
tendencies together [concrete and neoconcrete] represented first and foremost 
an action to propose a social place for art. This time however, art would take 
its place in the light of day alongside practical creations; and no longer in the 
shadows, the realm of dreams, the unconscious and a mythical land.”311  

The concrete arts - and later neoconcrete arts -  found fertile ground in 
Brazil, largely because this country was amid a progressive political and 
economic atmosphere. In Brazil, this atmosphere of economic development 
was stimulated by the idea of industrialization and by the Plan of Goals of 
President Juscelino Kubitschek – that made the building of the new capital, 
Brasília, the great developmentalism icon of its government. It was amid this 
atmosphere that Artigas took part in the “National Competition of the Pilot 
Plan for the New Capital of Brazil [Brasília]” in which he came fifth. 

To collaborate with social and economic development which he hoped for 
in Latin America, concretists felt that art should be demystified to become a 
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science: “The denominator of different interpretations of Concrete art is the 
understanding that its core issue was not style, but the objective content of art 
- a potential art science.”312  

There was a need to eliminate all and every personal or subjective 
expression of works of art. Like scientists, artists should not involve their own 
personal emotions and impressions in their work: “The elimination of all free-
hand signals in favor of a drawing made with the ruler, thus totally 
repudiating human gesture, was a prevailing aspect in the visual arts created 
by Concrete artists.”313 Aracy Amaral notes that this impersonal nature of 
concrete art corresponds to the ideas of a universal art: “the impersonal nature 
of the art object fulfilled the aspiration for a universal language available to 
all (...).”314  

The concretists believed that the primary forms were universal and thus 
made works of art more controllable and orderly for the observer. Graphic and 
chromatic simplicity was pursued to facilitate the transmission of the content 
of art: “The construction of the picture, as well as its elements, must be simple 
and visually controllable”315, advocated Theo van Doesburg in 1930, in the 
conceptual program he defined for concrete art.  

In fact, controlling the result of a work of art was a way of attaining the 
same strictness of scientific results and the role that art played “was really to 
foster and demand greater rigor in the artistic process, raising the quality of 
the results and confirming the importance of Brazilian artistic output on a 
another level”.316  

This rigor was, to some extent, maintained by the work of Artigas and 
Cascaldi. While the primary triangular form of the reinforced concrete 
uprights designed by them adhered to the Elementarism advocated by Van 
Doesburg, these same supports also obeyed the premises of static mechanics. 
Thus, it was a vocabulary with an elementary and precise form which 
conferred both a scientific and artistic potential to the design of the uprights of 
some of the buildings by Artigas and Cascaldi. 

This injection of precision into art had previously encouraged Max Bill to 
draw analogies between painters and builders. A disseminator of concrete art  

                                                        
312 In Arte Construtiva no Brasil, Coleção Adolfo Leirner. Aracy Amaral (org.). São Paulo: Companhia 
Melhoramentos, 1998, p.99 
313 Ibidem, pp.109 
314 Idem  
315 Waldemar Cordeiro: From Visible Ideas to Invisible Work. Héctor Olea. In Building on a Construct: 
the Adolpho Leirner Collection of Brazilian Constructive Art at the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston. New 
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316 Zein, Ruth Verde. Concretismo, Concretão, Neo-concretismo.  In 
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Artigas and Cascaldi, House of Triangles / Rubens de Mendonça (1958), São Paulo: painting study for 
floors. Illustration: in Ferraz (1997) 
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Luiz Sacillotto, Concreção 6047 (1960): blue and white triangles, like the murals painted on the façades of 
the House of Triangles (1958) Picture: www.topicos.estadao.com.br  
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in his home country of Switzerland, Bill believed that these two personalities 
had more in common than one might think. When associating artists with 
scientists, he often mentioned a fellow countryman, civil engineer Robert 
Maillart – who according to Bill had “artistic vision”.317 

Maillart became renowned worldwide as a great master of engineering in 
reinforced concrete bridges. With a rare talent, he had devised his own 
method of simplifying the calculation and making his bridges more elegant, 
effective and inexpensive. Owing to this, he rarely lost bids. 

It was no surprise that Bill held great admiration for Maillart. This smartly 
dressed builder with a meticulously trimmed beard embodied the builder-artist 
(theme of Soviet constructivism). Bauhaus-trained, Bill however strove to 
find an artistic profile matching that of Maillart, only the other way around: 
rather than builder-artist, he sought the artist-builder.  

Indeed, if an engineer could be an artist, then an artist could be an engineer. 
In the same way engineering produced, through Maillart´s work, bridges that 
gained the status of art, Bill pursued a path that could allow the artist to 
produce works of art that were so intelligible they attained the status of 
science.318 

Adherents of concrete art believed a science of art and of perceptual 
phenomena (Gestalt) could be developed. The more radical believed that 
estheticizing reason and order in science was as feasible as ordering and 
rationalizing esthetics in art.  

This rational and ordering aspect shared by both science and art was 
suggested by Bill in comparisons he drew between artists and builder-
engineer: “We can compare the style-elements of Maillart’s constructions 
with those of new art, because certain relations do exist between those who 
convert matter into abstract form and those who make rational constructions 
works of art.”319 Bill affirmed: “it is not strange that two leading men of the 
same generation: the constructor and the painter, Robert Maillart and Piet 
Mondrian, are so closely related.”320 To justify this view, he replied by posing 

                                                        
317 Bill, Max. Robert Maillart: Bridges and Constructions. Frederik A. Praeger, Publishers: New 
York/Washington, 1969, p.31 
318 Olea, Héctor. Waldemar Cordeiro: From Visible Ideas to Invisible Work. In Building on a Construct: 
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that positive science itself is confronted with the inadequacy of its own conventional methods and is 
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rhetorical questions: 1) “it is not strange that similar formulations of equal 
simplicity are found in the rhythms of a painting by Georges Vantongerloo 
and in the Schwandbach Bridge?”321;; 2) “does not a relation exist between the 
curved bridge stretching from one slope to another like the materialization of 
some unknown law of nature with sculpture set in nature and based on a 
conformity with mathematical laws?”322  

When comparing artist and engineer, Bill also put the question “it is not 
possible to see a relation between sculpture resting on point supports 
reluctantly obeying the law of gravity and the bridge borne on minute 
supports hardly touching the ground?”323  

Despite holding Maillart in high esteem, Bill found repetition of the same 
forms and construction principles in the engineering of his fellow countryman 
somewhat disconcerting. Bill however, justified this tendency of Maillart by 
saying: “certainly there are always the same elementary construction 
principles and similar form-elements are repeated many times; but they are 
part of his [Maillart] personality, expressed within the limitation of his 
medium.”324 

Repetition of an “elementary construction” was commonly seen in the 
concrete art produced in Brazil and underpinned the idea of artist-builder in 
the 1950s and 1950s. Ana Maria Belluzzo classified Brazilian concretist Luiz 
Sacillotto for example as “first of all a builder”.325 He was methodical, 
meticulous and precise: “he fabricated them [the frames] in aluminium, hand 
trimming an offcut from a sheet he had got hold of.”326 

In the same way that Bill associated the artist and builder in his 
comparisons between Maillart and Vantongerloo and Mondrian, parallels can 
also be drawn between the works of Sacillotto and some of the buildings 
designed by Artigas and Cascaldi. In sculpture, Sacilotto placed emphasis on 
the square. Belluzzo explained that this preference for a single geometric form 
“shows how the artist strived to update a permanent figure and reveal the 
complexity of simple things.”327 In structural design, Artigas and Cascaldi 
opted for the triangle to reveal the complexity attainable from simple 
geometry. The triangular typology featured in the design of the reinforced 
concrete uprights of the FAUUSP building, Guarulhos and Itanhaém schools, 
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SPFC Dressing rooms, the Santa Paulo Boat House, among other works. 
Likewise, the triangle also appears in serialized form, for example in the 
murals of the façades both in the design of the floors and in the format of the 
outer supports of reinforced concrete of the House of Triangles – by Artigas 
and Cascaldi. The geometric pattern of these murals, walls and structural 
supports resembled the regular symmetrical pattern of form and colors found 
in the painting Concretion 6047, by Sacilotto, which depicts the same blue 
and white triangles of the House of Triangles. 

In Sacillotto´s sculptures, the volume is merely insinuated by flat surfaces. 
In Concretion 5730 and Concretion 5839 for example, the square is cut out 
and folded so as to only suggest the volume of the sculpture. Whereas Artigas 
and Cascaldi employed their concretist murals to transform the volume of the 
House of Triangles into a single surface, Sacillotto did the reverse: he 
suggested the volume of the sculpture by unfolding a single surface. In 
Concreção 5942, Sacillotto folds and multiplies the elementary form of the 
square to merely insinuate the volumetric limits of the work. According to 
Belluzzo, he [Sacillotto] “started from a single surface, which is definitely the 
square, to create various planes”.328 

In order to convey abstract notions such as light, colors and depth, 
Sacillotto produced – like other concretists – art of a systematic and 
mathematic nature. In his paintings as well as cultures, numeric patterns were 
devised by repetition of the same geometric form. Thus, he introduced 
mathematical logic into works of an art that proved artists can communicate 
in a logical and scientific way.  

He wished to incorporate “mathematical processes into artistic 
production”329 – as Max Bill and other concretists had declared.330 Bill stated: 
“I am convinced it is possible to create a new form of art in which the content 
of a work could be based, quite substantially, on a mathematical line of 
approach.”331 

Given that mathematics is the most compelling evidence used by modern 
science, basing art on mathematical patterns would elevate it to the status of 
scientific proof. Among the reasons for trying to convert art into science was 
also the old dream of the Soviet constructivists of making art an agent of 
social transformations – a dream also shared by Artigas. Ronaldo Brito 
observed that “(...) concrete art (1936) intended to operate two basic  

                                                        
328 Ibidem, p.140  
329 Brito, Ronaldo. Neoconcretismo: Vértice e Ruptura do Projeto Construtivo Brasileiro. São Paulo: 
Cosac & Naify,1999, p.37 
330 Concrete art was rooted in the Russian constructivist experience and in Bauhaus – the school at which 
Bill studied – to develop a new form of constructive art in the post WWII period. 
331 Op. Cit., p.37 
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Artigas and Cascaldi, Anhembi Tennis Club (1961): reinforced concrete resembles origami folds. Photo: 
Arquivo FAUUSP 
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Lygia Clark, Creatures (1961): origami-like structures. Photo: www.diariodonordeste.verdesmares.com.br 
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Helio Oiticica, Spatial Relief (1960): space is the true support of the art itself. Photo: in Olea & Ramírez 
(2009) 
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transformations/continuations: the incorporation of mathematical processes 
into artistic production –taking the ideas of a Vantongerloo as far as they 
could go for instance – and the establishment with more solid backing, of the 
constructive project of integrating art into industrial society, resulting in the 
opening of the School of Ulm in 1951.”332  

In the same year, the First Biennial of Art of São Paulo was held – an event 
strongly influenced by the presence of Max Bill and other Swiss concretists, 
and that motivated Brazilian artists to develop their own constructivist art 
(concrete and neoconcrete). One of the first to adhere to the rigor of Swiss 
concretism was Waldemar Cordeiro, an Italian-born artist with whom Artigas 
had worked collaboratively on some projects. Like Artigas, Cordeiro also 
gave classes at the School of Architecture and Urbanism of the University of 
São Paulo (FAUUSP) and, by invitation, designed the Gardens for the House 
of Triangles (1958).  

As a loyal follower of Bill´s concretism, Cordeiro clearly held the idea that 
art could attain the status of science and should therefore theoretically be 
immune to the personal impressions of the artist. With this attribute, art could 
thus be recognized as a legitimate field of scientific research. In Cordeiro´s 
words: “(...) The issue at stake is to consider art as a means that is relevant as 
the positive sciences themselves.”333 

Cordeiro was convinced that mathematics was the rational basis of art.334 
Given its independence from subject and circumstances, Cordeiro saw in 
mathematics an alternative to romantic subjectivity and gateway to the realm 
of modern objectivity. Thus, in agreement with the thinking of René 
Descartes: “For whether I am awake or asleep, two plus three makes five, and 
a square has only four sides”335. Cordeiro corroborated the Cartesian belief in 
mathematics as a coder and decoder of scientific truths. In the words of the 
artist: “La matematica non è un’opinione” (mathematics is not a matter of 
opinion).336 

Mathematics was incorporated into the work of Brazilian concretist [and 
also neoconcretist] artists in the repetition of geometric forms that created, 
among others, numeric series or patterns. As examples, Héctor Olea cited “the  

                                                        
332 Idem 
333 Waldemar Cordeiro: From Visible Ideas to Invisible Work. Héctor Olea. In Building on a Construct: 
the Adolpho Leirner Collection of Brazilian constructive art at the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston. New 
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2009, p.136 
334 Ibidem, p.137 / “Cordeiro’s construct was built on the idea that concreteness encompassed all of these 
decades, and this implied an undeniable mathematic conscientiousness for contemporary art.” 
335 In “Meditations on First Philosophy in which are demonstrated the existence of God and the distinction 
between the human soul and the body First Meditation: On what can be called into doubt.” 
336 Op. Cit., p.137 / “(...) In mathematics, an artistic tendency is everything but an art of opinion.” 
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serial nature of art in Luis Sacilotto’s Concreções [Concretions]; repetition, 
originality created with computer as seen in Abraham Palatnik’s Progressões 
[Progressions]; and even the standard units used by Lygia Clark in her 
Superfícies Moduladas [Modulated Surfaces] series.337 Olea also affirms that 
“all of these approaches to art reinforce Cordeiro’s insight, which was 
ground-breaking in Brazil during the 1950s and 1960s.”338 

Serial repetition also featured in projects of Artigas and Cascaldi, such as 
the repetition of porticos of Anhembi Tennis Club and of the Itanhaém 
Schools. In addition, they also exploited, as did many concretist artists, the 
artistic expression of an elementary geometric form – in this case, the 
triangular form of structural supports and hinges.  

But despite having deployed the mathematical strictness, Artigas and 
Cascaldi subverted the form of the load-bearing structures they designed by 
manipulating them to change the perception of their static behavior. 

In the design of the Anhembi Tennis Club for example, they transformed 
the frame bending moment diagram into an origami of reinforced concrete. 
Artigas and Cascaldi “folded” and “unfolded” the form of these porticos in a 
similar way to Lygia Clark, a neoconcretist artist that during the same time 
had folded metal sheets to create her series Bichos (Creatures) – which also 
closely resembled origami folds. In the series, the folded planes only lightly 
touch the ground – as do the porticos designed by Artigas and Cascaldi for the 
Itanhaém School. 

The folds made in metal sheets, as was the reduced contact of the sculpture 
with the floor, were also the theme of the untitled sculpture from the late 
1950s produced by neoconcretist Amílcar de Castro. Besides Castro, another 
concretist Hélio Oiticica created sculptures using wooden planks that also 
resembled the folds of origami in his 1959 series Spatial Reliefs. These works 
are hung from the ceiling and therefore do no touch the floor. Franz 
Weissmann, another member of the neoconcretist group, also produced 
sculptures that only lightly touched the floor. 

There was a desire among these artists that the work of art could be 
independent in relation to support and the ground, executing them in a 
constructive space (folded) and not in the three-dimensional universe 
governed by the force of gravity. When symbolically “detached” from the 
ground – as are many of the reinforced concrete structures designed by 
Artigas and Cascaldi – both sculptural base and load-bearing structure no 
longer support sculpture and building, respectively. By being detached from a 

                                                        
337 Ibidem, p.138 
338 Idem 
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center of gravity, these works enter a universe in which space is transformed 
into the support for the art itself. 
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In a conversation with the French historian of architecture Yves Bruand, João 
Vilanova Artigas said: “Oscar [Niemeyer] and I have the same concerns and 
face the same problems (...), but whereas he strives to resolve contradictions 
in harmonious synthesis, I overtly exploit them.”339 In his view, the role of the 
architect is not to accommodate.”340 Quite the opposite. According to Artigas, 
“the underlying struggles should not be hidden behind an elegant mask. They 
should be exposed without fear.”341  

And this is what he did. Throughout his life, Artigas publicly fought many 
battles: political, cultural and existential. All took place on the battle field of 
architecture - particularly, although not exclusively, involving the design of 
structure.  

Among the most anguishing deliriums he struggled against were the 
attempts to convert the architectural works into an “expression of the big 
international monopolies”.342 Artigas railed against the transformation of 
culture and architecture into marketing products and instruments of power. As 
seen previously, he criticized how the Americans assimilated the work of 
Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe and “transformed this architecture of reasoning, 
transformed its expressions, which should contain the hope of a connection of 
the beauty of the forms to universal human happiness, into an expression of 
their own power.”343  

Artigas fought what he called a “cultural battle”344 against “the collection 
that American post-modernism makes of history”.345 Although this criticism 
was levelled toward the end of his life, it expresses what Antigas fought for 
throughout his career: U.S. American imperialism. In a text from the 1980s, 
he illustrated this battle in the following manner: “what suits the United States 
right now is Philip Johnson. It is to construct a building for AT&T, which at a 
certain height is a copy of the Pavia Chapel by Brunelleschi in Florence. From 
then on it becomes a shaft of columns with a series of windows… and 
terminates on top with a finial of a Chippendale cupboard. A Chippendale 
cupboard!”346 

                                                        
339 Bruand, Yves. Arquitetura Moderna no Brasil. São Paulo: Editora Perspectiva, 1981, p.302 
340 Idem  
341 Idem 
342 Artigas, João B. Vilanova.  A Função Social do Arquiteto. São Paulo: Nobel, 1989, p.61 
343 Idem 
344 Ibidem, p.65 
345 Ibidem, p.66 
346 Idem / On the same page, Artigas states: “they [North-Americans] appropriate all the historic reserves 
that humanity has as if it were barbarians that took the remains of the columns found in the destruction of 
the Roman Empire and ended up producing gothic architecture.” 
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This grotesque usurpation of culture and history bothered Artigas. 
According to him, appropriating from the human cultural collection was a 
way of convincing that they [the United States] were the “[owners] of 
everyone´s future and past.”347 Artigas may have expressed his opinion about 
the North-American plan for world domination348 through designs which 
created for example, contradictions between the heavy weight that a 
reinforced concrete structure can represent, and the lightness of the supports 
bearing it; or between the heavy weight of a beam supported on a point of 
contact, which from a certain viewpoint has apparently no size, area or 
volume.   

These contradictions were provocative. This is because although an 
apparently considerable weight is place over slender supports or points of 
contact reduced to nothing, these structures do not yield to the deformations 
and ruptures resulting from the action of gravity. Despite the weight placed on 
these slender supports they do not rupture or deform.  

In collaboration with Carlos Cascaldi, Artigas may have designed an 
absurd static behavior for a reinforced concrete structure as an allegorical way 
of criticizing the equally absurd fantasy of a nation that intended to control the 
world. The exterior walls of the School of Architecture and Urbanism of the 
University of São Paulo (FAUUSP) and of the Dressing rooms of the São 
Paulo Football Club (SPFC) are the best examples of this parallel between the 
capacity to symbolically eliminate the impression of weight in the reinforced 
concrete structure, and Artigas´ lack of steem for the implacable desire of 
North-American domination.   

Artigas may have intended, above all, to show that when confronted with a 
weight of oppression and domination, human nature becomes freer and lighter 
than ever. Even under great tension, it does not deform, yield or rupture. 
Without confrontation with weight, this freedom would not be fully 
expressed, since it would not be free simply by being light. The fullest 
expression of lightness was achieved by Artigas in a dialectic denial of 
weight.349 

The weight of the oppression was the sine qua non condition to be able to 
paradoxically find a more significant expression of lightness and freedom 
than in the design of slim structures that were so light as to appear almost 
unreal. As Milan Kundera stated: “the absolute absence of a burden causes 

                                                        
347 Artigas, João B. Vilanova.  A Função Social do Arquiteto. São Paulo: Nobel, 1989, p.60 
348 More intensely following the end of the Second World War. 
349 Op. Cit., p.72: In his own words, already mentioned in a previous chapter: “I confess that I seek the 
value of the force of gravity, not for the sake of making everything slim or the light even lighter. What 
intrigues me is making heavy forms, bringing them close to the ground and then dialectically denying 
them.” 
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man to be lighter than air, to soar into the heights, take leave of the earth and 
his earthly being, and become only half real, his movements as free as they 
are insignificant.”350 

Artigas expressed the contradictions afflicting him through his designs of 
reinforced concrete structures. By transforming into metaphors the transition 
between wall and foundations, or between building and the ground, they 
exploited the both oppressive and liberating potential of the antagonisms 
between above and below, load and support, weight and lightness. Artigas 
said he was moved by the way a building touches the ground:  “I treated the 
´points of support’ of my buildings in an original way”, he said upon 
receiving the Auguste Perret prize in 1984.351 Artigas believed this originality 
stemmed from the unique treatment given to the structural support. He 
affirmed that he was sensitive to the relationship between the support of the 
building and the landscape: “it´s as if I left a mark of the attitude that always 
moved me, which was to place the buildings within the landscape, with a 
certain respect for the way in which it ´sits´ on the ground.” 352  

Artigas personifies the buildings by declaring that it “sits” on the ground. 
He employs a prosopopeia to express the meaning of the architecture. He 
openly speaks a connotative and metaphoric language to explain how a 
building stands upright on the ground. Artigas said he did not accept as an 
artist, “the support needed between the wall and the force of gravity.” In other 
words, he did not accept the contact between a vertical structural element 
(column or wall), and another horizontal element – in this case the ground 
itself, which exerts gravity that bounds us to the earth.   

The political and cultural battle against the use of an architectural style as 
an instrument of power of capitalism led Artigas and Cascaldi to exploit 
metaphorically – in the prosopopeia of “sitting” on the ground – the stresses, 
contradictions, and the battle between pairs of opposites: action and reaction, 
vertical and horizontal, sky and earth, above and below. 

In this confrontation, the column – the traditional transition between 
entablature and base, ceiling and foundations – was the structural member 
most exploited, questioned and manipulated by the pair. Artigas explained 
that, throughout history, the column was being gradually removed from 

                                                        
350 Kundera, Milan. The Unbearable Lightness of Being. London: Faber & Faber, 1999, pp.4-5. “(...) the 
absolute absence of a burden causes man to be lighter than air, to soar into the heights, take leave of the 
earth and his earthly being, and become only half real, his movements as free as they are insignificant.” 
351 One of the major parallels of this same concern of Artigas is Paulo Mendes da Rocha´s project for the 
Pavilion of Brazil at the Osaka Fair, 1970. In this project, the relationship between building and ground, so 
dear to Artigas, is strongly expressed by Mendes da Rocha in a structural design in which the floor “rises” 
to provide support for the ceiling. 
352 Artigas, João B. Vilanova. Caminhos da Arquitetura. São Paulo: Cosac & Naify, 1999, p.168 
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structural design, to the point of no longer existing – at least visually. He said: 
“Basically, we built our columns as concrete supports, concealed within walls 
that appeared to be load-bearing. We later freed those columns up and 
revealed what they looked like. Subsequently, we began to deny them – in 
numerous different ways: reducing their number to a minimum; removing 
them from the upright position; distorting their pillar shape and ultimately not 
using them at all.”353 

For the façades of the FAUUSP building and the Dressing Rooms of the 
São Paulo Football Club (SPFC), Artigas and Cascaldi designed what can be 
construed as foundations that sprout from the ground to meet the ceiling 
directly, without the mediation traditionally provided by columns: “a 
foundation block that sprouts from the ground to support an enormous 
concrete beam, with no column to provide the transition.”354  

The foundation [indissociable from the subterranean world] becomes in this 
case, the direct  support of the [beam which sustains the] ceiling [sky]. Noting 
that the ceiling, is etymologically linked to the Latin caelum, which in 
Portuguese can be translated as sky. Thus, from a linguistic standpoint, when 
placing the ceiling and ground [foundations] in direct contact through the 
structural design, we are symbolically placing heaven and earth, above and 
below or load [above] and support [below] in a direct relationship without 
intermediaries.  

This direct meeting between ceiling and foundation is presumably being 
referred to by Artigas indirectly, when he described his design for the 
FAUUSP building: “The contact with a point, ok! There outside! The rest 
[inside] is incredibly simple and can be understood by anyone.”355 Artigas 
imparts an enigmatic – yet provocative – tone to this declaration. In this 
building there is, according to him, a “point of contact” that cannot be easily 
understood. Although he was not more precise about the point of contact 
“outside”, it is presumably this, given the fact he made this reference when 
describing the FAUUSP building, referring to the point of contact between the 
two triangles that form the vertical supports of the walls and point in opposite 
directions (upwards and downwards). These are the triangles of the pyramidal 
foundations of reinforced concrete which “sprout” from the ground towards 
the ceiling; and the inverted triangles formed by the extension of the walls of 
the façades which taper toward the ground. 

                                                        
353 Weber, Raquel. A Linguagem da Estrutura na Obra de Vilanova Artigas. In. Dissertação de Mestrado, 
UFRS. Porto Alegre, 2005, p.34 
354 Wisnik, Guilherme. Vilanova Artigas y la Dialéctica de los Esfuerzos. In 2G, n.54, Barcelona: Gustavo 
Gili, 2010, p.21 
355 Cabral, Fernando Frank; Rodrigues, Eduardo de Jesus. Vilanova Artigas: espaço e programa para a 
FAU. São Paulo: FAU/USP, 1978 
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According to Artigas, this point of contact is key to understanding the 
complexity of the architecture of the FAUUSP building. This is probably 
because at the point in the structure where the inverted triangles meet the 
pyramids “sprouting” from the foundations, a narrow groove was designed 
that appears to be a structural hinge, but is in fact only a sculptural cavity. 
Although only a theory, it is highly plausible that this “contact with a point 
outside” was an expression used by Artigas to refer to this small cavity or 
groove marking the contact between the two triangles which, although a 
subtle intervention, induces a notable metamorphosis in the perception of the 
structural behavior of the FAUUSP building. 

In engineering, this point of contact is a hinge that provides the flexibility 
reinforced concrete structures need to prevent ruptures owing to the dilations 
and contractions promoted by changes in temperature and loads.  

The structural hinge is a point of transition associated with the mechanics 
of rotation and movement – a point of concentration of forces with torque 
potential. Employing this device, loads should “pass through” freely without 
producing tensions that can lead to ruptures – unlike the fixed support, which 
opposes the loads and “contains” them. The hinge does not oppose but instead 
provides transition of the structural loads in a flexible and mobile way without 
rupturing. 

The concept of structural hinges became popular during the late nineteenth 
century, following industrialization and the introduction of steel in 
construction. Steel was very expensive at the time and the application of 
engineering concept that included these structural hinges reduced the amount 
of steel required for the build, and also simplified the calculation since 
determinate structures could be produced. During the period, calculations 
were done by hand, and the use of hinges rendered the equations solvable. 
Although having been introduced as a methodological tool for calculating, the 
same hinges also had esthetic implications, including a reduction in the area 
of column bases – which could become virtually non-existent.  

Therefore the introduction of the hinge made the calculation – from an 
engineering methodological standpoint – easier and more reliable. But Artigas 
and Cascaldi translated this methodological procedure into a meaningful 
esthetic in works of architecture. They had such a good insight of the 
engineer´s work to the point of using forms resultant from a scientific 
methodology as a means of artistic expression, seeking to model the quality of 
the structural behavior. Engineering - as a rational way of producing a stable 
structure – was used by them artistically.  

For Artigas and Cascaldi, the structural hinge became - beyond a technical 
requirement imposed by engineering - an articulator of ideas. And they had at  
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least two reasons for using the structural hinge as a means of expression: the 
first was that the hinge is an inseparable component of the engineering of 
reinforced concrete. The second reason was that the hinge reduces – both 
from technical and esthetic standpoints – the mass of a structure to single 
points of support.  

In the building by Artigas and Cascaldi, this reduction in area of the base of 
the structural support takes on the form of a vertex of an inverted triangle. In 
fact, they did not experiment with different shapes. Quite the opposite. Their 
language is clear and based on simple geometric figures – particularly the 
triangle. They in fact superpose simple shapes to produce complexity in a 
composition of well-defined forms that do not lose their geometric identity.356 

But besides being a technical term, a structural hinge is etymologically 
related to the idea of world axis (axis mundi), as well as the notions of hook or 
joint. This information is relevant, in as far as Artigas, when describing the 
FAUUSP building, indicates the importance of the contact with a point 
outside, which appears to be a point of contact in the symbolic sense of hinge, 
namely, axis mundi.  

This point of contact “outside” described by him was not however, a hinge. 
In fact, the uprights of these façades are highly reinforced Mesnager type 
columns, which have no hinges where Artigas and Cascaldi made them out to 
be.  

When saying “a point of contact (…) outside”, Artigas presumably 
indicates the cavity made in the reinforced concrete as representing a 
symbolic articulation, like a metaphorical hinge, a poetic axis where above 
and below, action and reaction, load and support, meet and confront each 
other.  

The design of these cavities in the reinforced concrete supports of the 
exterior walls of the FAUUSP building strengthen the idea that they are 
metaphorical hinges – given they are part of symbolic encounters and/or 
confrontations between structural members, and not of technical solutions. 
The hinge symbolizes in this case, the meeting and/or confrontation between 
above and below, beam and foundations, load and support. Graphically, it is 
represented by triangles of reinforced concrete that, along the vertical axis, 
one points toward the other, in a confrontation of opposing forces: upward 
and downward. It is at this point that Artigas and Cascaldi were faced with 
basically three possible options of structural design: create a direct and 
evident conflict between these triangles; avoid the conflict; or design a 
resolution of opposites. 

                                                        
356 The V-shaped support was extensively exploited in twentieth century Brazilian architecture. Example 
icons of this architecture include the works of Affonso Reidy and Oscar Niemeyer. 
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In the exterior walls of the Dressing rooms of the SPFC a direct encounter 
between beam and foundations was designed based on the image of triangles 
that point in opposite directions and touch at a point that, from a frontal 
viewing angle, appear as only a spatial and graphic coordinate – thus without 
area or volume. This constitutes a dialogue between load and support which 
has parallels with the Broken Obelisk of Barnett Newman (1963-69). In this 
sculpture, two pyramids point in opposite directions but touch exactly at their 
vertexes and therefore do not superpose – meaning there is no movement, but 
a static equilibrium between the forces of action and reaction, between load 
and support. The weight of the column above is contained by the pyramid 
below, on which it rests – as is the case with the supports of the longitudinal 
façades of the SPFC Dressing rooms. It can be said that there is, both in the 
vertical axis of the Newman´s sculpture, as well as in the concrete columns of 
the SPFC Dressing rooms, a confrontation of opposing forces. But it is, in 
both instances, equilibrated. 

The second option for dealing with the conflict between opposites would be 
to avoid it altogether – but this alternative cannot be found in the building by 
Artigas and Cascaldi. In sculpture, however, there are two interesting 
examples both of which avert a conflict between opposites in columns designs 
that dilute the notion of confrontation in small and multiple confrontations 
creating almost a textile fabric. These examples are: the Endless Column, of 
Constantin Brancusi; and Neoconcrete Column, of Franz Weissmann. Both 
these sculptures reproduce, numerous times, the conflict between angled lines 
pointing in opposite directions. But the quantity and repetition of these lines 
creates a series and from it a texture or pattern that has the effect of mitigating 
the confrontation into small and diminished conflicts that occur throughout 
the vertical axis. Thus, these columns evade a categorical affirmation of 
confrontation, since the texture predominates over the individual strength of 
the lines drawn in opposite directions. There is upward and downward 
movement in each. The repetitions create forces that provide thrust both 
upwards and downwards creating a movement with neither start nor end. As 
José Bento Ferreira noted, “the serialism of the Brancusi´s column is a 
progression toward the infinite.” 357 

The third option to deal with the relationship between load and support 
through the triangles facing in opposite direction along a vertical axis was to 
attempt a resolution of opposites in which there is neither direct conflict nor 
avoidance of conflict in the design of the column. In the work of Artigas and 
Cascaldi, the best example of synthesis between the opposites of above and  

                                                        
357 In Coluna Infinita, José Bento Ferreira: http://pacodasartes.org.br/temporada-de-
projetos/2011/artistas/laismyrrha.aspx Viewed on 14.10.2015 
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Broken Obelisk of Barnett Newman (1963-69): a dialogue between load and support. Photo: In wikiart.org 
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Neoconcrete Column n.1, Franz Weissmann (1957): conflict is diluted in small and multiple confrontations 
creating almost a textile fabric. Photo: www.canalcontemporaneo.art.br 
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below, wall and ground, load and support, is found in the design of the 
structural transitions of the exterior walls of the FAUUSP building. In these, 
the triangles pointing in opposite directions (one upwards and one 
downwards) intercept and superpose but their vertexes do not touch. This 
design results in structural transitions that blend with the design of the column 
itself and vice-versa.  

In the transition of the exterior walls of the FAUUSP building, the 
confrontation between load and support becomes synonymous of a continuous 
metamorphosis between opposites. Unlike the static equilibrium of the 
façades of the SPFC Dressing Rooms, here the structural transitions occur 
unabated. The triangles pointing in opposite directions intercept and 
superpose, creating a movement that rises and falls continuously and 
endlessly. 

In a memorable conversation with Artigas in 1984, Flávio Motta learned 
this flow in the design of the columns of the FAUUSP building creates the 
impression that a construction element wants to transform into another 
element and vice-versa: “When you designed the columns of the FAU[USP], 
you chose, as I understood... you made a pyramid. Is there not a pyramid? 
That has a solid base, one of the most robust figures there is. The pyramid 
ends abruptly at one point and exists in another virtual point here, in the 
center of the pyramid. Here is this wall which descends, narrowing until 
meeting the column. And the column also wants to be an enclosure.”358 Motta 
describes this flow as a constant metamorphosis between elements of the 
reinforced concrete structure.359 

Artigas and Cascaldi indeed exploited, via the superposition of opposite 
facing triangles, the creative and metaphoric potential of antagonistic forces. 
In the outer walls of the FAUUSP building, the structural transition 
paradoxically demarcates boundaries while also confounds the limits between 
them – as Motta rightly observed pointing to the dialectic of the wall that 
wants to be a column, and the column that wants to be a wall.   

Aware that the transition and alternation between day and night, cold and 
hot, above and below permeates our perception, Artigas and Cascaldi favors, 
in the design of the perimeter supports of the FAUUSP, the perception of 
movement and alternation between pairs and opposites – more so than the 
static equilibrium of Newman´s sculpture or of the transitions between beam 
and foundations of the exterior walls of the SPFC Dressing rooms.  

                                                        
358 Artigas, João B. Vilanova.  A Função Social do Arquiteto. São Paulo: Nobel, 1989, p.71 
359 Idem / This suggests a parallel between the geometric continuity of the structural transition designed 
by Artigas and Cascaldi and the transition between beam and column in the building by Auguste Perret.  
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In fact, the structural transitions, and likewise the spaces of transition and 
hinge such as the stairway and ramps, are suitable places to express dualism 
and ambiguities. When investigating the building by Lina Bo Bardi, Olivia de 
Oliveira concluded that in Lina´s building “all the ´inbetween spaces´ are (..) 
expanded, being designed as places for an ´occasion´.” She observed that, 
“these places take on an ambiguous meaning that is both one thing yet 
another, above and below, large and small, past and present, worlds of the 
living and worlds of the dead, sacred and playful, dream and reason.”360 

In the ´inbetween places´, as well as the structural transitions, pairs of 
opposites interact continuously. Thus, in all of the transitions whether places 
of thoroughfare for people or structural loads – one thing is permanently 
transforming into another, yet still remains itself. In these causes, the 
boundaries are difficulty to define. In the design of the supports for the 
exterior walls of the FAUUSP, Artigas and Cascaldi dilute the limits between 
pairs of opposites in a way that makes it hard to perceive well-defined 
structural elements.361 They deliberately make it difficult to establish the 
boundaries between the different parts of the structure.    

This difficulty, however, stems from an ambiguity found particularly in the 
structural transitions, which become a constant ´going to be´ of above and 
below, load and support, beam and column, column and foundation, action 
and reaction. It is a flow that leads, in the case of the façades of the FAUUSP, 
a dissolution of the classical elements of architecture such as beams and 
columns. Any attempt to define clear boundaries between the components of 
the perimeter structure of the FAUUSP therefore fails. Its exterior walls were 
designed as a fluid visual system that dissolves the classical division between 
column and beam, column and foundation, beam and wall, etc. Moreover: 
bearing in mind the classical concept of a column, it is evident that the 
columns which form the peristyle of the FAUUSP building – a term used by 
Artigas – have no shafts.  

Although the FAUUSP building has a clearly defined prismatic volume, the 
design of the structure of its outer walls is based on a double meaning, in the 
doubt and dissolution of the boundaries between pairs and opposites. The 
design of these exterior walls dissolves the dividing lines between 
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antagonistic forces brought to bear in the vertical axis, i.e. in the support. By 
diluting the boundaries between the triangular shapes comprising the vertical 
support of these walls, the boundary between weight and lightness also 
becomes diluted. 

The monolith of the FAUUSP is formed by reinforced concrete surfaces 
measuring approximately 8 meters in height by 66 meters in length. These 
surfaces function structurally as beams but are also walls that enclose the 
upper floors of the building. Visually, these beam-walls are sustained by 
triangles which meet, partially superimpose, and appear to form columns. 

The flow and continuity between these triangles confers an ambiguous 
quality to the supports of the outer walls. Frank Lloyd Wright, for instance, 
interpreted this structural – and as we shall see, also spatial  – continuity as a 
requisite of twentieth century architecture: “If form really ´followed function’ 
– as the Master declared – here was the direct means of expression of the 
more spiritual idea that form and function are one: the only true means I could 
see then or can see now to eliminate the separation and cut-and-butt joinery in 
favor of the expressive flow of continuous surface.”  Wright stated that in two 
works, “the idea of plasticity may now be seen as the element of 
continuity.“362 

Reinforced concrete is, by its very nature, a monolithic material, and 
therefore favors a continuous design among structural elements: “Ferro-
concrete is unique in creating buildings which form one solid mass; it has no 
‘seams’, once the sand, gravel and steel have been cemented together.”363 
Francis Onderdonk explained that, “in reinforced concrete columns and beam, 
walls and vault, vertical and horizontal become one” and this is why, “the 
rigid bent which in Europe is used so frequently for large halls is typical of 
concrete.”364 Onderdonk points out that “this concrete portal type has 
structural and economic advantages due to the continuity of bending”, and 
that “some designers place such a frame on hinges while others connect it 
rigidly with the foundation.” He explains that “the hinged type has columns 
tapering downward, i.e. growing narrower towards the floor because stiffness 
must be increased at the top and there the column is widest. (...)“365 

In spite of the continuity and flow between the two triangles comprising the 
perimeter supports of the FAUUSP building, Artigas and Cascaldi maintain, 
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in the outer walls of this building, an underlying conflict in the direct contact 
between ceiling and foundations. In Artigas´ words: “the underlying conflicts 
should not be hidden behind an elegant mask. They should be exposed 
without fear.”366  

In the perimeter supports of the FAUUSP building, the meeting – or 
confrontation – between the opposing triangles is demarcated, as mentioned 
earlier, by a narrow groove that resembles a structural hinge. This groove – 
which has no technical function – introduces a pause, a break in the continuity 
between the tapering wall that descends and the pyramid that rises toward the 
ceiling. Whereas the design of the intersection of these triangles is continuous, 
the groove interrupts and creates a disturbance in the flow between the 
descending and rising elements – between what is above and what is below. 
This apparent structural hinge, placed exactly at the point of contact between 
the two triangles, creates a slight disturbance in the fluid and unimpeded 
movement of the structural transition between hanging wall and foundations.     

This presence of the flow and smoothness together with the conflict 
between opposites was a source of intellectual and artistic effervescence for 
Artigas. The role of mediator between ceiling and floor historically assumed 
by the column, rendered it less a means of “sitting the building down” on the 
ground – as Artigas said – but the instrument to “stand it up”.  Although 
Artigas had been moved by the “way the building sits on the ground”, he was 
actually referring to the way the building was placed upright on the ground. In 
other words, how the building “stands upright”. 

The force exercised by this “standing upright” was, according to Max 
Adolf Vogt, a pivotal topic in architecture in the eighteenth century: “The 
formulation of [Heinrich] Wölfflin on the ´Main Theme (of Architecture)´ 
promoted an interpretation of architecture in which the physical forces of 
architecture actively prevail. The downward impulse, the act of countering 
forces, standing upright – were all construed as processes.  It is therefore 
unsurprising that the language of architecture in this generation has begun to 
favor verbs changed into nouns. For example Lie Down, Stand up; Hang etc. 
(...).367 Vogt noted that “Jakob Burckhardt, who was Wölfflin´s most important 
teacher, found a new formula for Greek temples: this embodied ‘Support and 
Load’”.368 Vogt also reiterated that “matter is heavy, it pushes us downwards, 
and wants to spread out on the floor amorphously.”369 In his view, “we know 
the forces of the weight of our own body. Does what keeps us standing 
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upright prevent collapse into shapelessness? The reactive force we call spirit, 
life or whatever we wish to call it. The opposite/antithesis of matter and force 
of the form (Formkraft).”370 

The vertical body, standing upright on the earth, put man both inside and 
outside nature – in an ambiguous existential condition apparently not shared 
with other animals. The anthropologist Ernst Becker described this condition 
as follows: “Man has an identity that makes him stand out clearly from nature. 
He is a symbolic I, a creature with a name, a life story.371 Becker on the other 
hand, points out that “at the same time, as the sages of the East also 
understood, man is a worm and food for worms.”372 According to him, “this is 
the paradox: he [man] is outside of nature but irremediably part of it; he is 
dual, up above amongst the stars and yet housed within a body pumped by a 
heart, that gasps to breath, and that in another era belonged to a fish, and still 
carries the marks of gills to prove it.”373 

When “standing upright”, humanity can contemplate the firmament and 
thus overcome the force of gravity that kept him on the horizontal plane - and 
consequently unable to leave earth´s sphere – the view seen by animals that 
walk on all fours. But the upright human body, which allows contemplation of 
the firmament, remains earthbound, returning to it every night temporarily – 
when we sleep – and definitively when we die. This new perspective of view, 
essentially an upright body aligned with the center of the Earth, meant, to 
human beings, the partial overcoming of one´s own weight – albeit only in a 
waking state: “unlike the immortal gods (...) mortals can maintain their 
verticality only with effort; their bodies belong to the earth, to which they will 
return in sleep and in death.”374 

By standing upright, humans began to associate not only their own bodies, 
besides other vertically standing objects such as trees, totems, obelisks and 
columns of buildings, with an axis aligned with the center of the Earth. This is 
explained by the fact that we perceive our bodies as vertical relative to the flat 
plane of the ground but everything that appears to be in a vertical positions is 
in fact radial in relation to the center of the planet. Therefore, geometrically 
speaking, standing upright transforms our bodies into an axis mundi – in the 
sense of own axis of rotation aligned with the center of the Earth.  
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The term hinge (as seen previously, was - and still is – used in engineering) 
can be etymologically translated as “the axis of the earth“ or axis mundi.375 
The term is used as a synonym for structural articulation. Therefore, all that is 
vertically on the ground is also, in principle, interchangeable with the notions 
implied by the concept of hinge or axis mundi – which can be translated as 
axis, pillar or center of the world. Therefore, the hinge of a reinforced 
structure can thus become a metaphor for all that is in line with the planet´s 
center of gravity: trees, walls, totems, columns of buildings and obviously, the 
human body in the upright position.    

Upon assuming a vertical position on the ground aligned with the “axis of 
the planet”, humans naturally change their relationship with space. When 
standing upright, humans are physically projecting themselves upwards, 
vertically toward empty space and in the opposite direction toward the 
planet´s center of mass. They have thus overcome part of their own weight. 
Rudolf Arnheim speaks about “conquering our inert heaviness”.376 He 
observed that “climbing is a heroic, liberating act, and height spontaneously 
symbolizes things of high value, be it of worldly power or spirituality”.377 

 Arnheim regarded rising also as a quality of seeking light and attaining 
freedom, and his anti-thesis, venturing into the bowels of Earth, as an act of 
becoming involved with matter: “to dig is to explore the foundation on which 
all life rests and from which it sprouts. Digging creates an entrance to the 
realm of darkness, and therefore it stands symbolically for deepening, i.e., for 
exploring beyond the superficial. Whereas rising is the means of becoming 
enlightened, digging makes the light shine in darkness.”378 Arnheim expresses 
the idea of conquering weight by buildings as an “intrusion in the realm of 
matter, into that of empty space, the raising of the human action beyond the 
safety of the common ground. It increases the load that must be sustained at 
ground level and, at the heights, exposes man and his work to the elements 
active in open space.”379 

In some of their projects, Artigas and Cascaldi introduced not only the 
building into empty space, but also the foundation – hitherto relegated to the 
darkness of the basement. In projects such as the FAUUSP, SPFC Dressing 
rooms and Anhembi Tennis Club buildings, they placed the ceiling – which 
belongs to space, to the light – in direct visual contact with the foundations 
associated with the darkness of the underground. Through this gesture, the 
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duo took the hitherto non-visible to a visible and conscious level in 
architecture. 

Architects from the vanguard of the first half of the twentieth century had 
already brought into the light parts of buildings previously relegated to the 
darkness. Adolf Max Vogt observed that among the pioneers such as Ludwig 
Mies Van Der Rohe, Walter Gropius and Le Corbusier, “the new possibilities 
of construction with reinforced concrete allowed them to raise the body of the 
building from the ground and render visible an area never visible before, 
namely, the underside of the building [the lower side of a cube; the one in 
contact with the ground].”380  

Artigas and Cascaldi never left the sixth side of the cube visible, but 
exposed the foundations – a structure whose function is purely technical, 
normally built at subterranean levels. By taking part of the foundations from 
the underground, they brought to the fore the contact between the ceiling and 
foundations [how a building “sits on the ground”] to a level of awareness 
consistent with Artigas´ aspirations of raising social awareness through 
architectonic design – in this case through structural design. 

There was never a technical need – neither in the FAUUSP and SPFC 
Dressing rooms projects nor in the Anhembi Tennis Club – to build 
foundations that rose above ground level. When taken to the surface, the 
foundations of these buildings symbolically extrapolate their traditional 
condition of underground constructions and sprout up like the foundations of 
bridges that rise up out of the water. Thus, a structure which normally remains 
buried, is elevated to a visible and conscious level. 

Consequently, this eliminates from the structural design not only the 
orthodox notion of foundation – which presumes that a portion of the 
structure is relegated to the non-visibility of the underground  – but also the 
idea of the underground itself. The whole structure – including the 
foundations, traditionally subterranean – thus becomes visible and public. 
This attitude is compatible with the deep political engagement and social role 
that Artigas attributed to the profession of architect throughout virtually his 
whole life.  

This rising of the foundations to a visible and conscious level has parallels 
with the thinking of Sigmund Freud, who drew an analogy between the 
human mind and its conscious and subconscious levels, with the visible and 
invisible – in an image in which they are above and below the water´s surface, 
respectively. According to Freud, the content of the mind that arises to a 
visible level is, however, only a fraction of the whole:  “The mind”, he says, 
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“is like an iceberg, it floats with one-seventh of its bulk above water.”  Carl 
Gustav Jung also expounded on the matter, stating that: “the conscious mind 
may be compared to a fountain playing in the sun and falling back into the 
great subterranean pool of subconscious from which it arises.” Jung also 
points out that “water is the commonest symbol for the unconscious”381  

In the exterior walls of the FAUUSP building and of the SPFC Dressing 
rooms, the pyramidal foundations “sprout” from the earth like the tip of an 
iceberg “emerges” from the water. From this point of view, the solidity of the 
ground is treated with the delicateness and smoothness of the water line of a 
ship. As Vogt observed, modernity produced houses that are like ships that 
float on water: “an image of serene elegance, a colossus in a seemingly 
effortless state of equilibrium with the surrounding elements. “Vogt explained 
saying that “ the ship floats without a sound, floating and suggesting a 
lightness in the contact with the water´s surface, as if it had taken off and 
could levitate.”382  

In the structural design of the outer walls of the FAUUSP building, the 
contact between the ceiling and the foundations also creates an imaginary 
skyline that establishes a duality between visible and non-visible, above and 
below, ground and underground. This line is formed by the introduction of 
grooves – described previously as cavities made in low relief into the 
reinforced concrete. These cavities, resembling structural hinges, were placed 
at the juncture between the pyramid formed by the pyramidal extension of the 
foundations, and the inverted triangle which exits the walls and tapers toward 
the ground. In these structural designs, the floor is no longer treated as natural 
topography, becoming a straight, smooth line. 

This relationship between the vertical human body and the artificial skyline 
of the architectural work has parallels with the symbology of the cross. There 
is, in this image, crossing of the vertical and horizontal axes that represents 
not only man´s relationship with space but also with time. Karsten Harries 
notes that “when Vitruvius links humans with upward gaze, he understands 
them as being able to rise and look up out of the horizontal temporal condition 
that circumscribes the lives of other animals to the seemingly ageless order of 
the firmament.”383 Harries concludes by observing that “he [Vitruvius] thus 
understands human beings as subjected to time and death by their earth-
bounded bodies, yet led by their ability to look up to the firmament to dream 
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of immortality, understands the human body in the image of the cross, the 
intersection between time and eternity.”384 

The image of the cross summarizes the existential dilemma of an 
ambiguous being that transits between the earth and the firmament, mass and 
ethereal, weight and lightness. The cross symbolizes this dilemma of he who 
inhabits a vertical body and seeks the light, but returns to the darkness of the 
Earth every night, when they lay down and sleep. The image of the cross is 
the image of the dilemma of a being placed in the conjunction between ceiling 
and ground, above and below, heaven and earth: ”the image of a human being 
suspended on a tree or a cross locates the figure at the axis where heaven and 
earth meet”.385 This same symbolism of the human body on the cross 
associates the human dilemma of being at the intersection between the 
horizontality of the animal and verticality of the firmament. 

Although a potent religious symbol, the cross is a diagram or graphic 
symbol depicting this meeting of the human body with the axes of vertical and 
horizontal coordinates. And although the most well-known figure in this 
position is Jesus, the Renaissance devised their own version of the human 
body in the form of a cross: the Vitruvian man – that represents “a symbolic 
and mathematical exploration of the human form as world axis.”386 Unlike the 
religious symbol, it was an ordinary man – and not the religious icon – that 
became the center of the universe that was ever further removed from the 
image of the Creator.  

This new image of the human being was the result of an astronomic 
revolution marked by the work of Galileo Galilei, when man both lost and 
reconquered their cosmic importance. Galileo mathematically proved the 
hypothesis of Nicolaus Copernicus, that the Earth was not the center of the 
Universe, but only one of a number of other planets orbiting the sun. John 
Bury illustrated the impact of this revolution in the human psyche with the 
image of a man who, “finding himself on a small island floating in the 
immensity of space, (…) decided that (he) is at least the master of his own 
destiny.”387 Bury adds that, with the discoveries made in the field of 
astronomy, human beings discarded “the old equipment of final causes, 
original sin, and the rest”, and that “belonging to some cosmic scheme, he 
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[man] only needed to take  the universe into account in as far as he deemed it 
to his own benefit.”388 

Thus, during the Renaissance, the theocentrism gradually gave way to 
anthropocentrism. And from this new interpretation of the role of human 
beings in relation to their role in the universe, spawned a humanist philosophy 
that put man, and not the divine, as the central focus of its concerns.  

In concordance with the shift in focus from the Creator to man, the human 
body became interpreted as a geometric composition after the post-astronomic 
revolution period – among others, because this geometry reflected the 
transformation of knowledge into mathematical language. 

Mathematization was also applied to the relationship between the human 
body and architecture. Francesco Di Giorgio, author of The Treatise on 
Architecture (ca. 1480), is an example of a renaissance architect that 
established relationships between the geometry of the human body and that of 
buildings. In one of his designs, the figure of a man geometrized in two 
opposite facing triangles was used as the base to deduce the proportions of the 
façade of a church. The triangle – which features as a central geometric figure 
in structural design by Artigas and Cascaldi – was widely used in renaissance-
humanism art. Rebecca Zorach tells that “in ecclesiastical architecture, 
architects and masons necessarily made use of geometry, including methods 
known as ad triangulum, which based building proportions on an equilateral 
triangle.”389 

This involved an underlying “diagrammatic thinking”.390 The renaissance 
scholars sought, in the geometric correspondence between the human body 
and buildings, a new theoretical basis for architecture. And although geometry 
also drew on a mythical connection, the period triggered a process of 
secularization of knowledge in architecture, which included attempts to 
translate architecture into a mathematical language – in spite of the 
“metaphysical concerns [of the Renaissance they still held] often implicit in 
the mathematical rules.” 391 Alberto Pérez-Gómez points out however that, as a 
result of the epistemological revolution triggered by Galileo in the first few 
decades of the seventeenth century, “geometry descended from the heavens 
and lost its sacred nature.”392 
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In the presence of a secular mathematical model that slowly established 
itself between the fourteenth and eighteenth centuries, western architecture 
was gradually emptied of its mythic content, to make way for expression of 
geometry based on prescriptive rules, diagrams, relationships of proportion, as 
well as graphic and mathematic phenomena. 

Despite this, the transcendent content of mathematics remained latent 
among some groups of artists even after the secularization of knowledge. 
Modernism for instance, registers cases of artists and architects that engaged 
in the application of the golden ratio [or divine proportion] in their artwork, 
including Le Corbusier, Piet Mondrian, and cubists from the Section d’Or  
group – whose members included artists of the likes of Albert Gleizes, Jean 
Metzinger, Marcel Duchamp, Fernand Léger and Francis Picabia, among 
others. 

In the building by Artigas and Cascaldi, there is no evident concern over 
the transcendent mathematical content of the divine section.393 However, the 
structural design of the façades of the FAUUSP building and the SPFC 
Dressing rooms, as well as the porticos of the Anhembi Tennis Club (ATC), 
are based on graphical and/or mathematical phenomena that portray 
metaphysical meanings.394 The mere fact that they were manipulated to 
express a content that goes beyond mechanical function confers the reinforced 
concrete structures of these buildings a transcendent status. 

The shapes derived from diagrams and graphic methods of structural 
analysis were employed by Artigas and Cascaldi to express the metaphor of 
confrontation between antagonistic forces that reflected a conflict-riven 
historic context. The confrontation between capitalism and socialism inherent 
to the Cold War had parallels in the antagonism between North and South of 
the American continent – which, in the work of the duo, may have been 
symbolized by structural antagonism between above and below, beam and 
foundation, load and support. 

The graphic forms developed by structural analysis served for this purpose 
since, besides graphic, they were based on mathematical content – validating 
the neo-humanist stance Artigas claimed to have. Artigas adopted, for 
example, the renaissance concept of correspondence between building and 
city as one of the central motives behind his architecture. He said: “The city 
as a house, the house as a city” – which is a very similar affirmation to that 
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found in the renaissance treatise De re aedificatoria by Leon Battista Alberti, 
according to which: “The city is a big house, the house is a small city.”395 
Regarded as the precursor of humanism, Alberti drafted his works based on 
diagrams and ratios of proportion that were applied, among others, to his 
design for the façades of the Santa Maria Novella church in Florence.   

The almost direct correspondence between the structural analysis graphic 
and the form of the structure appears in the design of the porticos of the 
Anhembi Tennis Club, whose basis is the bending moment diagram – defined 
as “a graphic representation of the variation of bending moment along the 
length of the member for a given stationary system of loads.”396  

Artigas and Cascaldi designed the outer walls of the FAUUSP and of the 
SPFC Dressing rooms like a diagram or graph of lines and geometric shapes 
that revealed the tensions between the antagonistic forces – particularly in the 
structural transition between ceiling [beam] and foundations. These building 
enclosures do not have the traditional doors and windows, simply because 
they are transformed into a graphic manifestation of the confrontation 
between opposing forces.  

The confrontation between above and below, ceiling and foundations, was 
translated into a design of exterior walls and porticos that reflect the graphic 
phenomena resulting from forces or stresses existing between pairs of 
opposites – summarized by Artigas as the way a building “sits on the ground”.  

Having a polytechnic background, Artigas and Cascaldi clearly had come 
into contact with “the concept of force in its relational and operational form, 
representing it with the aid of vectors and force diagrams, i.e., mathematical 
and geometric constructs”. This equivalence between force and vector added 
to the intellectual baggage of both architects, the notion that a structure can be 
subject to abstraction, quantification and transformation into a graphic 
phenomenon. 

Pierre Duhem (1991) identified the origin of the static in the studies of 
Aristotle and Archimedes, passed on to thinkers of the Middle Ages until its 
final systematization in the seventeenth century. The static, as recognized 
today, results from a process that culminates with the understanding that the 
physical world is, in essence, composed of mechanical and abstract 
phenomena. Galileo Galilei (Opere Il Saggiatore, p.171) previously stated 
that the language of the universe is mathematics – the most abstract of all the 
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sciences: “Philosophy is written in this grand book, the universe, which stands 
continually open to our gaze. But the book cannot be understood unless one 
first learns to comprehend the language and read the letters in which it is 
composed. It is written in the language of mathematics, and its characters are 
triangles, circles and other geometrical figures, without which it is humanly 
impossible to understand a single word of it.”397  

In structural analysis, a subject which emerged in the eighteenth century 
,mathematics was adopted as a way of representing the physicality of the 
world through the notion of lines of force or vectors. Hall et al. define force as 
“that which changes, or tends to change, the velocity of a body. Force is a 
vector quantity, possessing direction as well as magnitude. A force is not 
completely defined unless its magnitude, direction and line of action are 
specified.”398 The vector is, therefore, a mathematical form of representing 
forces that act within a system of time-space coordinates. It is a graphic 
configuration of the phenomenon of transmission of forces that occur in an 
object subject to the laws of static such as a building or a bridge. 

However, even translated graphically as a vector, the notion of force must 
be abstracted from a phenomenon defined by T. F. Hoad as the “fact, 
occurrence” or “that which appears or is seen”.399 What we call force was 
never isolated from its effects on the world of the phenomena and impression 
acquired through the senses. The same holds for the notions of energy, mass 
and matter. We perceive, identify and manipulate only forms of energy: 
electrical, solar, atomic. But never pure energy. Similarly, we know and deal 
with only the effects of that which we refer to as force in the structural design 
– translated basically by traction force and compression force.   

Both notions of force, defined as vector or physical phenomena, can be 
translated independently – at least for methodological purposes. This is what 
engineering does, which recognizes the term force only as a support for the 
structural analysis – without taking into account any phenomenological 
reflection on the term. The discipline of engineering recognizes only the 
quantitative dimension of the forces at play in the static. On the other hand, 
structural design, although directly linked to the quantitative conception of 
force, deals with forces of language linked to the creation of form – which are 
not part the scientific  scope of structural engineering. This difference lies in 
the fact that the language naturally involves the notion of expression and, 

                                                        
397 Jammer, Max. Concepts of Force: a Study in the Foundations of Dynamics. Cambridge - Mass., 
Harvard University Press, 1957, p.238-9 
398 Jammer, Max. Concepts of Force: a Study in the Foundations of Dynamics. Mineola, N.Y. : Dover, 
1999, p.3 
399 Hoad, T.F. The concise Oxford dictionary of English etymology. Oxford [etc]: Oxford University 
Press, 1993, p.349 
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consequently, qualitative aspects that are not subject to mathematical 
verification. 

From this standpoint, structural design – unlike structural engineering – 
contains a notion of force that takes on a measurable and non-measurable, 
quantitative and qualitative meaning, in physical, linguistic and perceptive 
terms. Moreover, the very fact that design is a term that etymologically 
involves the notion of design, desire, will  – the structural design shares a 
notion of force found in the intermediary zone between measurable and non-
measurable. 

Evidence for Artigas´ belief in the existence of this intermediary zone can 
be found in a passage from the publication Caminhos da Arquitetura (Paths in 
Architecture) authored by Artigas. In the text, Artigas attributed to the static 
function of the columns of the Alvorada Palace in Brasilia, a symbolic 
function that he associated with the Greek caryatids – stone columns sculpted 
in the shape of the bodies of women with long hair and heads crowned by 
capitals bearing entablatures. The most well-known caryatids belong to the 
façade of the Temple of Erechtheion in Athens and were sculpted around 400 
BC. Calling the column designed by Niemeyer in 1958 for the Palace of the 
Alvorada “new caryatid” and “caryatid sui generis”400, Artigas  harked back to 
an old and symbolic function of the column: to merge and conflate human fate 
with the uprights of buildings. 

Historiography provides different versions of the origin of the caryatids. 
The most widely accepted explanation is that given by Vitruvius, who in the 
fifth century BC, described them as prisoners of the War of Persia. From the 
city of Caryae, they were condemned to carry the weight of the Greek temple 
for eternity: “[the caryatids] were displayed before the city as permanent 
examples sustaining a weight of punishment for their heavy sins. Thus, the 
architects of that time designed for public buildings figures of matrons placed 
to carry burdens; in order that the punishment of the sin of the Caryaean 
women might be known to posterity and historically recorded.”401 

According to George Hersey, it was common to find in the Greek literature, 
examples of prisoners bound to crosses and columns:  “Pillory, and its near 
ally crucification, were considered particularly appropriate punishments for 
traitors. In any event, the classical literature contains many descriptions of  

                                                        
400 Artigas, João B. Vilanova. Caminhos da Arquitetura. São Paulo: Cosac & Naify, 1999, p.104 / ”With 
this caryatid column of Brasilia, it´s like we have returned to the theme of communication. Why was it so 
readily absorbed as a symbol of all that is new and modern, to practically everyone ? It appears at gas 
stations and on car wheel hubs, on more modest, simple façades…” “To me”, claimed Artigas, “this 
column is a caryatid sui generis.”  
401 Hersey, George. The Lost Meaning of Classical Architecture, Speculations on Ornament from 
Vitruvius to Venturi. Cambridge [etc.]: MIT Press, 1988, p.69 
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Temple of Erechtheion, Athens: caryatids show the subjective moment of the action in the structure. Photo: 
in www.wikimedia.com 
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columns with prisoners bound to them (Sophocles, Ajax, 107, 239).”402 
Carrying weight was seen, by Greek antiquity, as castigation, punishment or 
as a form of delivering justice. Hence, the caryatids, prisoners of war, were 
condemned to carry the weight of the roof for all eternity. Hersey also tells us 
another story, in which “the caryatis dance lead us to the most famous 
function of architectural caryatids.”403 According to him, “the women raised 
their arms during the dance, just as women at sacrifices raised theirs when the 
god came into their presence.” Hersey adds that “a fragment from the 
playwright Lyncaeus shows that the raised arms of caryatis dancer could also 
be interpreted as supporting weight.” 

There is, however, another curious ambiguity in the function of caryatids 
that instead of prisoners condemned to bear the weight of the entablatures, 
also carry only light reeds on their heads as they dance. These caryatids were 
priestesses of the temple of Artemis: “Karyai had a famous temple dedicated 
to the goddess Artemis in her aspect of Artemis Karyatis: `As Karyatis she 
rejoiced in the dances of the nut-tree village of Karyai, those Karyatides, who 
in their ecstatic round-dance carried on their heads baskets of live reeds, as if 
they were dancing plants’“.404 In contrast to the weight of the entablatures that 
the caryatids of the Temple of Erechtheion were obliged to carry, in the 
Temple of Artemis in Caria, the caryatids carry reeds on their heads which 
swayed in the wind in their ecstatic dances and rituals. In ancient Greece, the 
term caryatid thus embodies two opposites: weight and lightness. 

Akin to the analogy he made between the Oscar Niemeyer’s columns and 
the Greek caryatids, Artigas also used religious symbology to exemplify the 
dualism between the objective and subjective quality of structural design. He 
described the relationship between support and ceiling in St. Peter´s Basilica 
in Rome, for instance, as “essentially – four columns – the four Apostles, 
supporting a dome – the heavens. The dome is the project of the community 
(which resides in heaven); supported by, if I may use the image, not columns 
– but Apostles.”405 

Artigas notes that “Bramante had observed this dualism” which raises the 
static-mechanical function of a structure to the status of metaphor. This 
dualism between objective and subjective functions of structural support is 
attributed by him not only to Bramante´s renaissancism, but clearly to the 
classical architecture itself. Artigas insisted that “Greek architecture went 
through a phase of this nature [the dualism involved in the design of the 

                                                        
402 Ibidem, pp.69-71 
403 Ibidem, p.72 
404 Kerenyi, Karl. The Gods of the Greeks. London: Thames & Hudson, 1980, p.149 
405 Artigas, João B. Vilanova. Caminhos da Arquitetura. São Paulo: Cosac & Naify, 1999, p.103 
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supports] with the discovery of the caryatid.” According to him, the caryatid 
played the role, in connecting base and entablature, of vividly showing that he 
who supports the weight of the ceiling is man – a weight he also associated 
with ambitious human projects: “while the columns of Greek temples can be 
regarded as evolved forms of construction using wooden trunks, with their 
knots or capitals resembling remnants of leaves etc., the caryatid is a clear 
affirmation of the subjective moment of the action, as well as the 
indispensable presence of man, with all his presence, to bear the most 
ambitious entablatures – the most ambitious projects.”406  

From Artigas’ standpoint, the caryatids show the subjective moment of the 
action in the structure, by being the ones who bear the weight. At the same 
time, the dilemma of supporting the weight of a stone entablature, or of only 
carrying light reeds, symbolizes a human dilemma. The caryatids are, by their 
very condition [as vertical supports], divided between entablature and base, 
heaven and earth, weight and lightness. This is the primordial dilemma of the 
column, and likewise of the upright human body – of being both earthbound 
yet projecting vertically toward the firmament. 

The way a building “sits on the ground”, as Artigas stated, reflects this 
confrontation of the column - and also of human beings – not only with its 
existential ambiguity, but also with its collective, social projects. From a 
symbolic standpoint, erecting a building was, in principle, the same as 
erecting a human body, column, city or a society. Artigas designed, with his 
buildings and symbols, another Brazil. According to him, “what has defined 
architecture in history – at least that of the civilization we call Western – is 
the project that society imposes and that builders represent in a building.”407  

In this regard, the Alvorada Palace was for him an exemplary building. 
Artigas describes it as “a colonial estate house, with its church alongside and 
characteristic veranda.”408 He explains that this “is almost like a pre-urban 
form in Brazil. Which does not impede the expression of the constructive 
prowess that the increasing knowledge of the technique of reinforced concrete 
allows.”409 In Artigas´ view, the Alvorada Palace expresses “aspects of our 
historical past [Brazilian], of our historical experience with architectonic 
form, but it [experience] gains freedom for the creation of our symbols that 
best express the meaning or quality of the design of Brazilian architecture as a 
whole.410 He urged us to take note of the example which came “adorned with  

                                                        
406 Idem 
407 Idem 
408 Ibidem, p.102 
409 Idem 
410 Ibidem, p.103 
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Saint Peter’s Dome: a cupola supported by Apostles, not by columns. Photo:  www.gotterdammerung.org 
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most significant structures” that according to him were “columns, planes, 
floors and beams.”411 Artigas saw the vertical axis [axis mundi] as a potential 
creator of symbols412, exalting the notion of “vertical as in support, as in rising 
from the ground – supporting a ceiling”413 –, illustrated by him in the 
association drawn between the columns of St.Peter´s Basilica in Rome, and 
the project of society envisaged during the construction of the building. 

In the same way Artigas defined the columns of the Alvorada Palace as 
“caryatids sui generis”, the historian of architecture Júlio Katinsky referred to 
the pillars of the FAUUSP building as “paraphrases of the caryatids of the 
Alvorada Palace”.414 These were, according to Katinsky, grammatical 
reformulations of the Greek columns that did not lose their original meaning. 
The “caryatids” of the outer walls of the FAUUSP building carry, however, a 
weight that weighs dialectically. In contrast to Niemeyer’s caryatids – which 
bear a thin, light, white ceiling – the slim “caryatids” of the FAUUSP 
contradictorily support a massive, sturdy entablature of apparent reinforced 
concrete.  

Ultimately, revealing the contradictions and “underlying struggles” as 
Artigas intended, involved recognizing the tensions and contradictions 
inherent to the ambiguity of  human existence – reflected in the design of the 
column, the cross and the Vitruvian man. This was the necessary condition for 
lightness to attain its full expression when confronted with the weight of 
oppression – albeit social, political or existential. As Karsten Harries pointed 
out: “Full self-affirmation demands an affirmation of this twofold belonging 
that is never without tension. (...) Yet to affirm ourselves as the mortals we 
are, we have to affirm not only that vertical dimension of our being that links 
us to a timeless logos, but also that horizontal dimension that binds us to the 
earth and into time.”415 

 
 
 

                                                        
411 Idem 
412 Idem 
413 Idem 
414 Artigas, Rosa et al. Vilanova Artigas. São Paulo: Instituto Tomie Ohtake, 2003, p.76 
415 Harries, Karsten. Sphere and Cross: Vitruvian Reflections on the Pantheon Type. In Dodds, George et 
al. Body and Building, Essays on the Changing Relation of Body and Architecture. Cambridge [...]: MIT 
Press, 2002, pp.161-162 
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In a documentary recorded in 1978, João Vilanova Artigas stated:  “I wanted 
the entrance [of the FAUUSP]416 to be the way it is: a classical Greek peristyle 
that has no entrance door. Only Gods enter the FAU[USP]. Within, there is 
neither cold nor heat.”417   

Categorical in declaring the relationship of the FAUUSP with the Classical 
Greek temple, Artigas gave us the opportunity to read between the lines that 
in the extraordinary and fantastic world of the Gods, reins an absolute 
freedom over duality: whether it be cold or hot, weight or lightness, day or 
night, life or death. This constitutes a super or transnatural universe which is 
also clearly devoid of the effects of gravity – a property belonging to the 
world of the mortals. 

As the historian Adolf Max Vogt noted: “in Greek mythology only the 
Gods can levitate, unlike God´s messengers, such as Hermes, that need 
wings.”418 According to Vogt, the Christian tradition also allows levitation, but 
only for the three members of the Holy Trinity: “(...) the Father, the dove of 
the Holy Spirit and the Son (Jesus Christ).”419 The fourth member, Mary, 
Mother of God, is allowed as an exception and may also levitate. “The angels 
however”, says Vogt, “require wings and are granted only with flight (the 
enormous quadruple wings that embellish the four pendentives420 of the main 
dome of Hagia Sofia).”421  

In other words, in the world of divinities that levitate, the force of gravity 
does not exist. In the world of angels it is present, but these beings overcome 
it by flying with their wings. This study suggests that, in the fantastic universe 
of the FAUUSP building - where only Gods are allowed to enter - the force of 
gravity offers it a truce. 

When comparing the FAUUSP with the fabulous world of the Gods, 
Artigas at the same time declared his wish to place this building within a 
universe where a superior freedom predominates, in which the laws of the 
world of the mortals are temporarily or permanently lifted. Artigas - who 
considered the structure to be the most valuable part of a work of architecture 

                                                        
416 Faculty of Architecture and Planning of the University of São Paulo 
417 In Artigas´ words: “I wanted the entrance to be the way it is: a classical Greek peristyle that has no 
door. Only Gods enter the FAU. Within, there is neither cold nor heat.” In: Cabral, Fernando Frank; 
Rodrigues, Eduardo de Jesus. Vilanova Artigas: espaço e programa para a FAU. São Paulo: FAU/USP, 
1978, DVD. In this case, in which Artigas uses the Greek temple as the reference for his design of the 
FAUUSP, a comparison between the Greek column and the design of its columns is inevitable. 
418 Vogt, Adolf Max. Die Hunde bellen, die Karavane geht weiter. Zürich: gta, 2006, p.155  
419 Idem 
420 Pendentive: one of the concave triangular members that support a dome over a square space. 
421 Op.cit., pp.155-156 
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– found this total freedom by defying the law of gravity through the 
development of allegories in the design of reinforced concrete structures. 

Upon explaining his method of contesting gravity to a colleague, Artigas 
said: “Look how interesting, Prof. Vargas, this malicious artist does not 
accept the immediate relationship of the transition of the support and force of 
gravity to sustain the column, except by means of this dialectic and negative 
form of the inexorable force of gravity via the capital.”422  

In other words, Artigas affirmed that dialectically denying the force of 
gravity in the design of the transition between beam and column allowed the 
structure to speak a connotative language.423 Artigas was convinced that the 
capital – traditionally responsible for the symbolism of the transition between 
entablature and column – could assume a heroic role of freeing the work of 
architecture of its subordination to the force of gravity. “At this level [of the 
capital]”, he declared, “the architect said: ‘I have no dealings with the force of 
gravity, it is an absurd obstacle that ideas, thinking and sensitivity can 
dialectically deny. And deny it singing!”424 

This poetic denial of a law of physics has a connection with social 
phenomenon that also associates the contesting of social norms with the 
freedom of the world of the Gods. The anthropologist Roberto da Matta 
observed that “there is no society without the idea of an extraordinary world 
inhabited by the Gods and where, in general, life takes place on a plane of 
plenitude, plenty and freedom.”425 This extraordinary world is depicted for 
example, in ceremonies allowing the simulation of visionary, utopian and 
playful realities. 

In Brazil, the extraordinary world of Gods is represented in the rites of 
carnival – and other popular festivities – which offer a truce, albeit for only a 
few days, to social hierarchy and everyday rules: “the characters of Carnival 
are not inter-related via a hierarchical axis, but by compatibility and by an 
understanding born of a truce that suspends the social rules of the world of 
plausibility: the universe of everyday life.”426 Da Matta explains that this and 
other events “dominated by playfulness, fun and/or permissiveness, are 
situations in which behavior is dominated by the liberty conferred by the 
temporary lifting of the rules of a repressive hierarchy.”427 According to him, 
this libertarian behavior – organized and programed – is generally 

                                                        
422 Artigas, João B. Vilanova.  A Função Social do Arquiteto. São Paulo: Nobel, 1989, p.72 
423 Idem 
424 Idem 
425 Matta, Roberto da. Carnavais, Malandros e Heróis: Para uma Sociologia do Dilema Brasileiro. Rio de 
Janeiro: Zahar Editores, 1983, p.31 
426 Ibidem, p.49 
427 Ibidem, p.38 
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characterized by the reversal of social roles in the form of a truce between the 
dominant and the dominated: there is an “inversion (…) between the parade 
participants (poor, generally black or mulatto) and the figure that they 
represent in the parade (a noble, a king, a mythological figure).” Da Matta 
observed that “this theatricalizing highlights the domesticated nature of the 
transmutation of the poor into nobles when this transmutation takes place at a 
schedule time, as occurs during Carnival.”428 

Da Matta holds that the reversal of roles or the truce granted temporarily to 
the social hierarchy, as occurs during Carnival, was a way that society found 
to carry out self-critique: “if the ritual as outlined above, constitutes a 
privileged domain in which to manifest want it wishes were perennial or 
“eternal” in a society, it emerges like a critical area to penetrate the ideology 
and values of a given social formation.”429 Both rite and myth “belong to a 
universe situated above quotidian life as modes able to allow alternative 
reflection on the real world.”430 Da Matta noted that “it is in ritual, especially 
group ritual, that society can have (and effectively has) an alternative vision 
of itself.” He adds that “because it is in ritual that it transcends itself and 
enters an ambiguous zone where it does not and cannot stay as it normally is, 
since the ceremonial is by definition a transient state.” But perhaps this 
temporary state can remain, he argues.431 

The ritual therefore has a social function of allowing the community to 
temporarily invert the ordinary and simulate, imagine or literally fantasize 
other realities. It is a form of self-criticism contained in the Carnivalesque 
inversion of a social hierarchy – of the poor man that becomes a noble man –, 
and can thus be analogous to the inversion of a construction hierarchy in 
which the light supports the heavy.   

This inversion can be seen in the slim supports of the enclosures of the 
FAUUSP building that bear the weight of an apparently massive reinforced 
concrete monolith. It is in fact a symbolic function of the heavy on the light 
that may represent, by analogy to the Carnivalesque inversion, a desire to 
invert hierarchies – whether social, economic or cultural. As a social event 
carnival depicts inversions that not only go against the establishment – 
vehemently criticized by Artigas –, but also suggests an alternative reality to 
the prevailing social and economic order. In the case of the FAUUSP building 
this alternative reality may have been represented symbolically in a reinforced 

                                                        
428 Ibidem, p.46 
429 Ibidem, p.24 
430 Ibidem, p.34 / “When speaking of the relationship between play and ritual, John Huizinga suggests 
that, e.g., the ritual is a spectacle, a dramatic representation, an allegory of a desirable reality.” 
431 Ibidem, p.32 
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concrete structure that seems to exhibit an implausible static-mechanical 
behavior. 

Inverting the heavy over the light is equivalent in the structural design of 
this building to inverting an old construction hierarchy (pre-industrial 
materials) and renders this building artistically like a visionary, extraordinary 
universe that is literally turned upside down. It is as if by placing a building 
upside down the whole of society and its hierarchies could by analogy also be 
turned on its heads. 

It is a play of inversion of values. In the world of the Gods of the FAUUSP 
which puts the light under the heavy, the force of gravity is therefore also 
turned upside down and is thus – at least temporarily – dispensed from its 
usual function. In this inverted reality, skinny structural elements acquire an 
extraordinary load-bearing strength and power. In the design of the enclosures 
of the FAUUSP building (the best example of this inversion432) the slim 
columns of the enclosures assume a huge load-bearing capacity that based on 
their apparent frailty cannot be attributed to them. It is an uncommon strength, 
a heroic action that goes beyond usual, routine physical behavior. It is no 
longer the heavier supporting the light as expected. It is the light supporting 
the heavy in an inversion akin to a temporary truce that the laws of physics 
grant the building. 

This inversion of the norm gives rise to an alternative reality in which a 
reinforced concrete monolith can rest upon frail supports without them 
collapsing; where the slim supports the robust; where that which should be 
above is below; or where “the roof is the base”433 – to use an oxymoron coined 
by Sérgio Ferro upon describing Le Corbusier´s design for the Saint-Marie de 
La Tourette Convent.  

The apparent suspension of a law like the force of gravity not only allows 
rules and established hierarchies (like the heavy supports the light in a 
construction) to be criticized, but also allows the roof to be mirrored in the 
base and vice-versa. It is a truce enabling the work of architecture to be turned 
“upside down” and thereby question its conformity with the laws of physics.434 

Questioning the physical nature of a work of architecture had precedents. 
Max Adolf Vogt defended the notion that a “group of notable works called 
classic or high modern questioned the fundamental physical conditions of the 

                                                        
432 If we consider all the works by Artigas and Cascaldi. 
433 In Francisco José Gonçalves Lima Rocha. O Canteiro do Poeta-Arquiteto: A Conduta Criativa de João 
Cabral de Melo Neto à Luz de seus Manuscritos. In Revista IEB, São Paulo, n.55, p.143, 2012 
434 This inversion can, in some cases, create – as Ferro observed regarding the convent of Le Corbusier – 
contradictions between the materialization of the work at the building site and the desire of the architect to 
poetically reverse a law of physics. 
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architecture”.435 According to Vogt “because architecture as in sculpture, 
ceramics, and product design is governed by the third physical dimension it 
not only questions metaphors but also addresses its own fundamental physical 
condition.”436 

By inverting light and heavy, Artigas and Cascaldi also questioned this 
fundamental physical condition of the work of architecture. By doing this, 
they knew that building light, slim columns to bear the apparently massive 
block of reinforced concrete of the FAUUSP would transport this structure 
from the natural realm – which would be to build the light over the heavy – 
into the realm of the fantastical, extraordinary and the utopia in which the 
light bears the heavy. A building enters this realm, for instance, by exhibiting 
incoherence with a plausible strucutral behavior – and thus strikes a dialogue 
with nature.437  

In his investigation about Carnival, Roberto da Matta also concluded that 
striking up a dialogue with the natural, everyday and usual was one of the 
main functions of the ritual: “since the ritual is defined by means of a dialect 
between the everyday and extraordinary, with the rite representing the 
extraordinary situation it is constituted by the opening up of this special mode 
to the collective.”438 Da Matta goes on by saying “preparing a ritual is thus, 
opening up to this world, giving it a reality, creating a space for it and opening 
the doors of communication between the ´real world´ and the special 
world.”439 

Artigas and Cascaldi established a dialogue that contradicted nature and the 
norm by designing structures that are incoherent with natural physical 
behavior – whether in the paradoxically slender uprights of the FAUUSP 
building; in the columns that finish in a tip with zero dimension, such as in the 
façades of the Dressing rooms of the São Paulo Football Club (SPFC); or in 
the hollow structural transition between beam and columns of the porticos of 
the Anhembi Tennis Club (ATC). Artigas and Cascaldi showed – in structural 
designs that can be interpreted as anti-natural – an anti-hierarchical, rebellious 
and contentious attitude. As Artigas stated: “I wished to transform my  
 

                                                        
435 Vogt, Adolf Max. Die Hunde bellen, die Karavane geht weiter. Zürich: gta, 2006, p.157 
436 Ibidem, p.156 
437 This symbolic truce granted by the force of gravity to the FAUUSP buildings, the SPFC Dressing 
rooms and the Anhembi Tennis Club, was achieved by the division between functional structure – designed 
for the interior of the building -, and the symbolic or representative structure – designed for the exterior of 
the building (see Chapter Stratagem) 
438 Matta, Roberto da. Carnavais, Malandros e Heróis: Para uma Sociologia do Dilema Brasileiro. Rio de 
Janeiro: Zahar Editores, 1983, pp.31-32 
439 Idem 
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FAUUSP building (1961), main entrance: a Classic Greek perystile through which only Gods would pass. 
Photo: Archivo FAUUSP 
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columns into something that would in the eyes of a demanding engineer 
provoke him into saying: ´this whole damn thing is gonna come down!´.”  

The design of the uprights of the FAUUSP building and Dressing rooms of 
SPFC and likewise at the Anhembi Tennis Club, are able to cause this shock 
reaction – whose backdrop is the disbelief in a building´s ability to “stand 
upright”. This feeling that “the whole damn thing is gonna come down” – i.e. 
the imminence of rupture or structural collapse – was a provocation extended 
by Artigas not only to engineers. With this attitude he also wanted to 
dramatize the work of architecture by transforming something natural – the 
structural behavior governed by the laws of physics – into something social. 

The imminence of rupture of a structure automatically dramatizes, shocks 
and forces an observer to reflect. It is again Roberto da Matta who elucidates 
this effect. When explaining the role of ritual and dramatization in the 
evolution of human society he observed that: “everything that is ´elevated´ 
and placed into view by dramatization is shifted and can thus take on a new, 
surprising meaning able to fuel reflection and creativity.”440  

This dramatization can be seen, among others, in the design of the 
longitudinal façades of the Dressing rooms of the SPFC with their 
uncommonly wide open spans sustained by supports that end in tips without 
area or volume, and that also has a beam cut out precisely where it is 
structurally most stressed. These cut outs dramatize the structure since they 
render some behavioural aspects static – such as rupture due to bending – 
visible and imminent. The mechanical functioning of a structure is thus linked 
to a conscious, noticeable level and is therefore more able to provoke 
reflection.  

Da Matta explains that “the rite, as a privileged element for making us 
aware of the world is a basic vehicle in the transformation from something 
natural to something social”. According to him, in order for this 
transformation from the natural to the social to take place “some sort of 
dramatization is needed.”441 Da Matta noted that “it is through dramatization 
that we become aware of things and see them as having meaning, in other 
words, as being social.”442 He points out that the nature of the language of 
ritual removes us not only from mechanical routine habits, but also dispenses 
with logical reasoning: “[ritual] discourses are symbolic and expressive of 
positions in the social structure and needn´t be coherent or functional.” 443 
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The lack of coherence with the everyday is a characteristic of the ritual and 
play – which are related notions. Artigas, for instance, showed this natural 
incoherence of play by placing disparate notions side by side among his 
students such as ethics, didactics and lies. Sérgio Ferro, one of Artigas´ best 
known pupils, stated that the Master suggested his students inject a dose of 
contradiction into structural design. According to Ferro, Artigas believed that 
“we could and should in some cases exaggerate on certain details (…) to 
make the structure more real and the behavior of materials even more 
explicit.”444 Thus, through exaggeration, structural behavior becomes more 
visible, more evident. Ferro classifies Artigas´ attitude as “an ethical lie” or 
“didactic lie”.445 

Didactic, however, is associated with the teaching methodology. At the 
same time the term ethics refers to the differentiation between right and 
wrong, whereas the word lie conveys notions like falsehood and fraud. 
Therefore, associating untruthfulness with ethics and teaching methods would 
be logically speaking a contradiction. Yet it is not. This is because common 
logic cannot and was never intended to explain oxymorons like ethical lie – 
used by Ferro to refer to the Artigas´ teaching methods. As seen earlier in the 
first Chapter, an oxymoron is an expression comprising two words expressing 
contrasting ideas that by creating absurd and conflicting combinations forces 
us to find metaphorical meanings.  

The promotion of exaggeration or of the “ethical lie” in the structural 
design is one such oxymoron that produces a dramatic affect that in the case 
of works designed by Artigas and Cascaldi manifest in the dramatization of 
the structural transitions. 

Artigas was himself a dramatist. He use to make inflamed speeches to 
students and fellow professionals. He exuded the air of a mad poet. His friend, 
the actor Juca de Oliveira, tells that Artigas “was always talkative”. He 
recounts that Artigas “had gesticulations, marvellous kind of tics”. Oliveira 
describes these tics as “vehement, highly contagious”.446 

Artigas´ greyed slightly ruffled hair bounced when he spoke, whether to an 
audience or nobody in particular. His world visions were transmitted through 
his own strong, theatrical personality. His speech conjured architectonic plot. 
In conjunction with Cascaldi, Artigas transformed the reinforced concrete 
structure into a rhetorical figure in which static behavior was amplified with 

                                                        
444 Ferro, Sérgio. Reflexões sobre o brutalismo caboclo. Entrevista de Sérgio Ferro a Marlene Milan 
Acayaba, in Projeto n°86 - Revista Brasileira de Arquitetura e Planejamento, April 1986, p.68 
445 Idem 
446 In Vilanova Artigas: O Arquiteto e a Luz. Documentary film directed by Laura Artigas and Pedro 
Gorski, 2015 
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the idea of apparently making it more visible, conscious or even more real for 
the observer. It is a rhetoric of “exaggeration” that appears, as seen 
previously, in the long beams of the enclosures of the Dressing rooms of the 
SPFC sustained by points of support that – owing to the sculptural quality of 
reinforced concrete – appear to have load transition areas reduced to zero. 

Exaggeration amplifies and dramatizes the mechanical behavior of a 
structure. It renders this disproportional and makes it clash with the norm. 
Increasing or reducing the size of a beam or column creates a disproportion 
between the dimensions of the structural member and the areas of its load 
transfer sections and can lead to an apparent increase or decrease in tensions 
and forces. It is this exaggeration that makes the structural design become a 
drama of tensions – or absence of tensions. It is as if the structure of a 
building can be ritualized. As if through a theatrical play of structural stresses 
it can join the world of Carnival, rites and of the Gods – the only beings 
which Artigas allowed entry into the FAUUSP building. As seen earlier, he 
stated: “Only Gods enter the FAU[USP]. Within, there is neither cold nor 
heat.”447 Therefore, in this extraordinary universe of the Gods – free not only 
from gravity, but also from the morals and logical reasoning of mortals – 
equating lies with ethics and didactics would never imply a contradiction. 

In the world of the Gods, the logic of mortals no longer holds true. Within 
this particular universe, the structure of reinforced concrete need not make 
sense – and even less follow common sense. It is an absence of judgement 
congruent with the famous aphorism of Auguste Perret which stated: 
“l’architecture, c'est l'art de faire chanter le point d'appui” (“architecture is the 
art of making the points of support sing”) – which makes no sense if 
interpreted literally. Akin to the “ethical lie” coined by Sérgio Ferro, Perret´s 
affirmation clearly calls for an investigation of the meaning behind the 
metaphor.  

There are numerous examples of poetic expressions and figures of speech 
used to explain concepts of architecture which go beyond logical reasoning. 
The expression ‘the dancing column’ and title of the book by British historian 
Joseph Rykwert is an example of metaphor – or supralogic. Since columns 
obviously do not dance and likewise points of support do not sing, these 
naturally constitute terms couched in figures of speech that can be understood 
by juxtaposition of meanings. 

And this is precisely the juxtaposition of meanings that Artigas and 
Cascaldi exploited to meld art and technique into structural design. To this  

                                                        
447 “I wanted the entrance to be the way it is: a classical Greek peristyle that has no door. Only Gods enter 
the FAU. Within, there is neither cold nor heat.” In Cabral, Fernando Frank; Rodrigues, Eduardo de Jesus. 
Vilanova Artigas: espaço e programa para a FAU. São Paulo: FAU/USP, 1978, DVD  
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João Vilanova Artigas, 1984: world visions transmitted through his own strong, theatrical personality. 
Photo: Arquivo FAUUSP 
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end, they carried out subtle manipulation of an artistic nature in structures that 
appear to obey engineering but in actual fact do not.448 For example: although 
the format of the structural transitions of the enclosures of the Dressing rooms 
of the SPFC can be justified from a technical standpoint – by stiffening the 
upper part of the support that tapers at the base -, these very transitions were 
molded to appear from a certain viewing angle to be supported on regions of 
structural transition without area or volume. This measure manipulates – via 
sculptural work shaped into the reinforced concrete – the perception of the 
mechanical behavior of the structure and makes it look possible to transfer the 
load of the longitudinal beams comprising the façades into a point whose 
transition section area is zero. This sculptural treatment, however, does not 
affect the static behavior of the building.   

At the Anhembi Tennis Club, for example, the moldings even positively 
influence the absorption of horizontal loads. In this building, bifurcating the 
reinforced concrete frame to create a sculptural space in the transition 
between beam and column conferred extra stability and strength to the 
building as a whole. Concurrently, this bifurcation paradoxically created a 
hollow volume or space at a point where loads are most concentrated, 
structural tensions more intense and there is a need for strength – as opposed 
to hollow space – to absorb the forces. 

Another example is the FAUUSP. In this building, the transition between 
the two triangles forming the outer supports has been also molded. The format 
of these pillars is grounded in the same technical rationale as the supports of 
the SPFC Dressing rooms. At the FAUUSP, however, the moldings went as 
far as to create fictitious hinges, which did not compromise, however, the 
mechanical functioning of the structure. They simply changed the perception 
of the structural behavior. 

Thus, there can be a harmonious relationship between static and aesthetic 
expression without one encroaching on the function of the other. Instead, they 
may complement one another. By resorting to ambiguity or juxtaposition 
between static structural form and artistic structural form, Artigas and 
Cascaldi subtly rejected the notion that architecture can be equated with a 
positive science. Proof of this lies in the fact that they created, in their 
structural solutions, ambiguity that appears in the form of subtle interplays 
between technique and artistic expression such as in the cavities made in the 
uprights of the FAUUSP building enclosures which - as mentioned above - 
appear to be hinges, but are not. 

                                                        
448 One of the reasons why these structures appear to be real is that they derive their form from a precise 
and graphic language, in part taken from structural analysis. 
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Aware that they were manipulating the structural form to alter the 
perception of its mechanical performance, Artigas and Cascaldi did not allow 
the ambiguity between art and technique to readily become apparent. This is 
because the ambiguity which fuses and confounds makes the structure appear 
at first sight objective and rigorous in the application of the technology of 
reinforced concrete.  

If the structure did not appear plausible at the outset, the manipulation of 
the structural form would also fail in its intention to transport the work of 
architecture to an extraordinary world where other rules and laws apply, and 
where gravity cannot exert its deforming effects. Without this realness, the 
structure would immediately seem like a fantasy.  

The static reality with which Artigas and Cascaldi dreamed was a utopia 
which one was to innocently believe in – even for a fleeting moment, a lapse 
into illusion. Consequently, not allowing the trick of manipulation to be easily 
discovered was part of a game which made the atypical static behavior of the 
structure appear to be – at least temporarily – believable. Ultimately, the 
building would appear to obey the laws of another nature, belonging to an 
alternative universe. 

This coexistence of subjective perception of structural behavior with the 
actual structural mechanical behavior corroborated Artigas´ approach of not 
wishing “to be objective to the point of being called an engineer”. By means 
of subtly anti-functionalist manipulations, he and Cascaldi automatically 
questioned the separation of a positivist nature between science and art. Their 
structural designs fused and confounded static and artistic expression, thereby 
refusing the notion of incompatibility between the two areas. 

The level of credibility that the division between science and art gained 
was down to the creation of a positivist gap between the notions of rational 
and irrational, reality and illusion. In the last three or four centuries it has 
become commonplace to believe that science is the only field of knowledge 
able to provide objective explanations about the workings of the universe, 
whereas the purpose of art is to subjectively reflect on the world.449 

In order to avoid the conflict of formatting architecture solely as art or 
science, Artigas and Cascaldi ignored this positivist abyss. By manipulating 
part of the structures of their works they resorted to the concept of play to 
keep them together. When designing structures that challenged the conviction 
of an abyss that separates rational and irrational, static and artistic expression, 

                                                        
449 However, in some forms of art such as concrete art, attempts to equate science and art can be seen in 
that they are based like science on a mathematical, rationalist language. 
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the duo brought to the fore the subtle oscillations existing between pairs of 
opposites.450  

According to Johan Huizinga there is in play, a fantasy spirit that plays at 
the threshold between joke and seriousness.”451 He explains that “play is not 
understood by the anti-thesis between wisdom and madness or by those that 
set truth against falseness or good against evil.” 452 The “fantasy spirit” cited 
by Huizinga is also not a serious “spirit that merely revels in fantasies and 
jokes.” More than apparent fun, he explains that “pure and simple play 
constitutes one of the main pillars of civilization.”453 Huizinga observes that 
play in the form of myth or cult gave rise to both science and culture: “it is 
from myth and cult that the great instinctive forces of civilized life are 
derived: law and order, trade and profit, industry and art, poetry, knowledge 
and science.”454  

Gottfried Semper also associated play with the emergence of the notion of 
architecture. He attributed the basis of aesthetic impulse to play and the means 
by which man faces an often hostile world and deals with its imperfections. 
According to Semper, “play is humanity’s ‘cosmogonic instinct’ through 
which he creates his own ‘tiny’ world (lawful and decorative) and mediates 
his contact with the world outside.”455 In Semper´s opinion, “architecture takes 
its starting point not in the physical imitation of the larger world, but in the 
aesthetic mimicry of the world’s lawful and rhythmic order.”456 Myth and 
ritual play an essential role in this mimesis: “the wreath, the scroll, the 
circular dance, the beat of a drum or oar - all are the legislative and playful 
instincts out of which architecture and the arts collectively arose.”457  

As occurs in ritual, play also represents a truce with everyday life: “given 
that it does not belong to ordinary life´, it exists outside the mechanism of 
immediate fulfilment of needs and desires and in fact interrupts this 
mechanism.”458 It is a universe created temporarily in which the specific rules 
of the play in question apply.459 Huizinga explains that when we play, we 

                                                        
450 Kendal Walton defines the difference between illusion and reality more precisely as fiction and non-
fiction. 
451 Johan Huizinga. Homo Ludens: o Jogo como Elemento da Cultura. São Paulo: Perspectiva, 2005, p.7 
452 Ibidem, p.9 
453 Ibidem, p.8 
454 Ibidem, p.7 
455 Semper, Gottfried. The Four Elements of Architecture and Other Writings. Translated by Herrmann, 
W. and Mallgrave, Harry F. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989, pp.35-36 
456 Idem 
457 Idem 
458 Johan Huizinga. Homo Ludens: o jogo como elemento da cultura. São Paulo: Perspectiva, 2005, pp.11-
12 
459 http://www.simondor.com/blog/2015/10/espace-temps-fiction-jeu.html. Viewed 22.1.2016 / „Huizinga 
(1955, page 10) wrote: Just as there is no formal difference between play and ritual, so the ‘consecrated 
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create “temporary worlds within the ordinary world.”460 In sport, for instance, 
the architecture of stadiums faces inwards turning its back on the quotidian 
world and freeing both players and spectators from the worries of daily life. 
Play thus becomes “an interval in our quotidian life.”461 	  

This removal from everyday reality that gives way to the fiction of play has 
a parallel in science – particularly in the foundations of Cartesianism.462 
According to Catherine Labio the basis of Cartesian thinking is underpinned 
by the notion that fiction is the only way to know reality. To justify this 
affirmation Labio cites one of the great scholars of René Descartes: “As 
Ferdinand Alquié remarked ‘removing the World from the realm of reality … 
makes its analysis possible’ (“la déréalisation du Monde est … la condition de 
son explication”).” Labio went on to say “truth is a work of fiction, or rather, 
fiction is the only truth we can know.”463  

Labio compares the certainty of Cartesianism to the certainty of fable that 
“hinges on the writer´s ability to create a vision that upon observation is 
internalized by the reader/observer who recognizes it as being true.” She notes 
that “only fiction can provide the contrasts that understanding requires and 
allows the world to become visible.” 464 

Fiction was also the form found by Artigas and Cascaldi to promote the 
contrasts which would make the utopian universe they dreamed of more 
visible and understandable. In the House of Triangles project for example, the 
solution found was to remove it from its three-dimensional reality. To render 
this work understandable it first needed to be converted to fiction, a game, a 
playful object. Artigas´ wish “to break down the volume” of this house and 
thus “transform it into a surface”465 was the fiction created by him and 
Cascaldi to playfully explore a fusion between technique and art – represented 
by external pillar in the form of blue inverted triangles [derived from 

                                                        
spot’ cannot be formally distinguished from the playground. The arena, the card-table, the magic circle, the 
temple, the stage, the screen, the tennis court, the court of justice, etc, are all in form and function 
playgrounds, i.e. forbidden spots, isolated, hedged round, hallowed, within which special rules obtain. They 
are all temporary worlds within the ordinary world, dedicated to the performance of an act apart.“ 
460 Huizinga, Johan. Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play-Element in Culture. London, Boston & Henley: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1949, p.10 
461 Johan Huizinga. Homo Ludens: o jogo como elemento da cultura. São Paulo: Perspectiva, 2005, pp.11-
12 
462 Fiction understood here as: “an assumption of a possibility as a fact irrespective of the question of its 
truth.” In http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/fiction. Viewed 16.4.2016 
463 Labio, Catherine. Origins and the Enlightenment: Aesthetic Epistemology from Descartes to Kant. 
Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 2004, p.30 
464 Ibidem, p.31 
465 Ferraz, Marcelo Carvalho (org.). Vilanova Artigas: Arquitetos Brasileiros - Brazilian Architects. São 
Paulo: Instituto Lina Bo e Pietro Maria Bardi: Fundação Vilanova Artigas, 1997, p.78 
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reasoning in engineering] and the mural paintings of the façades also 
composed of blue triangles.466  

Besides an engineer-architect, Artigas was also a visual artist.467 He both 
painted and drew. When young he wanted to pursue an artistic career, but met 
resistance with his grandfather who advised him to choose a technical 
profession468 - advice which he heeded by opting for civil engineering. 

However, despite deciding not to pursue an artistic career Artigas´ passion 
for the arts remained. While attending classes at the Polytechnic School of the 
University of São Paulo he also studied drawing and painting at the Belas 
Artes School.  

This dual experience proved important for his practice as an architect.469 
The transitions between the technical and artistic areas first emerged in 
designs in which he and Cascaldi tried a playful fusion of painting with 
architectonic space.   

And there was a known historic precedent for this fusion. The Russian and 
European vanguard artists of the early twentieth century had already made 
advances in this area (see Chapter Subversion). In the Baeta House (1956) for 
example, the floors were painted in primary colours to compose a 
Mondrianesque “painting” that established spatial divisions without the need 
to build walls. As Artigas stated: “in some houses I sought to interpret, 
intuitively, a folk idea: In others I was able to take the space and divide it with 
Mondrianesque intentions as the rationalist do, without putting up walls but 
organizing in such a way that the constructionist view of volumes appears in 
the work. Else it enters the form to destroy volume and transform volume into 
space.”470 

This admiration for neoplasticism space also appears in the project for the 
Headquarters of the Union of Workers in the Textiles and Weaving Industries 
of São Paulo (1959). In this building, one of the façades was designed as a 
huge Mondrianesque mural. 

Figurative painting was also the reason for the muralism of some of the 
works by Artigas and Cascaldi. In the Itanhaém School (1959) for instance, 

                                                        
466 Illusion is a term derived from the Latin word illudere from which the term “lúdico” (play) is also 
derived. 
467 Artigas´ wife Virginia Camargo was also a visual artist. 
468 In http://kdfrases.com/frase/128528. Viewed 13.10.2014. 
469 In: http://www.g-arquitetura.com.br/odesenho.html. O Desenho: Vilanova Artigas  Texto da Aula 
Inaugural pronunciada na Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo da USP em 1 de março de 1967. Reedição 
da publicação do Centro de Estudos Brasileiros do Grêmio da FAU-USP, 1975. Viewed on 12/6/2015. 
“The Drawing”: Drawing – or drawing in thoughts. Forming an idea. Ideate. “Formam in animo designare”. 
“Which Churches did he draw in thought”. (Life of S. Xavier de Lucena).  
470 Ferraz, Marcelo Carvalho (org.). Vilanova Artigas: Arquitetos Brasileiros - Brazilian Architects. São 
Paulo: Instituto Lina Bo e Pietro Maria Bardi: Fundação Vilanova Artigas, 1997, p.76 
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Francisco Brenannd portrayed the Spanish Jesuit Priest José de Anchieta. In 
another work by the duo, Guarulhos School (1960), Mario Gruber portrayed 
scenes of children at play and playing soccer.  

Besides depicting scenes and figures these murals took on a function of 
introducing art into the public and semi-public setting – as in the case of the 
huge mural designed for the façade of the Headquarters of the Union of 
Workers in the Textiles and Weaving Industries – as mentioned above – 
which becomes a painting placed in the large living room of the city.   

Conversely, the mural also introduces urban scale within – evident in the 
Guarulhos and Itanhém Schools – in as far as the place where the mural is 
situated is regarded as a public or semi-public space. The Guarulhos School 
for example, is an open building where the external space penetrates the 
internal playground and vice-versa. In this context – in which there are no 
well-defined boundaries between interior and exterior – the inclusion of a 
mural painting makes this playground a place of an urban nature and the 
school a continuation of the city – in the same way the city also becomes a 
continuation of the school. Artigas said: “the house as a city, the city as a 
house.” This function of integrating building and city attributed to muralism 
reflected the predominantly urban and socio-educational role – and not 
decorative – assumed by this type of painting in the twentieth century, 
particularly in Latin America. 

Included in this educational function was also the notion of placing the 
work of architecture into another reality of space-time. In the House of 
Triangles for example, the blue and white triangles painted on the four 
façades comprising a single mural assumes this function, devised by Artigas 
to transform the volume of the house into a single surface.471 

This approach to the House of Triangles resembles the space-time of the 
Möbius strip, which is a continuous, single surface: “the Möbius strip, 
obtained by taking a rectangular strip of plastic or paper, twisting one end 
through 180º, and then joining the ends, is the canonical example of a one-
sided surface.”472 The two sides of the strip are simultaneous: “any attempt to 
give the surface a ´front’ and a ´back’ must fail.”473 

This same simultaneousness is in the case of the House of Triangles, 
effected by the presence of a single mural painting which extends across all  

                                                        
471 Mural devised by Mario Gruber, but produced by Francisco Rebolo, an artist belonging to the Santa 
Helena Group who also designed the rural motif mural of the Louveira building (designed by Artigas in 
1946) 
472 E.L. Starostin, G.H.M. van der Heijden. The shape of a Möbius strip. Centre for Nonlinear Dynamics, 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University College London. In 
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/~ucesgvd/moebius.pdf. Viewed on 21.3.2016 
473 https://www.math.hmc.edu/~gu/curves_and_surfaces/surfaces/moebius.html. Viewed on 21.3.2016 
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Artigas and Cascadli, Union of Workers in the Textiles and Weaving Industries of São Paulo (1959): 
mural-façade becomes a painting palced in the “living-room-of-the-city”. Photo: www.vilanovaartigas.com   
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four walls such that the work has no front, sides or rear. All the façades are 
treated equally as if a single canvas or single wall.  

This task of melding architectonic and pictorial spaces has been historically 
achieved using murals. Sven Sandström notes that “the space of painting and 
the space of architecture are by their very nature irreconcilable, but they do 
come together in the mural painting (...).”474  

But after these first experiences of integration between mural painting and 
building, Artigas and Cascaldi abandoned colours, abstractionisms and 
figurativisms so that the work of architecture could give way to a fusion 
between pictorial space and engineering of reinforced concrete structures. It 
was a change that took place from 1960, concomitantly to the decision to 
make extensive use of reinforced concrete – which had previously featured in 
a work by the duo in 1952 with the Morumbi Stadium project. 

Instead of colours, planes and Mondrianisms, Artigas and Cascaldi began 
using graphic forms (derived from engineering) as a pictorial motif for the 
reinforced concrete enclosures and porticos they designed in the early 1960s. 
These images include, among others, bending moment diagrams – which 
feature in the Anhembi Tennis Club. 

Rather than painting murals with paint and brushes, Artigas and Cascaldi 
employed structural walls of reinforced concrete that – in the case of the 
FAUUSP building and Dressing rooms – work like panels whose format 
resembles graphical language used by engineers in their strutural analyses. 

This juxtaposition between painter´s and engineer´s spaces was clearly 
drawn from Artigas´ experience in both the engineering and visual arts 
fields.475 His time as an artist of the Santa Helena Group for instance, paved 
the way for him to apply the pictorial to engineering, and engineering to the 
pictorial.  

This integration between pictorial space and engineering of structures was 
only possible because it was underpinned by a practical method of design that 
split the static concept of the structure into two: a mechanical function part 
and an artistic expression part (see Chapter Stratagem). It was this division of 
the static concept of the structure that gave Artigas and Cascaldi the freedom 
to treat the building enclosures, at least in part, as low-relief reinforced 
concrete murals (which, in this case, are walls that received sculptural artistic 
treatment).476  

                                                        
474 Sandström, Sven. Levels of Unreality: Studies in Structure and Construction in Italian Mural Painting 
During the Renaissance. Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksells, 1963, p.16 
475 Artigas admired the poets. He said: “what they [poets] say in two words, we [architects] have to 
express with thousands of bricks.” 
476 There were other artists contemporaneous to Artigas and Cascaldi that designed and built reinforced 
concrete murals in low-relief. Roberto Burle Marx in Rio de Janeiro was one of the most prominent. 
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The first work with a reinforced concrete panel in low relief by the duo 
was, as previously mentioned, the Headquarters of the Union of Workers in 
the Textiles and Weaving Industry of São Paulo (1959) – for which Artigas 
and Cascaldi had previously submitted another Mondrianesque mural 
project.477  

The idea of carving the reinforced concrete wall had also appeared in the 
same year (1959) with the Taques Bittencourt House. In this work, the form 
of the two outer reinforced concrete walls - main-load bearing structures of 
the building - graphically resemble a truss. Lightly sculpted at the point at 
which they touch the ground, the carving work done on these walls foretold 
Artigas and Cascaldi´s fascination for design of the contact between structural 
wall and the ground. It was this contact that drove them a few years later, to 
further exploit the aesthetic potential of reinforced concrete structures – by 
making them a sculptural object. 

The façades of the FAUUSP building and the Dressing rooms of the SPFC 
were also venues where this sculptural quality was investigated at the point of 
contact between upright and foundation. In another building, the Anhembi 
Tennis Club, this sculptural aspect of reinforced concrete was exploited in an 
even more sophisticated way by sculpting porticos that appear to fold and 
unfold the bending moment diagramm creating an origami-like structure. This 
sculptural quality of reinforced concrete allowed the analytical diagram take 
on an artistic expression in which its precise geometry is accentuated by light 
and shadows, full and empty.  

For Artigas, drawing was so important that part of his architecture 
transferred the qualities of graphic representation of the façades to the 
constructed building itself. For this reason some of his works convey the idea 
of dominance over gravity more evidently in the design phase than the 
constructed building. In the case of the SPFC Dressing rooms, this autonomy 
over the deforming effects of gravity is less visible in the building itself than 
the two-dimensional representations of the façades. In the latter the intention 
of the architects is clearer to see, of reducing the contact between beams and 
foundations to two supports which appear from the front like points of contact 
without volume, area or length. As an object with zero dimension this point 
marks a virtual transition at which – from a physical standpoint – it is 
impossible to bear structural loads. Thus, the force of gravity is dispensed – 
although only on the plane which tangents the façades. 

This desire to dominate the force of gravity in the design of the structural 
transitions is illustrated by the decision by Artigas and Cascaldi to paint the 

                                                        
477 Despite having a structural function this reinforced concrete wall-mural of the Headquarters of the 
Union is an artistic work that conveys no static concept. 
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pillars set back from the façades of the SPFC Dressing rooms in black. Using 
this approach, the presence of these uprights was visually attenuated by the 
absence of colour (black), so as not to be confounded with the structural 
design of the building enclosures. Comprising long beams supported by only 
two uprights tapering toward the ground, these enclosures were molded to 
appear as if these supports, when seen from the front, make contact with the 
ground in points whose area seems to be zero. Consequently, the weight of 
these long reinforced concrete beams seems to be transferred via two supports 
which – at least in the design of the elevations – make virtual contact with the 
ground. Because these beams were anchored to another supporting structure, 
they could be cut down into strategic structural points without fear of causing 
deformation – which is clearly what Artigas and Cascaldi did. 

Although the whole of the building´s structure is subject to bending and 
other deformations, it was made to appear that at least part of it was not 
subject to the effects of gravity and is like a drawing, line or graph. It is as if 
the long reinforced concrete beams of the SPFC Dressing rooms belonged to 
an undeformable space in which the geometry is unfettered. This renders them 
comparable to the pure design or images drawn out onto a painter´s canvas.478 

And the term Canvas denotes not only the backing fabric of a painting, but 
also the relationship between fabric and building – since it also means the 
textile used to cover a tent. In this latter case, canvas assumes the functions of 
an external wall which “dresses” the tent. In this sense it resembles the notion 
of curtain-wall – today commonly defined as a non-structural curtain-wall.479 
In German, the relationship between the words Wand (wall) and Gewand 
(attire) also illustrates that the term curtain-wall juxtaposes meaning that 
share a common origin and therefore dilute the boundaries between wall and 
the image of a textile product: the curtain. 

This relationship between curtain and wall is age-old. It was Gottfried 
Semper who delved deeper into studies seeking to retrieve the lost link 
between walls and textiles, buildings and apparel. According to him “the 
beginning of building coincides with the beginning of textiles.”480 In Greek and 
Assyrian antiquity for example, walls were literally made of cloth, curtains or  

                                                        
478 The Portuguese word tela is also associated with the notion of fabric, but does not clarify the 
relationship between fabric and construction as well as the term canvas. 
479 The primordial indigenous shelter and tent was separated by a screen structure – made of either fabric 
or plaited straw. 
480 Semper, Gottfried. The Four Elements of Architecture and Other Writings. Translated by Herrmann, 
W. and Mallgrave, Harry F. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989, p.254 
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Dressing rooms, São Paulo Football Club (1960): pillars set back from the façades were painted in black to 
visaully attenuate their presence. Photo: In Ferraz (1999) 
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weavings.481 Semper observed that “there are tribes whose savagery appears to 
be the most primitive, who do not know clothing, yet to whom the use of 
skins and even a more or less developed industry of spinning, plaiting, and 
weaving for the furnishing and security of their encampments is not 
unknown.”482 

Besides emphasizing the terms Wand and Gewand, Semper, who was 
German, cited other words in his native language connecting buildings to a 
textile origin: “(...) Decke, Bekleidung, Schranke, Zaun (similar to Saum), and 
many other technical expressions are not somewhat late linguistic symbols 
applied to the building trade, but reliable indications of the textile origin of 
those building parts.”483 

An analysis of the cross-sections of the FAUUSP building and the SPFC 
Dressing rooms prove the existence of this ancient link between walls and 
apparel. The enclosures of these buildings are walls that function like hung 
reinforced concrete panels or curtains, or better, tied vertically to a central 
structure. They are curtains that envelope – or literally “dress” – buildings 
supported by robust structures, also of reinforced concrete, designed to be set-
back from the plane of the façades. In the SPFC Dressing rooms these 
curtains were cut-out at certain points exposing another volume behind them 
thus creating shadows and depth. It is a way of making them appear to levitate 
not only above the floor – since their points of support were reduced to zero 
on the plane of the façades –, but also float over the central volume of the 
building as if detached from it. 
By making them seem to levitate above the core body of the building these 
reinforced concrete curtains appear to automatically no longer support 
structural loads. While the modern definition of a curtain-wall is a light, 
transparent, glass panel with no structural function, the reinforced concrete 
walls of Artigas and Cascaldi dispense even with this common association 
between glass and absence of weight. In the utopian world dreamt by Artigas, 
the reinforced concrete has no weight. 

Given that they are secondary structures in terms of loading-bearing 
volume, the reinforced concrete walls can be regarded as murals in low-relief. 
The wall enclosures of the FAUUSP building for example, exhibit slight 

                                                        
481 The façades of the Santa Paula Boat House are also treated like a pictorial composition. Artigas and 
Cascaldi also applied the high-relief technique in the design of the forms of the enclosures of the Dressing 
rooms of the São Paulo Football Club. 
482 Op. Cit., p.254 
483 In Portuguese, there is correspondence between vestimenta and revestimento. 
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variations in light, shadows and depth most prominent in the design of the 
structural transitions.484 

This artistic expression of the wall is a task that muralism exerts in the 
work of Artigas and Cascaldi by means of: 1) the artistic design produced 
with forms of reinforced concrete for the walls of the enclosures; or 2) the 
designs of the outer walls whose transitions are sculpted; or 3) both these 
approaches (forms and transitions) concomitantly, as is the case in the 
FAUUSP building. Examples in which the wall or reinforced concrete wall 
acquired an artistic expression through the design of forms and/or structural 
transitions also feature in the façades of the Santa Paula Boat House, Taques 
Bittencourt House, FAUUSP building and SPFC Dressing rooms.485 

Muralism was an art close to Artigas heart. Many of his colleagues from 
the Santa Helena Group – including the likes of Clóvis Graciano, Fulvio 
Pennacchi and Francisco Rebolo – had experience with mural art. During the 
1930s, Artigas met with these artists at the Santa Helena Palacete – a building 
which gave rise to the group´s name, and that also housed labour-related 
organizations: “the Santa Helena building also hosted the headquarters of the 
unions of the trades of carpenters, shoemakers, weavers and metal works, a 
proximity that facilitated his group political actions and the dissemination of 
his causes, battles and activities.”486 

For the artists of the Santa Helena Group, art was intimately connected 
with the idea of manual work: “Clóvis Graciano was someone who felt, 
almost seventy years ago, that art should belong to the people.”487 Artigas, his 
fellow artist friend, took pride in the fact that a stonemason had told him the 
Elza Berquó House (1967) was like a commoner´s house. Artigas recounted 
that “when I was building this house, the works foreman, an intelligent and 
stern man said: ‘Sir, this house you´re building looks like a commoner´s 
house. Like the houses we used to build in Bahia.’”488 He said the works  

                                                        
484 Sculpting the structural transitions is not uncommon in the history of architecture. The Greek capital, 
for example, is a sculpture. By also becoming a sculpture, the structural transition acquires an artistic 
expression based on plays of light and shadow, visually strong lines and depth, which consequently 
introduce the presence of time into the façades – an idea that Leon Battista Alberti had previously 
addressed in his treatise De re aedificatoria.  
485 This sculptural treatment of the tips of the structural transition also incorporated the semantic meanings 
of the term design. This is because, according to Artigas, the word design is derived from the renascence 
term “disegno”, which carries two interconnected contents: “a meaning and a dynamic semantic, charging 
the word with conflict as an expression of language for both technique and art”, stated Artigas. 
486 Campos, Candido Malta; Simões Jr., José Geraldo (org.). Palacete Santa Helena: Um Pioneiro da 
Modernidade em São Paulo. São Paulo: Senac, 2006, p.174 
487 Carla Mourão, In http://www.tempestadeurbana.com/#!Arte-de-Cavalete-Clóvis-Graciano-muito-além-
do-mural/cmop/DA58E426-EC3C-4682-B862-FA4815BD47D8. Viewed on 8.10.2015 
488 Blog Marlene Acayaba: http://marleneacayaba.blogspot.ch/2008/12/quinta-e-ltima-casa-de-vilanova-
artigas.html. Viewed in 14.1.2016 
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Artigas and Cascadli, Union of Workers in the Textiles and  Weaving Industries of  São Paulo (1959): 
façade transformed into a concrete mural. Photo: www.vilanovaartigas.com 
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foreman “felt that in its rather disorganized structure, it was not an elitist 
house”, but was more like “the kind of muddle fit for building a popular 
house.”489 Artigas said he felt “ understood and able to use language that the 
[his] stonemason always understands, in one way or another.”490 

This respect for the use of lay language in architecture extended to 
muralism. Artigas once declared that if he and Francisco Rebolo had done “a 
fresco without a painter or just overseen by a painter” he [Artigas] could have 
produced the largest frescoes in the world just with manual workers, saying: 
‘put the plaster here, etc.’”491  

Artigas nurtured a penchant for murals, despite never having painted one. 
This preference seems implicit in a discourse made in 1984 and transcribed 
under the title The Social Function of the Architect, in which he said: “to paint 
the city, as a motive for the visual arts, certainly affects me and justified a 
critical position our critics have not yet been able to see in my architecture.”492  

“Paint the city” was, in twentieth century Latin America, synonymous for 
muralism and urban art. Artigas drew and painted artistically but never 
painted murals. Therefore, the meaning of painting the city had to be different 
to literally paint the city with paint and brush.  

A first attempt to clarify this idea is connected with the fact that the 
existence of the mural is “closely linked to the architecture or urban space, 
since its support is the wall [of buildings].”493 Artigas wanted art to enter the 
public and semi-public space – as in the case of the Mondrianesque panel 
designed for the Headquarters of the Union of Workers in the Textiles and 
Weaving Industries of São Paulo, and the mural produced in the playgrounds 
of the Guarulhos and Itanhaém Schools. 

The second explanation that connects the work of Artigas to the idea of 
“paint the city” is the fact that the outer walls of the buildings of the FAUUSP 
building and the SPFC Dressing rooms – also act as murals, in as much as 
they contain artistic expression. They are forms of “mural art” that do not use 
paint and brush, but the sculptural ans structural potential of the reinforced 
concrete walls of the façades as a form of artistically expressing the social 
engagement of the architecture. 

                                                        
489 Idem 
490 Idem 
491 Amaral, Aracy. Textos do Trópico de Capricórnio. Editora 34, 2006, p.199 
492 Artigas, João B. Vilanova. A Função Social do Arquiteto. São Paulo: Nobel, 1989, p.50 / Clearly, 
muralism is just one possible theory explaining Artigas´ statement that the purpose of his architecture was 
to “paint the city”. It is important to take into account Artigas´ deep interest for the social and urban 
function of muralism – where many of his works of architecture incorporated this art form.  
493 Wilhelm, Vera Regina Barbuy. A Arte Mural e a Prática da Preservação. Tese de Mestrado. São Paulo: 
Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo da Universidade de São Paulo, 2011, p.13 
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Murals became, in the twentieth century, a form of predominantly urban art 
“used as a tool for dissemination and convincing the public”494 that 
“demonstrates throughout time, a clear socio-educational vocation.”495 
Artigas´ experience with the artists-workers of the Santa Helena Group led 
him to applying the principle of mural art in a highly Latin American way, i.e. 
not as decoration, but as a means of conveying messages with social and 
political content.  

For the members of the Santa Helena Group, and likewise for Artigas, the 
muralist was a worker like any other. It was a vision of an artist-worker in 
keeping with the professions of the artists comprising the group: which ranged 
from former footballers, railway workers and mechanics, to butchers and 
unemployed. 

The idea of the artist-worker was also shared by the Mexicans, to whom the 
great painter and muralist, the fellow countryman Diego Rivera, could be 
compared to a worker of art: “Rivera was once described through the signs of 
class of his clothing, that ‘the humbleness of his baggy trousers, of his shirt, 
of his socks, brings home the point that this Mexican artist, whose talent 
nobody denies, actually lives like a worker.’”496  

It went as far as associating the work area of the muralist with a building 
site. Leonard Folgarait observed that in post-revolutionary Mexico “in most 
cases, the presence of the mural team means the presence of the working 
class. Men in overalls and straw hats, carpenters, plasterers, clean-up crews, 
are surrounded by students from the upper classes, government bureaucrats, 
or union members and officials.”497 Folgarait justified that, for the Mexicans, 
the work area of a muralist “looks more like a construction site than an art 
studio, and the team like workers rather than artists (especially Rivera and 
Siqueiros, always in their overalls) (...).”498 

Another Mexican artist-worker, David Alfaros Siqueiros, designed and 
oversaw the execution of the Mural For the Electricity Workers, painted at the 
end of the 1930s, on walls and ceiling of the stairways of the headquarters of 
the Mexican Union of Electricians (SME), in Mexico City. Designed and 
executed after the Mexican revolution, this mural depicts shocking and 

                                                        
494 Nobre, Suzy Margaret Damasceno. Arte Revolucionária: A Função Social da Pintura Mural. Brasília: 
Universidade de Brasília UnB, 2011, p.15 
495 Idem 
496 Folgarait, Leonard. Mural Painting and Social Revolution in Mexico, 1920-1940: Art of the New 
Order. Cambridge [etc.]: Cambridge University Press, 1998, p.30 / Quoted by Folgarait from: 
“Anonymous, ‘El Universal Gráfico’, June 30, 1924, translated by Jean Charlot in ‘The Mexican Mural 
Renaissance: 1920-1925’, New Haven, London: Yale University Press, pp.263-64” 
497 Idem 
498 Idem 
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dramatic images of a capitalist machine contrasted with the bodies of women 
and children, besides the image of demagogues and fascists driven by the 
power of money, and of the transformation of the blood of workers into 
torrents of gold that fuelled global imperialism. At the top of the mural, which 
ends at the ceiling of the stairway, Siqueiros shows images that lead us to 
understand that the capitalist system will, in the end, be beaten by the working 
class: “springing from the horrors of war caused by capital, a heroic figure 
armed to do battle with all lunges forward, backed by another red flag and in 
common purpose with the SME flag above. Now waving in triumph, marking 
the end of the story.”499  

Siqueiros visited Brazil at least three times: in 1922, he took part in the 
International Exhibition of the Centenary of Independence – an event attended 
by a Mexican delegation headed by José Vasconcellos, the then-secretary of 
education under the Álvaro Obregón government, who brought the Mexican 
experience with murals in the post-Revolution period to Brazil. Also in 1922, 
Modern Art Week was launched in São Paulo, which sought to develp an 
authentic national culture in Brazil. The event was, according to Barbosa and 
Beired, “the starting point to further develop the cultural and political 
exchanges between Mexico and Brazil.”500  

Many different Brazilian artists and intellectuals came into contact with the 
Mexican experience of seeking a connection between the establishing of a 
nation identity and the educational function of murals. In fact, the search for 
this identity was a concern that affected not only Mexico and Brazil, but 
practically the whole of Latin America. It was a restlessness also present in 
the work of Artigas, for whom national identity was linked to authentic 
architectural expression.  

Barbosa notes that Siqueiros “returned to South America [for the second 
time] passing through Buenos Aires and Montevideo in 1933. (...). He visited 
São Paulo, where he attended a conference at the Club of Modern Art (CAM) 
and made contact with a number of Brazilian intellectuals, including Oswald 
de Andrade.”501 Barbosa and Beired said they had found “a series of 
correspondence received and sent by Siqueiros to a number of figures from 
the Brazilian cultural and political milieu and institutions in Brazil”502 dating 
to the late 1940s and early 1950s. They point out that Siqueiros also took part 
“with high acclaim, in the III Biennial of São Paulo in 1955, proving the  

                                                        
499 Ibidem, p.157 
500 Beired, JLB., and Barbosa, CAS., (orgs). Política e identidade cultural na América Latina [online]. São 
Paulo: Editora UNESP; São Paulo: Cultura Acadêmica, 2010, p.74 
501 Ibidem, p.80 
502 Ibidem, pp.83-84 
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Mural For the Electricity Workers (1930s), Mexico City: Leading artist: David Alfaros Siqueiros. 
Illustratiosn: www.critiquethecriticsch.blogspot



continued existence of an intellectual network between Brazil and Mexico.”503 
It is noteworthy that the painter and muralist Clovis Graciano, a colleague of 
Artigas at the Santa Helena Group, was a member of the panel of judges at the 
Biennial. 

The muralist and revolutionary spirit of Siqueiros left its mark on a number 
of members of the Brazilian vanguard including Flávio de Carvalho – 
engineer, architect, anthropologist and cultural firebrand –, who was part of 
the network of intellectuals and artists to which Artigas also belonged. 

Although Carvalho had been one of the artists that most expressed the 
impact caused by the ability of Siqueiros to raise awareness of the need for 
social change in Latin America, “perhaps one of the most indelible 
impressions of Siqueiros´ visit on Brazilian soil was left on Oswald de 
Andrade.”504  

Andrade, who was a writer, was influenced by the master Mexican muralist 
to the point of translating Siqueiros´ ideas into literature: “the proposal of this 
experience was called the ‘mural romance´”.505 According to Beired and 
Barbosa, in this proposal one can “glimpse the influences of Siqueiros and 
Diego Rivera.”506 

For Andrade, and also Artigas, the idea of mural was not constrained to 
artistic painting done on walls. A mural can be an image – albeit only mental 
– which employs a wall or otherwise to artistically express an idea that has a 
didactic and social purpose. In this respect, “the discourse of Oswald is 
congruent (...) with that of Siqueiros in terms of the pedagogic and combative 
role the artist must assume, a mission also delegated to writers.”507 Among 
other ideas, Andrade transposed to literary text the monumentality and social 
engagement present in the muralism of Siqueiros.508  

Similarly, Artigas and Cascaldi translated this same notion of the mural to 
the monumentality and social meaning of a reinforced concrete structure. The 
idea of monumentality appears especially in the physical dimensions given to 
the structural knots existing between beam and column, column and 
foundation. In the design of the enclosures of the FAUUSP building for 
example, the enormous structural knots of the façades are confounded with 
the very notion of a column. They are knots formed by the intersection 
between inverted triangles – one which tapers from the wall down towards the 

                                                        
503 Ibidem, p.84 
504 Ibidem, p.82 
505 Idem 
506 Idem 
507 Cardoso e Silva, Ana Maria Formoso. Marco Zero de Oswald de Andrade: Uma Proposta de Romance 
Mural. Dissertação de Mestrado. Campinas: Universidade Estadual de Campinas, 2003, p.13 
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ground and the other which “sprouts up” from the pyramids of the 
foundations in the direction of the wall. 

There are apparently no columns to provide the transition between beam 
and foundations – although technically these “knots” are indeed columns. 
This intention of transforming the upright into pure transition at the FAUUSP 
is borne out by the fact that Artigas and Cascaldi had created fictitious hinges 
for the columns – situated at the intersection of the beam with the column. On 
top of this, is the fact that the design of the moulds used in the casting of the 
triangles that taper toward the ground is a continuation of the horizontal 
design of the moulds used in casting the beams – making the beam and 
triangles a visually continuous flow. 

This texture created for the enclosures of the FAUUSP building through the 
designs of the reinforced concrete forms gives the impression of a direct and 
monumental transition between walls and foundations without the use of 
columns. This stance reflects the appropriation of structural technique for a 
human purpose in which the structural “knot” is the protagonist of the 
monumentality dramatizing the structure – in the same way that Carnival 
dramatizes social hierarchy.  

This dramatization figured among the goals of monumental muralism – 
both Mexican and Brazilian –,which were: “to cause emotion, provoke 
reflection, criticize, persuade and as highlighted by Oswald [de Andrade], to 
educate.”509 The monumentality – or the exaggerations conferred to some parts 
of the figures featuring in the murals of Siqueiros and Rivera can, as outlined 
below, also be found in the mural art of Brazilian Cândido Portinari –, it was 
an important rhetorical resource used for the “concretization of the ideal of 
engaged art”.  510 

Similarly, the monumentality of the structural transition acquires an 
educational meaning and makes the artist – and the architect – an agent of 
social mobilization: “the importance of this pedagogic aspect [of the mural] is 
justified by the need for intervention of the artist in society, in view of the 
explosion of changes.”511 Ana Maria Cardoso e Silva explains that “according 
to Oswald [de Andrade], achieving this task depends largely on taking the 
´appropriation of the technique´ as one of the main weapons not only of the 
painter, but of intellectuals in general”.512 

In this case the appropriation of the symbols used in structural analysis – 
together with the design of the “knot” or transition between wall and ground –  

                                                        
509 Ibidem, p.87 
510 Ibidem, p.13 
511 Ibidem, p.87 
512 Ibidem, pp.87-88 
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FAUUSP building (1961): monumental structural knots confounded with the very notion of column. 
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can be considered one such “weapon” for convincing about the need for social 
change. This structural analysis symbols – the written language of engineering 
– was chosen by Artigas and Cascaldi as a technical language able to express 
the conflict between load and support which by analogy symbolizes a 
historical conflict between oppressors and the oppressed, or between 
economically wealthier nations from poorer ones.  

“Overcoming gravity” – as Artigas once defined architecture – was 
tantamount to symbolic victory over oppression. From this point of view, 
victory of the frail reinforced concrete supports of the façades of the FAUUSP 
over the weight of the monolith perched over them can be construed as the 
metaphor of a non-violent triumph of the economically weaker – represented 
by the uprights – over the economically stronger.  

This clash between social classes was portrayed by Cândido Portinari in a 
mural painted in the late 1940s, entitled Tiradentes (national hero in Brazil). 
Portinari, a member of the Communist Party of Brazil (PCB), was in touch 
with Artigas – who had previously commissioned at least one mural painting 
from him.513 In the case of Tiradentes, however, it was architect Oscar 
Niemeyer who commissioned Portinari, requiring a panel for the Cataguazes 
College, which he [Niemeyer] had designed.  

Like Portinari and Artigas, Niemeyer was also a member of the PCB, and 
had liked the proposal of the master painter, who suggested producing a 
parallel for the mural “between the trajectory of the dissident hero 
[Tiradentes] who tried to liberate Brazil from colonial oppression (…) and the 
war waged at that time [1940s], which the communist party regarded as the 
main and decisive fight: against the economic and political elite and against 
North-American imperialism.”514 

Born with the name Joaquim José da Silva Xavier, Tiradentes is considered 
a rebel who fought against Portuguese colonial exploitation in Brazil. His 
revolt, however, cost him his life. Tiradentes was jailed, judged and 
convicted. He was hanged in 1792. His body was dismembered and head 
displayed in a public square while his remains were distributed throughout the 
places he had made revolutionary speeches.  

Portinari portrays this violence by showing that “after dismemberment, the 
slaves together with the cart containing the hero´s remains show in the 
physiognomy that the fight has only just begun, and the brutal repression 

                                                        
513 Portinari´s painting was commissioned by Artigas for the Head office of the Eqüitativa building. In 
Amaral, Aracy. Textos do Trópico de Capricórnio. Editora 34, 2006, p.199 
514 Mari, Marcelo. Estética e Política em Mario Pedrosa (1930-1950). Tese de doutorado. São Paulo: 
Faculdade de Filosofia Letras e Ciências Humanas da Universidade de São Paulo, 2006, p.194 
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would not quash it.”515 In Portinari´s mural, “Tiradentes blends in (…) with the 
people (…).”516 Portinari depicts him as a man “led by a group of women in 
chains, symbolizing a nation oppressed by foreigners.” Marcelo Mari notes 
that “Tiradentes became a martyr of independence of Brazil and his saga 
shows heroism combined with the desire to emancipate not only a nation – but 
also the poorer strata – from exploitation by others”.517 According to Mari, 
Portinari´s mural should be interpreted as “a visual metaphor of oppressed 
people”.518 

His activities in the PCB, as well as his personal contact with Portinari, 
suggest that as an architect Artigas had also embraced the same political 
causes as his colleagues – which included portraying, through art, the class 
war and exploitation of vulnerable nations by powerful nations. 

 In conjunction with Cascaldi, Artigas expressed in the reinforced concrete 
structures of the enclosures of the FAUUSP, the heroism of the slender and 
vulnerable uprights which were not intimidated by the weight of the huge 
monolith above them. By managing to bear such a colossal weight these 
supports become frail yet strong.  

In the FAUUSP building, the design of the structural transition between 
beam and foundations assumes a function of symbolizing a peaceful battle. 
Although the notions of weight and lightness are made evident, Artigas and 
Cascaldi avoid direct confrontation - a clash or collision between these 
opposing forces - through a visually smooth and dynamic structural transition. 
In the FAUUSP building, the design of the structural “knot” of the enclosures 
is flowing and innocent as if the weight of the monolithic volume which rests 
on frail supports can be “transmitted” graciously without violence. As an 
architect Artigas thought and acted along the same lines as the writer Oswald 
de Andrade, who classified the war as a sign that “’man continues amidst his 
constant cannibalism’- which does not stop him from clamouring for peace 
and rejecting the ´armed madness´”.519 

Akin to Andrade, Artigas defended peace but was persecuted as a 
dangerous political dissident who wanted to stir up a Revolution through the 
school. “Regrettable foolishness”, recalls Artigas.520 The design of the 
enclosures of the building of the school of architecture which he helped set up  
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Cândido Portinari, Tiradentes (1949): monumentality was fundamental for the concretization of the notion 
of engaged art in mural painting, as well as in all the other arts. Illustration: www.memorial.org.br 
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Dressing rooms, São Paulo Football Club (1961): concrete formwork resembles mural work. 
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– the FAUUSP – expressed the dilemma, drama and heroism of the slim 
supports which sustained colossal weights. This architecture is devoid of signs 
of bloody revolutions, hate and armed conflict. The reinforced concrete 
drapes of the façades of the FAUUSP, as well as the SPFC Dressing rooms, 
narrate the heroism of columns – or perhaps better, structural transitions – that 
bear Homeric loads yet do not yield: “they look as if they are about to fall, but 
do not come down” commented Artigas.   

The enclosures of these buildings narrate dramatic – albeit non-violent –
relationships between load and support. In their structural design they exploit 
the dilemma faced by columns and transitions within a dialect between weight 
and lightness. As seen in previous chapters, the dramatization of the 
relationships between load and support reflect by analogy, the historical 
relationship between column (Greek) and the human body – and this 
reinforces the fact that the dilemma of the structural support [or the structural 
transition] is a dilemma shared by man himself.  

As a structural transition between high and low, entablature and base, the 
column also has in the work of Artigas and Cascaldi, a metaphorical function 
comparable to the space of transition of a stairway.  

Just as Siqueiros used the walls of a stairway cubicle for his mural at the 
head offices of the Mexican Union of Electricians (SME), Artigas and 
Cascaldi used the transition between load and support as a means of 
dramatizing the reinforced concrete structure and thus render its static 
behavior more evident.  

In the mural of Siqueiros, this raising of awareness was transformed into an 
initiation ritual. For the subject who ascends from one floor to the next, this 
stairway cubicle is a space of transition in which he, the subject, turns around 
an axis until reaching the top, transformed by this rotation:  “by stopping at 
the top, the climber has also changed from a participant in the context of the 
daily workings of the SME (Sindicato Mexicano de Electricistas), perhaps a 
union member attending a meeting, to an observer now operating in a new 
context.”521 Folgarait explains “that new context is the stairway cubicle as a 
ritual space whose form has taken the initiate through an ascending 
metamorphosis and into a new status.”522  

Once initiated, or having climbed the stairs “there is no going back or down 
because there is no way to undo this change.”523 Folgarait points out that “as 
there is no social ritual to undo those that mark the coming of age, for 
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instance, there is no way in this case to reverse the process of a worker taking 
the first step up into the painted cubicle.”524 

The FAUUSP building instructs the student of architecture when they cross 
its “peristyle”, monumental structural transitions and slim supports which 
heroically overcome the weight of the “entablature”. With this rite of passage 
the neophyte becomes a conscious and active being and no longer passive, 
without critical opinion. After climbing the stairs of the murals of Siqueiros or 
passing through the “peristyle” of the FAUUSP, the neophyte changes status: 
he becomes initiated. 

This same “peristyle” designed by Artigas and Cascaldi for the FAUUSP 
also evokes another sense of revolution in architecture. Although this term 
represents “an overthrow or repudiation and the thorough replacement of an 
established government or political system by the people governed”525, a 
revolution can also mean deviating from the everyday, usual and normal. In 
mechanics for instance, revolution stands for “a turning round or rotating, as 
on an axis”526 – a definition derived from the Latin words revolutio or 
revolvere and related to the act of revolving around an axis or centre. 

The spiral for example, is a revolutionary icon because it revolves in an 
ascending or descending movement about a vertical axis – albeit material or 
virtual. Thus, the column itself – as a vertical axis – can materialize the idea 
of revolution in a piece of architecture, since it can itself be the axis around 
which a revolution takes place.  

Stairways, towers and ramps are also axes of revolution or axis mundi. The 
stairways of the Georgian architect Berthold Lubetkin for example 
“constantly took on the form of a spiral which for him was the expression of a 
revolutionary dynamism like Tatlin´s tower to the 3rd International”527.  

According to this view, the enclosures of the FAUUSP building and the 
Dressing rooms of the SPFC can also be revolutionary, but not because they 
employed innovative engineering. Quite the opposite. The technology applied 
by Artigas and Cascaldi in the structural design of these buildings was 
conventional. Nevertheless, the structures of these works can be revolutionary 
in that they manipulate perception of the relationship between weight and 
lightness along the vertical axis of their columns. The perception of structural 
forces is thus shifted, particularly of the antagonisms between action and 
reaction that occur in the structural transitions. 

                                                        
524 Idem 
525 In http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/revolution. Viewed on 28.2.2016 
526 Idem 
527 Oliveira, Olivia de. Lina Bo Bardi: Sutis Substâncias da Arquitetura. Romano Guerra Editora; 
Barcelona, ESP: Editorial Gustavo Gili, 2006, p. 173 
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In the book Sutis Substâncias da Arquitetura (Subtle Substances of 
Architecture), Olivia de Oliveira observes that in the work of Italian-Brazilian 
architect Lina Bo Bardi the antagonisms are annulled in spaces of transition: 
“Lina uses different devices to effect a constant annulling of distances and 
apparent oppositions.”528 Oliveira observes that “these devices appear when 
there is a need for a joint or articulation between different levels such as at 
stairs, ramps, walkways, columns, joints and spans.”529 

In the enclosures of the FAUUSP building the structural transition between 
beam and foundations works like an articulation through which oppositions 
can be annulled, as Lina did – in a kind of truce between antagonistic forces. 
In the structural design of this building, containing the force of gravity 
equates to metaphorically containing, with the frailness of the supports, the 
weight of the reinforced concrete block which by analogy symbolizes the 
political and cultural oppression exerted by economically more powerful 
nations over weaker ones – where this latter practice was highly criticised by 
Artigas.  

At the juncture where the opposition between weight and frailty is annulled 
by the structural design there is a revolution that might consequently anull the 
direction of the force of gravity along the vertical axis. Based on this point of 
view, the meaning of revolution is comparable to an inversion, an interval or a 
truce granted to the everyday – which, as seen earlier, is contained in the idea 
of play, ritual and Carnival.530  

Artigas and Cascaldi peacefully produced a symbolic revolution via the 
structural design. And despite putting contradictory notions such as weight 
and lightness into a confrontation, the differences between them were never 
resolved violently.  

And this same attitude was maintained by Artigas with his students at the 
school of architecture and urbanism some of whom, during the years of 
military dictatorship, intended to join the armed resistance. Artigas told that 
he managed to dissuade some of them and said this was the best contribution 
he had made to young Brazilians: “I saw young lads in [19]68 try to take up 
arms. I stopped them, even though I made enemies out of some.”531 Relieved, 
he said that he saved some one hundred young men who would otherwise now 
be on the lists of missing dissidents of the period of repression: “I hold this in 

                                                        
528 Ibidem, p.163 
529 Idem 
530 As Oswald de Andrade stated in his Anthropophagic (Cannibal) Manifesto: “We were never 
catechized. What we did was Carnival. The indigenous Indian dressed as Senator of the Empire.” In 
http://www.tanto.com.br/manifestoantropofago.htm. Viewed on 3.4.2016 
531 Ferraz, Marcelo Carvalho (org.). Vilanova Artigas: Arquitetos Brasileiros - Brazilian Architects. São 
Paulo: Instituto Lina Bo e Pietro Maria Bardi: Fundação Vilanova Artigas, 1997, p.28 
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my heart as the best political contribution I made to the youth of my country”, 
he declared.532 
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João Vilanova Artigas stated that he designed the School of Architecture and 
Urbanism of the University of São Paulo (FAUUSP) thinking that “this had to 
be a building that owed nothing to the Baroque style.”533 According to him, the 
FAUUSP had to be a work of architecture without “any loquacity”,534 or “any 
vehemence of discourse!”535 One of his Masters, the Frenchman Auguste 
Perret, also affirmed in a famous aphorism: “true eloquence does not need 
eloquence.”536According to Perret, “you should build like you breath” – a very 
similar notion to that found on the pediment of one of the entrances to the 
Palais de Chaillot, in Paris: “tout homme crée sans le savoir / Comme il 
respire” (all men create without being aware / like they breath”). 

Artigas associated the lack of eloquence with a search for the truth. With 
vehemence, however, he classified himself as somebody who sought “the 
pure, pure absolutely pure truth!”537 Artigas naturally admitted he had been 
unable to find it: “I certainly did not find it”, he affirmed. His intention was 
not actually to find the pure truth, but merely to show that the quest for it fired 
the spirit of his time. In Artigas´ view, finding pure truth “would be the end of 
days, [and spelled an] apocalyptic notion and to no avail.”538 According to 
him, it only served “to glimpse the moment, what it was like.”539 

But beyond the apocalyptic, this encounter with the truth would be 
counterproductive, since it could theoretically unveil the mystery which had 
inspired such extremely rich cultural and scientific output. With effect, 
Artigas referred to the contradictory search for a truth that cannot, and should 
not be discovered. This constitutes a truth comparable to that of a myth, at the 
transition between what is and is not within reach of the intellect. One of the 
great names in mythology of the twentieth century, the North American 
Joseph Campbell, affirmed that: “[stories of mythology] are the edge, the 
interface between what can be known and what is never to be discovered, 
because it's a mystery transcendent of all human research. The source of life. 
What is it? No one knows”.540 

Embarking on a quest for this primordial source would be at best risking a 
reaction of perplexity and skepticism. Artigas, for example, admitted to have 

                                                        
533 Cabral, Fernando Frank; Rodrigues, Eduardo de Jesus. Vilanova Artigas: espaço e programa para a 
FAU. São Paulo: FAU/USP, 1978, DVD  
534 Idem 
535 Idem 
536 Gargiani, Roberto. Auguste Perret 1874-1954: Teoria e Opere. Milano: Electa, 1993, p.92 
537 Cabral, Fernando Frank; Rodrigues, Eduardo de Jesus. Vilanova Artigas: espaço e programa para a 
FAU. São Paulo: FAU/USP, 1978 
538 Idem 
539 Idem 
540 http://www.pbs.org/moyers/faithandreason/perspectives1.html. Viewed on 6/7/2015 
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“been scared to death of making the [design of the FAUUSP] as simple as it 
is”.541  Knowing that it would cause reactions of incredulity, he says that he 
had asked himself the question: “What are they going to make of this? It´s not 
really anything. It has no front door.”542 

Despite his fears, Artigas presented this “nothing” to the commission as a 
Zen Master presents a koan to his disciples, that is, like someone undermining 
the conditions of the mind and commonsense. In the case of the FAUUSP, 
Artigas undermined, among other things, the certainty about those items a 
building should traditionally have – such as a front door. 

Based on Oriental thinking, a koan is an anti-intellectual rhetoric that 
produces perplexity similar to that caused by oxymorons. Its objective is to 
undermine rational discourse with insoluble questions, statements or 
dialogues. The koans “challenge and undermine the essentializing 
consequences of rationality, to unmask them as constructions.”543 It is an 
oriental way of seeking the truth: “if the grueling, frustrating pursuit of the 
koan is carried on to the end, there comes a breakthrough to the real of Truth 
far deeper than, far transcendent of, any intellectual statements.”544 

A koan is not vehement, nor eloquent, because it is a form of rhetoric that 
revokes the contradiction between pairs of opposites: “where beauty is, then 
there is ugliness/where right is, also there is wrong.”545 A koan does not affirm 
A to refute -A, its opposite. In a koan, the opposition between A and -A is 
used as an instrument of rhetoric to convince us about a truth which is not 
assertive but dialectic. As Artigas stated: “I confess that I seek the value of the 
force of gravity, not for the processes of making things thinner here there and 
everywhere, so that the light is light for the sake of it. What intrigues me is 
making heavy forms, bringing them close to the ground and then dialectically 
denying them.”546  

In other words: Artigas did not intend to convince us of the truth of 
lightness over weight, nor of the truth of weight over lightness. He wanted 
architecture to be able to convince us about a dialectic truth that went beyond 
dualism, as a koan obliges us to obliterate common reasoning based on pairs 
of opposites. Daisetsu Suzuki, one of the greatest scholars of Zen in the 
twentieth century, gave an example of koan. He said: “‘if you have one, I give 

                                                        
541 Cabral, Fernando Frank; Rodrigues, Eduardo de Jesus. Vilanova Artigas: espaço e programa para a 
FAU. São Paulo: FAU/USP, 1978, DVD 
542 Idem 
543 McPhail, Mark Lawrence. Zen in the Art of Rhetoric: An Inquiry Into Coherence. Albany (NY): State 
University of New York Press, 1996, p.114 
544 Idem 
545 Author: Ryokan. In http://viewonbuddhism.org/zen/zen_poems.html. Viewed 26.4.2016 
546 Artigas, João B. Vilanova.  A Função Social do Arquiteto. São Paulo: Nobel, 1989, p.72 
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you mine; if you have none, I will take it from you.’ There is no rationalism in 
this”.547 

The senselessness contained in a koan provokes similar reactions to those 
feared by Artigas in response to submitting an architectural design that ended 
up “being nothing”, and having no front door – as he stated about the 
FAUUSP building. Akin to the Dressing Rooms of the SPFC and the 
Anhembi Tennis Club, the FAUUSP building has no doors or windows in the 
façades. However, these building also have no façades – in the conventional 
sense of the word. 

This absence which Artigas refers to in the design of the FAUUSP as 
“ending up as nothing”, is a topic that manifests in his work beyond an 
absence of features normally found in a building, such as a front door. The 
idea of nothingness emerges, for example, in the form of tenuous – albeit 
categorical – empty spaces or voids incorporated into the design of structural 
articulations at points where the concentration of loads is normally high. 
These voids appear in the form of: 1) grooves or cavities carved horizontally 
into pillars; 2) supports that touch the ground in a tip without area or volume; 
3) open empty spaces (cut-outs or hollow volumes) at strategic points in the 
structure.  

As seen previously, what appear to be structural articulations in the 
enclosures of the FAUUSP building for example, are merely tenuous, 
sculptural voids “carved out” in an area where the cross section of the pillar 
was reduced – and consequently where the most load is concentrated. 

These same voids were also designed for points of intersection between 
beams and pillars of the porticos of the Anhembi Tennis Club. At these 
transitions, a large void exists. 

In the Dressing Rooms of the SPFC, the void appears at two points in the 
reinforced concrete structure: the long beams and the uprights of the façades. 
By being subjected to cut-outs, these beams lose part of their constituent 
material creating an interplay of solids and voids. Moreover, despite being cut 
out at the point where theoretically they should confer greater resistance 
against structural forces, these beams do not buckle or break.548 In addition, 
these voids feature in the building enclosures of the SPFC Dressing Room in 
the form of uprights that from a certain angle, taper to a tip with zero 
dimension, i.e. a void in terms of area and volume. 

                                                        
547 Suzuki, Daisetz Teitaro. Zen and Japanese Culture. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1973, 
p.7. Another sample of koan: “The moon does not get wet, nor is the water broken.“ Author: Dogen. In 
http://viewonbuddhism.org/zen/zen_poems.html. Viewed 26.4.2016 
548 They do not deform or rupture because they are supported by other structural members set back from 
the façades of the building. 
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Virtually all these voids were designed for structural articulations – points 
with great load concentration549 - which is a paradox since the void provides 
no strength, has no inertia and cannot support anything at all, let alone 
structural loads. Nevertheless, at strategic points in the structural design of the 
enclosures of the FAUUSP building and the SPFC Dressing rooms, as well as 
the porticos of the Anhembi Tennis Club, voids take on an unusually active 
role. 

Such voids can be likened to the active, poetic and paradoxical void of João 
Cabral de Melo Neto. According to this poet from Pernambuco state, the void 
can become mute before a dreamed face.550 He also speaks of a “severe form 
of void”.551  

Akin to Cabral de Melo Neto and other members of the constructivist 
vanguard of the twentieth century, Artigas and Cascaldi placed greater 
emphasis on absence than presence – or put another way, emphasized the 
presence of the absence. The void in this case is present and active. In the 
poem A knife all blade (already previously mentioned) Cabral de Melo Neto 
associates the void with the idea of cultivating inexistence: “as a sign of 
absence, the desert becomes the orchard of the unliving, a space of pure 
negativity (…).”552 In this poem - which Artigas claimed had inspired him in 
architecture - ‘a fixed idea´ corresponds to an obsessive desire which is 
consolidated by inaction (...). In this poem the state of being “is an active non-
entity”.553 

Roberta da Costa de Souza noted that “the harsh ethical view, which 
accompanies the poetic notion of emptying [of Cabral de Melo Neto], serves 
not to empty man, but to show how absence produces the desire which drives 
humans and can set what is apparently inactive into motion”.554 

Cabral de Melo Neto made emptiness become solid, tactile and visible: 
“This full emptiness feels like a sack / but full of sponges full of empty space; 

                                                        
549 Jaú Bus Station (1973) – designed by Artigas without the partnership of Cascaldi – comprises 
mushroom-shaped concrete columns. Instead of having a heavily reinforced structural solution at the 
intersections with the roof beam – points where traditionally the highest structural stresses are concentrated 
–, these are replaced by sheds de luz. At this moment of great structural stress of the column, where one 
expects to find a high transition of loads, the load-bearing structure – now virtual and not where it is 
expected – becomes light.  
550 Cabral de Melo Neto, João. Poesia completa e prosa. Rio de Janeiro: Nova Aguilar, 2008, p.73 
551 Idem 
552 The poem was published in 1955 
553 de Souza da Costa, Roberta. João Cabral de Melo Neto e o estilo da faca, p.8 In 
www.ciencialit.letras.ufrj.br/.../robertacsousa_joaocabralde.pdf   APUD Benedito Nunes (1974), p.101. 
Viewed on 30.3.2016 
554 Idem 
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/the empty spaces of man or the bloated void:  / or the void that filled out for 
its emptiness.”555 In his poetry, the void can strangely and paradoxically swell.  

Analogously, Artigas and Cascaldi made the void become solid. The 
introduction of voids in the form of horizontal grooves in the pillars of the 
enclosures of the FAUUSP building is an example of this contradictory 
solidity. As mentioned earlier, although resembling structural articulations, 
these grooves have no structural function. They are like cuts made into the 
tree trunk to weaken and fell it. But unlike the trunk which topples with the 
cuts, the open grooves in the uprights of the enclosures of the FAUUSP 
building assume a structurally active role, since despite bearing the weight of 
a huge reinforced concrete monolith these grooved pillars do not give way.556 

Yet Artigas and Cascaldi did not reserve the use of voids for reinforced 
concrete structures. In several of their works, he transformed the void into a 
socializing and connecting space: “the design of the ´void´ was a strategy to 
manifest his [Artigas] longing for spaces which promote human interaction 
and sociabilization.”557 The void was not merely a space left over after 
designing and building the masses of the building: Artigas also “designed the 
space”.558 In other words, empty space was not considered wasted. 

Ana Tagliari et al. explained that Artigas “contributed to renewing the 
organization of the scheme of the São Paulo city residence, breaking with the 
fragmentation of spaces into closed environments by creating a ´design for the 
empty space’, so vital to realizing his aspirations in Architecture.” 559 

According to Artigas, empty space had the function of joining separate 
volumes to render them continuous. This principle held for the socializing 
space of homes, schools, clubs and associations, as well as for the space of 
joint, articulation or transition between members of a reinforced concrete 
structure.  

Empty space was regarded by Artigas and Cascaldi as a spatial articulation 
both in the design of spaces for social articulation, and in the design of 
structural articulation in the enclosures of the FAUUSP building, the SPFC 
Dressing Rooms and porticos of the Anhembi Tennis Club. 

In fact, the design of empty spaces is technically obligatory in reinforced 
concrete structures. Although a monolithic material, concrete requires 

                                                        
555 Cabral de Melo Neto, João. Poesia completa e prosa. Rio de Janeiro: Nova Aguilar, 2008, p.lxvii 
556 http://www.dictionaryofconstruction.com/definition/expansion-joint.html / “In a building structure or 
concrete work, a joint or gap between adjacent parts that allows for safe and inconsequential relative 
movement of the parts, caused by thermal variations or other conditions.“ 
557 Ana Tagliari, Rafael A.C Perrone, Wilson Florio. Os projetos residencias não-construídos de Vilanova 
Artigas em São Paulo. In Revista da Pós, Vol-21, n.35, p.113. São Paulo, junho de 2014. 
558 Ibidem, pp.112-113 
559 Ibidem, p.113 
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planning of the empty spaces in the form of expansion joints (or roller 
bearings) which allow the material to expand and contract without affecting 
the stability and safety of the structure. These joints connect different parts of 
the structure and by creating gaps between them they control the expanding 
and shrinking of reinforced concrete. These same expansions and contractions 
also occur, as observed by Tagliari et al, in environments designed by Artigas 
and Cascaldi where “alternations in ceiling height induce different 
sensations.”560  

But while Artigas and Cascaldi activated voids into spaces for social as 
well as structural articulations, Jorge Oteiza – a Basque artist who lived in 
South America between 1937 and 1948 – activated the empty space through 
sculpture.561 According to an article published in the British newspaper The 
Guardian, “his [Oteiza] preoccupation had been, not mass, but enclosing, 
defining and animating space, and in 1959, he said, he finished one day with 
his hands full of nothing but space (...).”562 

Oteiza “forged a strong connection with Brazil through his participation in 
the 4th São Paulo Biennial of 1957, when he won the Grand Sculpture 
Award.”563 His entries to this Biennial were works based on themes redefining 
the notion of statues, namely: 1) “physics of the statue as an indirect 
measure”; 2) “metaphysics of the statue: the statue as a vacation of space”; 
and 3) “function of the statue: the light statue as a spatial organism”.564  

All three of the above-mentioned themes stressed the need to revisit 
sculpture from the perspective of the opposition between mass and vacant 
space (empty void). Following the announcement of the prize awarded to 
Oteiza by the Biennial’s panel of judges, Ferreira Gullar wrote in the Jornal 
do Brasil newspaper: ´the Spanish sculptor [Oteiza] constructs to show not 
physical space and its objective relationships, but space as an ‘unoccupied 
place´, voids which are not entirely empty because they are filled with the 
´sensibility of absence´”.565 Oteiza believed sculpture as mass was an outdated  

                                                        
560 Idem 
561 http://www.theguardian.com/news/2003/apr/15/guardianobituaries.artsobituaries1. Viewed on 
13.2.2106 
562 Idem 
563 http://www.bienal.org.br/post.php?i=1713. Viewed on 13.2.2016. Among the participants of the São 
Paulo Art Biennial were: Marc Chagall, Frantisek Kupka, Giorgio Morandi, Ben Nicholson and Jason 
Pollock, among others. 
564 https://issuu.com/bienal/docs/namedb4cb4. Catálogo da IV Bienal do Museu de Arte Moderna, 1957, 
São Paulo, p.189. Viewed on 13.2.2016 
565 http://www.bienal.org.br/post.php?i=1713. (Jornal do Brasil, 27.10.1957) 
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Anhembi Tennis Club (1962), São Paulo: transition between beam and column becomes hollow space that 
collects rain water. Photo: Arquivo FAUUSP 
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Jorge Oteiza, Caja Vacía (1958): empty space understood as raw material. Photo: 
nwww.uriailucia3bvip.blogspot.ch 
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idea.566 He saw space as the raw material for sculptures of the future. In 
Oteiza´s view, emptiness was active and full of energy. 

The same Biennial which lauded Oteiza had a panel of judges for the visual 
arts which boasted, among others, the art critic and historian Lourival Gomes 
Machado besides architects Eduardo Kneese de Mello and Plínio Croce, who 
sat on the architecture panel. Like Artigas, all of these individuals including 
Machado were contemporary members of the teaching staff of the FAUUSP. 

In the same way as Artigas and many other Brazilian artists and 
intellectuals deployed art to protest against the political situation, Oteiza also 
seemed to have used art to protest against the dictatorship of General 
Franco.567 Oteiza himself said: the ´metaphysical realism´ of my works that 
clearly characterized Spain´s pavilion in São Paulo, is the visual 
representation of the impetus and revolt arising from a state of affairs which 
we Spanish artists cannot accept.”568  

Despite having won the prize for best sculpture at the 4th Biennial of São 
Paulo, Oteiza did not find fame in Brazil, nor in other countries of Latin 
America. The same was true for Europe, particularly among Anglo-Saxons: 
“Oteiza has been more influential than he has been famous with the Anglo-
Saxon public.”569  

Not being well known did not however detract from the influence of the 
thinking and work of Oteiza on Latin American artists: the “activities [of 
Jorge Oteiza] in Latin America between the 1930s and 1960s were of great 
importance, albeit little studied”.570 Also largely uninvestigated, is the 
influence of South-American artists and thinkers on the work of the Basque 
artist. Although Oteiza had never mentioned it, his Master – the Uruguayan-
Catalan Joaquín Torres García – was a major influence on his work. The 
acquaintance was fruitful for the work of Oteiza and also shows that this 
South-American intellectual source personified by Torres Gracía, although 
borrowed, gave rise to the ideas which Oteiza would later take with him to 
Europe: “Oteiza fue, pues, un discípulo de Torres-García Sin citarle nunca, 
trasplantó de nuevo algunas de suas ideas principales al Viejo Mundo (...).” 

                                                        
566 Bernadette Panek. Propositores do Espaço - Franz Weissmann, Jorge Oteiza e a Bienal de 57. In 
Revista Ciclos, Florianópolis, V.1, Ano 1, Setembro de 2013, no page number. 
567 Although their political stances had been contradictory and polemic. 
568 José Antonio Novais, in O Estado de São Paulo, November, 24th, 1957. 
569 http://www.theguardian.com/news/2003/apr/15/guardianobituaries.artsobituaries1. Viewed on 
13.2.2016 
570 In http://www.bienal.org.br/post.php?i=1713. (citação retirada o Guia da 31ª Bienal, p.36). Viewed on 
13.2.2016 
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(“Oteiza was, thus, a disciple of Torres-García. Without ever citing him, he 
reintroduced some of his main ideas to the Old World”).571 

Oteiza dedicated himself to activating the notion of voids, more so than the 
form or material of sculptures. His fellow countryman, the Basque Eduardo 
Chillida – with whom he had a tumultuous relationship – also focused on 
activating the void in sculptures. Chillida classified the void as a quick 
material that contrasted with slow materials such as stone. The idea was  
“using space as what he [Chillida] described as ‘a very quick material, so 
quick that you think there's nothing there’ in conjunction with ‘slow’ 
materials like stone or clay’.572  

Chillida described himself as an architect of the void:573 “space must be 
conceived in terms of plastic volume”, he said. “Form springs spontaneously 
from the needs of the space that builds its dwelling like an animal its shell. 
Just like this animal I am also an architect of the void.”574 

Driven by a similar impulse, Oteiza led a “determined search for the 
aesthetically active void”.575 He contended that “all works of art, are either an 
activity of forms occupying space or an unoccupied space.”576 For Oteiza, this 
latter concept became almost an obsession: “Oteiza called his 1950´s abstract 
process “desocupaciones”, whose main objective was the emptiness that 
shows up when shape (space´s bundle) is decomposed.”577  

The same idea of unoccupying space also appears – barring some inherent 
differences – in the reinforced concrete portico of the Anhembi Tennis Club. 
In this building, the transition between beam and column of the portico was 
molded or sculpted to render it an “unoccupied space”. It is as if the structural 
transition can be emptied to become a recipient, a room or a sanctuary.  

Although the shape of these porticos is derived from a frame bending 
moment diagram (unlike the mythical curves of Oteiza), the “unoccupation” 
of the structural transition [which, in the case of the Anhembi Tennis Club 
becomes hollow] is similar to the principle of vacating space conceived by 
Oteiza, hollowing out the tree trunk.  

                                                        
571 Gorriarán, Carlos Martínez. Jorge Oteiza: Hacedor de Vacíos. Madrid: Marcial Pons, 2011, p.69 
572 http://www.invaluable.com/artist/chillida-eduardo-kbe4yhcfvl. (Credit: Christie’s, London, Post-War 
and Contemporary Evening Sale, February 4, 2004, Lot 21). Viewed on 19.03.2016 
573 Idem 
574 http://www.buitenbeeldinbeeld.nl/ArtZuid2013/EChillida.htm. Viewed on 19.03.2016 
575 A Estética do Vazio na Obra de Jorge Oteiza. In Revista Interdisciplinar Internacional de Artes Visuais 
da UNESPAR/EMBAP, p.76 
576 Idem 
577 http://www.yasoypintor.com/top-modern-art-museums-jorge-oteiza´s-modern-sculpture/#prettyPhoto 
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According to Oteiza, unoccupying a sculpture – like a tree – was originally 
rooted in aska578, a mythical notion associated with the term trough, as in 
depression or gulley; and manger: “troughs and mangers were typically 
formed by hollowing out tree trunks, and it is this imagery of hollow trunks, 
empty boats or slit animals that one sees literally in Oteiza’s apostles at the 
Basilica of Arantzazu.”579 This hollowing out of the tree trunk was based on 
taking art back to a mythical, primordial time – a principle that Oteiza had 
incorporated into his own philosophy through the personal contact he had 
with Torres García and his ideas.580 

The 4th São Paulo Biennial awarded not only Oteiza, but the quest which he 
shared with Chillida for the activation of the void as a basic sculpting 
material: “both [Oteiza and Chillida] sought spatial dynamics through 
geometric hollowing out and dematerialization, in which interior spaces are 
highlighted in a sculptural form, experimenting an occupation/unoccupation 
of space, mass and time, and presence/absence in a relationship between 
volume and space.”581  

Related with Chillida and Oteizas´ personal quest for activating voids was, 
above all, the quest by vanguard artists of the early decades of the twentieth 
century to activate empty space: “’the idea of a void breathed by the forms’ is 
central to contemporary art”, notes Joseba Zulaika. He pointed out that, “early 
in the twentieth century, the idea of ´active voids’ was practiced by Alexander 
Archipenko, Jacques Lipchitz, and others, but the main influence was to come 
[in Oteiza´s case] from the Russian Constructivists, and from Malevich, in 
particular.582 

An important milestone in the quest for the activation of space was to 
activate the notion of absence in works of art, as Kasimir Malevitch had done: 

                                                        
578 “Politically, the idea of ‘freedom’ is askatasuna, which shares the same root metaphor of aska. And 
Oteiza’s apostles are all aska, empty of matter and filled with aesthetic content.” Zulaika, Joseba (org.). 
Oteiza’s Selected Writings. University of Nevada Press, 2003, p.33 / Oteiza contended that: “‘the aesthetic 
content’ of aska is ‘the common nature of all my hollows and voids in sculpture’, but added that he had in 
fact made use of ‘two types of attaining [the void] that describe my experimental proposal’: the first is 
equivalent to hollowing out a tree trunk, but, a second ‘method for attaining aska as a void of sacred 
protection is by the concurrence of light elements that surround a bound, that define the empty aska.” 
(Ibidem, p.32) 
579 Zulaika, Joseba (org.). Oteiza’s Selected Writings. University of Nevada Press, 2003, p.30 
580 Carlos Martínez Gorriarán. Jorge Oteiza: Hacedor de Vacíos. Madrid: Marcial Pons, 2011, p.67 / “In 
1963, Torres-García published a seminal text on some of the problems that interested Oteiza: ‘De la 
tradición andina: Arte precolombino’, followed in 1939 by ‘Metafísica de la prehistoria indoamericana’”. 
581 https://www.passeidireto.com/arquivo/17965791/marco-antunes_arquitectura-escavada/12. Viewed on 
19.3.2016 
582 Oteiza’s Selected Writings, p.29 (In “Oteiza’s return from the future”): “Oteiza’s work marks such a 
determined search for the aesthetically active void.“ 
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“representation of ‘absence´ gained importance in Malevitch´s work in which 
´painting would free itself from the canvas to be executed in space´.” 583 

In Brazil, the idea that absence, nothing and the void could be more active 
than the material of the sculpture was introduced by Jacob Ruchti, an architect 
who taught at the FAUUSP at the same time as Artigas. Ruchti frequently 
featured space in his work. From the 1930s, he had been moving away from 
the notion of volume toward creating active voids in his sculptures. 

Ruchti was also one of the artists who first introduced to Brazil the 
constructivist space idea, in which mass and material played an auxiliary role. 
In his sculpture entitled Espaços(Spaces) (1939) for example, “the solid, thin 
bent strips of aluminium – played a complementary or coadjuvant role, since 
they represented the container for the real focus of the work.” 584 According to 
Valeria Ruchti, “the space in this work [referred to above] is the central 
feature to be celebrated.”585 

“Space is in fact the symbol of our times”586, stated Lygia Clark587 – one of 
the greatest exponents of Brazilian constructive art. According to Clark, the 
void was full and had the power of making the observer fill in the gap or 
absence: “in the work of Lygia Clark, the whole planar dimension appears to 
be derived from gaps, i.e. from a differentiating absence.”588 In a letter penned 
to her friend Piet Mondrian in 1959, “Clark adopts a confessional tone: ‘the 
full void´, the night, its silence that became my abode.’”589 

The void also featured in the work of Franz Weissman, an Austrian-
Brazilian artist and friend of Jorge Oteiza. In an interview with the Folha de 
São Paulo newspaper, he explained the role of the void in his work by 
comparing his work with that of the architect Oscar Niemeyer: ‘He 
[Niemeyer] works with [reinforced] concrete, whereas I work with the 
void´.”590 Weissmann sought to “annul the presence of the material by making  

                                                        
583 Jacob Ruchti: A Modernidade e Arquitetura Paulista (1940-1970). Dissertação de mestrado de Valeria 
Ruchti, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo da Universidade de São Paulo, 2011, p.62 
584 Ibidem, pp.60-61 
585 Idem 
586 In: Clark. Rio de Janeiro: Departamento de Imprensa Nacional, 1958 (author unknown) 
587 According to Carlos Martínez Gorriarán, Lygia Clark was also influenced by Jorge Oteiza: “[Oteiza] 
Influenced Franz Weissmann, Amilcar de Castro and Lygia Clark prompting them to form the 
neoconcretism group.” In Carlos Martínez Gorriarán. Jorge Oteiza: Maker of Voids. Madrid: Marcial Pons, 
2011, p.202 
588 Lygia Clark. Curadoria de Paulo Herkenhoff. Museu de Arte moderna de São Paulo, p.20 
589 Ibidem, p.60. In Lygia Clark’s words: “Absence establishes emptiness. The space emerges and is 
drawn by a thread, where it traverses the plastic void.” / “The line is light, shadow, air, thread of the space 
that defines its own thickness, thread of time, line-space.” 
590 http://entretenimento.uol.com.br/arte/ultnot/2005/07/18/ult988u310.jhtm 
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Jorge Oteiza, San Francisco, (1953): unoccupying a sculpture. Photo: www.museoreinasofia.es 
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Anhembi Tennis Club (1962), São Paulo: unoccupying a reinforced concrete structure. Photo: Arquivo 
FAUUSP   
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it secondary or complementary”.591 In his view, “the true material wasn´t 
aluminum, iron or wood, but the emptiness of the void.”592  

His sculpture entitled Cubo Vazado (Emptied Cube) is considered one of 
the first Brazilian constructivist works: Weissmann dislocates the cube, which 
is opened up and stripped of its core and set on one of its edges.”593 Paulo 
Venâncio Filho observed that “‘it´s as if its weight has been abolished.. (...) 
The void becomes another dimension, present and sensitive. The void 
occupies, fills and is positive:  it is in a word, concrete.’”594 

As did Jorge Oteiza, both Weissmann and Clark exhibited their works595 at 
the 4th São Paulo Biennial and all three investigated the esthetic of the void 
during the same period in which Artigas and Cascaldi designed their 
structural voids. But whereas Weissmann wrested the virtual cube from the 
raw material and made the void a reality596, Artigas and Cascaldi emptied the 
solidity of the structural transitions of the reinforced concrete frames of the 
Anhembi Tennis Club.  

In fact, a few years had gone by since Oteiza´s award at the 4th São Paulo 
Biennial, when Artigas and Cascaldi executed the projects of the FAUUSP, 
the SPFC Dressing Rooms and the Anhembi Tennis Club (ATC). In all three 
buildings, the notions of void and absence are indisputably present in the 
structural designs. 

Vocal adherents of notions of space developed by Russian constructivism, 
Artigas and Cascaldi sought to activate the empty space using the design of 
the reinforced concrete structure. By opening up spaces in strategic areas of 
these structure they transformed the space into material that supports, i.e. 
load-bearing. 

Akin to constructive art, both Artigas and Cascaldi viewed space – and not 
form – as the center stage of art. As seen in previous chapters, the form that 
appears in the design of their structures was one produced by design 
comprising a discrete, almost scientific element. It was a form already 
established by the graphic and mathematical language of engineering. Thus, 
the focus of this duo of architects was less concerned with shaping the form of 

                                                        
591 See http://fw.art.br/fwcubo.htm. Viewed in 21.10.2015 
592 Idem 
593 In Filho, Paulo Venâncio. Crítico de Artes Plásticas e Professor da EBA/UFRJ. Revista Veredas nr. 34, 
out/1998. Rio de Janeiro: Centro Cultural Banco do Brasil, 1998. p. 8.  
http://www.revistazunai.com/materias_especiais/franz_weissmann.htm. Viewed in 24.7.2015 
594 Idem 
595 “For a while, Weissmann stayed at Irún, a fishing village where his friend, the Basque sculptor Jorge 
Oteiza (1908-2003), lived.” http://enciclopedia.itaucultural.org.br/pessoa9471/franz-weissmann. Viewed on 
15.2.2016 
596 See http://fw.art.br/fwcubo.htm. Viewed in 21.10.2015 
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the structure, and more to do with the space that some previously known 
forms – especially by engineers – were able to produce. 

The large open span was also a way of activating empty space as a material 
of structural design. With the arrival of reinforced concrete, both engineers 
and architects envisaged the possibility of transforming the open span into an 
active structural member – in as far as it would be a void over which the 
structure does not collapse. In the engineering practiced in Brazil, as in many 
other parts of the world, there had been numerous successful attempts to build 
large open spans. These included the roof of the Tribune of the Jockey Club 
of Rio de Janeiro, spanning 22.4 m (world record in 1926); and the Emilio 
Baumgart bridge, of 1930, (world record for a straight beam at the time, 
spanning 68 m). Other works of architecture included the open span of São 
Paulo Art Museum (Masp, 1968) by Lina Bo Bardi, measuring around 74 m; 
the 28-meter spans of the frames of the Museum of Modern Art by Affonso 
Reidy (1952); and the floating spiral staircase of Itamaraty (1959) by Oscar 
Niemeyer. 

Olivia de Oliveira points out that the void was a “nuclear motif” of Lina Bo 
Bardi´s work, an architect who practiced during the same period as Artigas 
and Cascaldi. “Within the best surrealist spirit, the void as an intermediary 
element,” said Oliveira, “is the place where no impulse is repressed.”597 It is a 
place of pure freedom: “Lina Bo Bardi liked to quote John Cage, who, upon 
encountering the huge span of the MASP, exclaimed:  ‘– This is the 
architecture of freedom!´”598 The empty space represented by the open span is 
in this case a silence that listens: “as a matter of fact”, added Oliveira, “the 
free span of the MASP is an exact silent interval in the music of John Cage; a 
place to listen to another, open to the indefinite.”599  

Formulating the span and transforming it into a structurally active 
substance has its scientific equivalent in the explanations that physics 
provides for the Universe which appears solid, but is essentially made up of 
voids. Pioneers of quantum physics revealed at least a century ago that matter 
is not solid. The solidity of objects – including structures in reinforced 
concrete – is a proven illusion.  

Upon being asked by a layperson whether, when looking at a chair we are 
essentially seeing an empty space, the physicist Mark Popecki replied yes: 
“you are right, atoms are mostly empty space. (...) [A chair] appears to be 

                                                        
597 Oliveira, Olivia de. Mito e Poesia. In 
http://cvisaacs.univalle.edu.co/crisisycritica/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=84:mito-
poesia-memoria-cultural-espiritual&catid=36:mito-y-poesia. Viewed 17.5.2016 
598 Idem 
599 Idem 
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solid, but it is mostly empty space.”600 According to Popecki, “it resists 
crushing because the electrons of the chair atoms cannot easily be compressed 
together. Charged particles repel other particles of the same charge.”601 
Therefore, even while appearing to be undoubtedly solid to the senses, the 
physical universe is in fact essentially empty.  

Aware of this fact or otherwise, Artigas and Cascaldi designed voids for 
structural transitions that artistically exploited the concept of matter-space or 
matter-void over the common perception that matter is concrete and solid.   

In the building enclosures of the SPFC Dressing Rooms for example, the 
supports tapering to tips with zero dimension – i.e. without area or volume – 
represent structural transitions as void of matter and solidity as the long 
beams of reinforced concrete they support. The same holds for the empty 
spaces in the form of horizontal cavities molded into the slim outer supports 
of the FAUUSP, on which rests a large monolith of reinforced concrete. 
Another example of esthetic exploitation of the notion that matter is 
composed of empty space appears in the form of the large empty (hollow) 
volumes designed for the transition of load between beams and pillars of the 
porticos of the Anhembi Tennis Club. 

These open voids by Artigas and Cascaldi at structural transition points 
expose an understanding of another illusion about the physical world: the 
belief in the transmission of forces [or loads] between bodies or objects – and 
naturally between members of a structure. When designing voids for strategic 
points of the reinforced concrete structure, they brought to the fore a subject 
which, although extensively discussed in the scientific milieu, has met with 
seemingly insurmountable obstacles to its explanation. This involves the 
notions that a force can be transmitted by contact or by action-at-a-distance. If 
put to a layperson, this may be an apparently easy question to answer. 
Transmission by contact seems more plausible than transmission by action-at-
a-distance. But the truth is that, as we shall see below, both have the same 
difficulties with regard to their explanation. 

Being a place where loads are concentrated, the transition clearly becomes 
a point in the structure where the notion of transmission of forces between 
structural members can be more clearly and intensely demonstrated. This fact 
makes the structural transition a position of great esthetic, scientific and 
philosophical potential for a work of architecture. In the hands of architects 
who held a degree in engineering, like Artigas and Cascaldi, this potential was 
unlikely to go unnoticed. And as we know, it did not. In their projects, they 

                                                        
600 Dr. Mark Popecki (February 2003). In http://helios.gsfc.nasa.gov/qa_gp_b.html#emptyspace. Viewed 
16.05.2016 
601 Idem 
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questioned the notion of transmission of forces by evidencing the fact that the 
structural transition is an essentially empty and inexplicable event. This 
visibility given to the notion of the void was achieved by; 1) reducing the area 
of contact between the vertical supports and foundations – as in the case of 
the SPFC Dressing Rooms and of the FAUUSP building; 2) creating cavities 
or grooves in places apparently featuring structural transition such as in the 
outer uprights of the FAUUSP buildings and porticos of the Anhembi Tennis 
Club; 3) increasing the distance between the building and the ground through 
construction of implausible open spans – voids which become “load-bearing” 
in that their long lengths without uprights activate, among other things, the 
space beneath them, such as in the beams of the SPFC Dressing rooms 
façades. 

These voids created by Artigas and Cascaldi for the structural transitions 
highlight both the illusion of the solidity of matter, which is, as outlined 
above, composed of “voids”602, and the illusion of the transmission of forces 
between members of a structure.  From this standpoint, they adopted a method 
of structural design that can be better defined as space-finding more than 
form-finding. 

The implausible open spans and likewise the reduced areas of contact 
between building and ground, create a void, a gap, a hiatus in this permanent, 
inextinguishable and – as Artigas maintained – “inexorable” phenomenon that 
is gravity.  

In the enclosures of the FAUUSP building and the SPFC Dressing rooms, 
as well as the porticos of the Anhembi Tennis Club, the structural transitions 
are interspersed by cavities and grooves or end in transitions visually reduced 
to a single point without area or volume. As earlier mentioned, these latter 
transitions are tapering supports in the form of inverted triangles that act as an 
alternative to the pre-industrial construction tradition of stone or bricks in 
which vertical structures had to be naturally broad at the base and become 
gradually thinner as they increased in height. This involves the empirical and 
tacit knowledge that materials which work based on compression cannot bear 
traction forces. Consequently, as a brick structure increases in height it 
requires a proportionally more robust base to remain stable. Therefore, 
reinforced concrete uprights in the form of inverted triangles create a 
technological reversal, in that these distribute the weight through a single 
vertex in contact with the base – whereby its areas are greater at the top yet 
lower at the base. 

                                                        
602 The notion of the void (or of empty space) remains an unknown quantity to science. 
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Clearly, Artigas and Cascaldi were not the first to use the inverted triangle 
or V-shaped support. The reduction in contact area between pillars and 
foundation became a very common procedure in engineering and architecture. 
The practical reason for the application of this type of support was – besides 
the esthetic potential – its safety. It is a support shape that, as seen in previous 
chapters, arose from a methodology of structural analysis developed in the 
late nineteenth century and which was based, among others, on the 
introduction of hinges to increase the engineers control over the behavior of 
the structure. Besides technically adequate, these hinges can be exploited 
sculpturally in order to create symbolic voids or gaps between members of a 
reinforced concrete structure.  

Artigas and Cascaldi took advantage of the plastic qualities of this material. 
By being molded like sculptures the reinforced concrete structures of some of 
their works symbolized the idea of the void at points where structural 
transitions are placed – as in the above-mentioned examples. Thus, the design 
of these transitions ended up addressing, as already mentioned perviously, a 
historically much-debated topic in science: the notion of force and the 
mystery surrounding its cause and mode of transmission.  

It is worthy to reiterate that for centuries this debate divided the West into 
two opposing groups of intellectuals: those who defended the transmission of 
forces by contact, and those who believed that forces are transmitted by 
action-at-a-distance. In truth, the explanations provided by science for both 
cases encounter equally insurmountable obstacles. The physicist Max 
Jammer, for example, stated that “the transmission of motion by impact or 
contact is as problematic as that by action at a distance.”603  

For human perception, transmission of force and motion by contact seems 
far more plausible than by at-a-distance for the simple reason that we have the 
impression of touching objects and people at the macrocosmic level. At the 
atomic level however, it is known that bodies and objects in apparent contact 
do not in fact touch each other.    

Thus, by logic, a building never actually makes contact with the ground. 
From a physics standpoint, the contact between them – exploited by the 
structural designs of Artigas and Cascaldi - is an empty one. Although they 
appear contiguous, building and ground do not actually touch. Therefore, a 
structure never touches the ground and vice-versa. Hesse explains that “in the 
Experimental Researches of 1837 he [Michael Faraday] speaks of induction 
as an action between ‘contiguous particles’ and adds a note a year later to 
explain more carefully what he means by ‘contiguous’: ‘The word contiguous 

                                                        
603 Jammer, Max. Concepts of Force: a Study in the Foundations of Dynamics. Mineola, N.Y.: Dover, 
1999, p.206 
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is perhaps not the best that might have been used here and elsewhere; for as 
particles do not touch each other it is not strictly correct... By contiguous 
particles I mean those which are next to each other.’ So ultimately it seems 
that even this action is at a distance if regarded on the atomic scale.”604  

From a purely scientific perspective, it would therefore be incorrect to refer 
to transmission of loads as force flow. As the designs of Artigas and Cascaldi 
show for certain structural transitions, there is no actual contact between 
building and ground, nor between different members of a structure – as 
evident, for example, in the enclosures of the SPFC Dressing Rooms in which 
beams and foundations meet at a point without dimensions, i.e. no area or 
volume.  

Jammer agrees that “logical analysis is powerless and inadequate to explain 
transfer of motion in either case, whether the force is conceived as an action 
of contact or as an action at a distance. The two concepts face equal logical 
and metaphysical difficulties, since both of them are nothing but constructs, 
descriptive names of perceptible and measurable empirical relations.”605 
Jammer also observes that “it is pure prejudice to assume that action at 
contiguity is more intelligible and more rational than action at a distance. [...]  
It is only our tactile experience with common objects that leads us to the 
concept of impenetrability and enables us to formulate the rules and laws of 
impact, without affording the least information about the real occurrence 
behind the phenomenon.”606 The discussion over the causes of force and 
motion is only no longer topical among academics because modern 
pragmatism found ways of replacing explanations of cause and effect for 
scientific theories that infer the existence of an entity we call force. 

Nevertheless, the mystery surrounding the origin and transfer of force 
continues to raise questions about the notion of cause and effect. Only the 
effects of what we refer to as force are known. It´s cause however, remains 
unknown. Thus, the cause-effect relationship, in the case of transfer of force 
between two or more bodies, loses any logical-scientific meaning and instead 
acquires a solely empirical value. Jammer explains that “for the 
philosophically minded of that generation it became more and more obvious 
that the scientific notion of force has little to do with causal explanation, and 
that, moreover, the connection between ‘cause’ and ‘effect’ in science, or 
antecendent and sequent in the succession of phenomena, is not a matter of 
logical inquiry, but of experimental experience or observation.”607 

                                                        
604 Ibidem, p.208 
605 Idem 
606 Idem, p.209 
607 Ibidem, p.208 
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Dressing rooms, São Paulo Football Club (1960): virtual structural transitions reflect, among others, the 
notion that no transfer of force can be proved.



Notions of force have been defined and redefined countless times 
throughout history. Given that the notion has been adapted to fit the Zeitgeist, 
it resembles more a vision of the world than a science.  In modern times, the 
idea of force was incorporated into a positivist model, which conceived a 
world driven purely by mechanical forces. Jammer observes that “as to the 
concept of force, taken originally in analogy to human will power, spiritual 
influence, or muscular effort, the concept became projected into inanimate 
objects as a power to dwelling in physical things. (...) Subsequently classical 
mechanics redefined the concept of force as the time rate of change of 
momentum, excluding thereby, at least prima faciae, all animistic vestiges of 
earlier definitions.”608 From the eighteenth century on however, the concept of 
force was gradually removed form scientific vernacular to become a relational 
and operational notion, with no causal or metaphysical connotation. Jammer 
goes on to say “[...] For it became increasingly clear that the concept of force, 
if divested of all its extra-scientific connotations, reveals itself as an empty 
scheme, a pure relation.”609  

Hence, by questioning the transmission of forces by contact or by action-at-
a-distance, we are questioning the idea of force itself – which was created to 
define the indefinable. In fact, it constitutes a notion invented to make us 
comfortable about something we do not understand, such as the illusion of 
contact between objects, bodies and persons – as well as members of a 
structure. Therefore, in the absence of a verifiable cause, it can be safely 
affirmed that the idea of force is a construct of the mind. P.L.M. de 
Maupertuis (Essai de cosmologie, in Ouvres (1756) vol.I, p.31) previously 
observed that “we should always remember that the concept of force is but an 
invention to satisfy our desire for explanation.”610 

According to this view, the transmission of forces (or loads) between 
different members of a structure could not be considered a physical event in 
the scientific sense of the word. The structural transition also could not be 
considered a point of transfer of forces between different parts of a structure. 
Strictly speaking, no transmission of force occurs in these places. 
Consequently, it follows that structural transition cannot be classified as a 
physical event but merely as an event shrouded in mystery. 

Seen from a strict and realistic perspective, the transmission of loads in a 
structural transition is inexplicable. Primarily, because there is no contact 
between objects at the atomic level and hence it cannot be affirmed that there 
is force flow between members of a structure.  Secondly, the mass of a body – 

                                                        
608 Ibidem, p.7 
609 Ibidem, p.242 
610 Ibidem, p.209 
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directly linked to the physical equation of force (F=m.a) – originates from the 
void comprising the vast majority of the volume of matter. 

It is known that the voids among quarks – elementary particles of matter – 
are responsible for generating the mass of what we know as matter. The 
physicist Lawrence Krauss explains that “most of the mass of the proton 
comes not from the quarks of the proton, but from the empty space between 
the quarks.”611 Quarks cannot be observed directly because they are too fast, 
but they produce (quantum) fields that can be measured indirectly. Krauss 
explains that “these fields, popping in and out of existence, produce about 
ninety percent of the mass of a proton.”612 According to him, “since protons 
and neutrons are the dominant stuff in your body, the empty space is 
responsible for ninety percent of your mass.”613  

Although a fundamental factor for measuring the static moment of 
buildings [moment = force x distance or m=(F)(d)], the notion of force is as 
directly linked to the mechanics of the structure as to the abstract static-
symbolic concept.614 The latter corresponds, in the structural designs of Artigas 
and Cascaldi, to the metaphors about the mysterious and empty nature of 
mass, matter and transmission of forces – which, as we have seen, feature in 
the design of the structural transitions of the enclosures of the FAUUSP 
building, the SPFC Dressing Rooms, and the porticos of the Anhembi Tennis 
Club (ATC). 

In the ATC building, this metaphor manifests in the hollow volume created 
for the traditionally stressed transition between beam and column of the 
porticos of the structure. The long reinforced concrete walls of the enclosures 
of the SPFC Dressing Rooms for example, are metaphorically supported on 
nothing – which thus becomes the substance providing the stability and 
solidity of the structure. Both of these buildings incorporate a void that can 
simbolically bear loads. It is thus a void which not only makes up the building 
– like any other solid material – but on which the building is supported.  

 
 

 

                                                        
611 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhHh-Icg5dE. Viewed on 3.4.2016 
612 Idem 
613 Idem 
614 “The Moment of a force is a measure of its tendency to cause a body to rotate about a specific point or 
axis. This is different from the tendency for a body to move, or translate, in the direction of the force. In 
order for a moment to develop, the force must act upon the body in such a manner that the body would 
begin to twist. This occurs every time a force is applied so that it does not pass through the centroid of the 
body. A moment is due to a force not having an equal and opposite force directly along its line of action.“ 
In http://web.mit.edu/4.441/1_lectures/1_lecture5/1_lecture5.html 
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Anhembi Tennis Club (1962): hollow transitions between beam and column. 
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“How about getting a little delirious?”, suggests Uruguayan journalist and 
writer Eduardo Galeano. “How about casting our eyes beyond infamy to 
imagine another possible world?”, he continues.615 

In his poem El Derecho al Delirio (The Right to Delirium), Galeano depicts 
a world in which economists no longer call standard of living ´level of 
consumerism’, historians do not believe that countries like being invaded, the 
world is not waging war against the poor but against poverty, and the military 
industry would have no choice but to declare bankruptcy.616  

Galeano encourages us to exercise the never proclaimed right to dream. He 
notes that dreaming is not included in the long list of human rights proclaimed 
by the United Nations in 1948 and 1976, and adds that the vast majority of 
humanity enjoys no rights beyond that of seeing, listening and remaining 
silent. Under these circumstances, Galeano observed that one should at least 
be able to proclaim the right to dream of the world one wants.617 

Boldly, João Vilanova Artigas lived this right to the full, without ever 
letting it go.  Dreaming for him was a source of satisfaction: “they may have 
condemned me, called me a dreamer, a communist, but it was in this that I 
spent the best years of my life”.618 Artigas stated that he never regretted living 
dreams: “I am so hugely proud of my past, my illusions, to produce this small 
work, that I feel very good.” A few months prior to his death, he affirmed: “it 
would be tough if I had had nothing to say and arrived at this juncture still 
awaiting an opportunity.”619 

The illusions of an architect experienced by Artigas were, however, far 
from being vague images, empty speeches or eccentric theories. His fantasies 
were designed, detailed and built. In buildings designed in collaboration with 
Carlos Cascaldi, he made us believe that a reinforced concrete structure can 
defy the law of gravity, that skinny supports do not buckle under huge loads 
and hollow structural transitions do not give way. In some of the works 
designed by these architects, the delirium takes on the form of structures that 
represent a static behavior belonging to another world, in which nature is 
governed by other laws.  

                                                        
615 Galeano, Eduardo. El Derecho al Delirio. In Patas Arriba: La Escuela del Mundo ao Revés. Madrid: 
Siglo XXI de España Editores, 1999, p.342 
616 Ibidem, pp.342-343 / los historiadores no creerán que a los países les encanta ser invadidos; el mundo 
ya no estará en guerra contra los pobres sino contra la pobreza y la industria militar no tendrá más remedio 
que declararse en quiebra;” 
617 Ibidem, 1999, p.342 
618 Ferraz, Marcelo Carvalho (org.). Vilanova Artigas: Arquitetos Brasileiros - Brazilian Architects. São 
Paulo: Instituto Lina Bo e Pietro Maria Bardi: Fundação Vilanova Artigas, 1997, p.33 
619 Idem 
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This apparent madness was not, however, a form of escapism. Drawing an 
insane static was the way they found to paradoxically stay sane during the 
Cold War that gripped Latin America and the military dictatorship established 
in Brazil in 1964. Amid violence and censorship, dreaming up utopias was a 
means of protesting against a cruel reality. Madness, in this case, would be 
resigning to the barbarity. 

Akin to the world dreamed of by Galeano, in which the cooks would not 
believe that lobsters liked being boiled alive620, in the fantasy of Artigas and 
Cascaldi, reinforced concrete beams forming enormous open spans would not 
collapse, and a building would not bend for having been perched on supports 
tapering to points without area or volume. 

Indeed, Artigas saw a direct relationship between the structural design and 
social design. It is worthy to reiterate that he once associated the apostles 
painted on the capitals of the four columns supporting the dome of Saint 
Peter´s Basilica, in the Vatican, with the design of a community that lived in 
the heavens. For him, this dome representing the heavens was not supported 
by columns but by apostles. 

Artigas said that the builder represents in a building a design imposed by 
society. In his case, the buildings designed by him represented, among others, 
a static utopia for an equally utopian society. Alongside Cascaldi, Artigas 
designed reinforced concrete structures that, from a strictly mechanical 
standpoint, were unfeasible: extraordinarily wide spans, large frames built 
without expansion joints, points of support that tapered into nothing, and 
empty hinges designed for intersections with high structural tension.  

This rebelliousness which defied the laws of static made society´s design 
portrayed in his buildings something of a manifesto. Artigas said he had the 
right, as an artist, to design utopias to protest against a perverse political and 
economic reality. In partnership with Cascaldi, he convinced us that 
reinforced concrete structures able to defy the laws of physics were a 
metaphor of rebelliousness, disobedience and subversion of the status quo. 

Designing an implausible behavior equated to criticizing the abuses 
committed by those in power. Artigas said it was necessary to confront the 
vanguard with a reality in which the rich got richer and the poor got poorer. In 
his view, changing this course of history called for a review of the 
relationships between the industrialized countries and developing nations.  

The answer to the problem was provided by Artigas and Cascaldi, among 
others, in the form of structures grounded in ethical principles. And to convey 

                                                        
620 Galeano, Eduardo. El Derecho al Delirio. In Patas Arriba: La Escuela del Mundo ao Revés. Madrid: 
Siglo XXI de España Editores, 1999, p.343 / „los cocineros no creerán que a las lagostas les encanta que las 
hiervan vivas“ 
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this socially and politically based content, they deployed a methodology 
previously investigated by Karl Bötticher, that classified the ethical principle 
of structures as synonymous of an abstract static principle symbolic in nature. 
As seen earlier, Bötticher exhaustively studied the way it was constructed in 
Ancient architecture and, among other discoveries, revealed that structural 
design in the past was underpinned by a dualism between mechanical-form 
and art-form. While part of a building´s structure had a material and 
mechanical function, another part of the same structure had a predominantly 
abstract and symbolic function.  

It was based on this dualism that Artigas and Cascaldi were able to divide 
the structural project into mechanical and artistic aspects. Thus, part of the 
building was subjected to a lightening of structural loads in order to more 
freely convey static of a symbolic nature. This dualism allowed the structure 
of a building to metaphorically breach the laws of nature and transform into 
not only an anti-natural object, but also an object that – given its symbolism – 
had the power to convey messages with a social content.  

Artigas associated this symbolic content of the structure with a fight against 
capitalism and imperialism. He denounced the Modulor by Le Corbusier as an 
attempt to standardize man with designs on paving the way for the integration 
of industry and capitalism into the whole world. Countering this 
`uniformization’, Artigas fought against not only the inclusion of man, but 
also of architecture and its supporting structure, in a tabula rasa (blank 
canvas) able to suppress both ethics and social function of the architect.  

This constituted, as affirmed by Artigas, a battle against the transformation 
of architecture into a marketing product. With Cascaldi, he combated this 
travesty, among others, in the design of the transition between building and 
ground. Artigas said the way a building sits on the ground was important. In 
other words, he personified the intersection between load (building) and 
support (ground).  

Artigas saw in the contact between building and ground a moment so poetic 
in the structural design that he borrowed another personification from 
Auguste Perret: which was that the points of support must be made to sing 
out. According to Artigas, the support had to express a human content, and 
hence architects in no way competed with the technical vision of engineers. In 
an era when art and science were regarded as incompatible areas of research, 
he defended the notion that architecture was a separate path, with its own line 
of investigation in which it was necessary for the technical side and art to 
coexist. 

At the same time, Artigas also held that this relationship was fraught and, 
although conscious of this, boldly injected human content into the technical 
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side of the reinforced concrete structure transforming it into an artistic object. 
In some of the buildings he designed, the supporting structure was humanized 
in as much as – at least in part – its mechanical functions were elevated to a 
status of allegory. To raise them to this level, he and Cascaldi produced 
fictitious static behaviors by introducing symbolic structural hinges, points of 
support that look like spatial coordinates, and transitions that, instead of being 
heavily reinforced, were transformed into hollow, open recipients to collect 
rain water.    

This humanizing of the technical side transcending the mechanical function 
of a structure was exemplified by Artigas with the caryatids. Historically 
associated with the prisoners of war condemned to eternally bear the weight 
of the roof of the Greek temple, these columns were seen by him as symbols 
of the indispensable human presence to support the most ambitious 
entablatures, and likewise the most ambitious projects.  

Artigas however, lent his own interpretation to these anthropomorphic 
columns associated, among others, with ‘doing of justice´. Conscious or 
otherwise of this function of the work of architecture, he recognized in 
buildings the timeless role of mediator of conflicts. Artigas affirmed for 
example, to have designed the FAUUSP building with a classical Greek 
peristyle. His idea however, was not to design a building with the purpose of 
intermediating the relationship between man and the Gods, as did the Greek 
temple. Drawing on the vocabulary of modern engineering, he and Cascaldi 
intended, above all, to reconcile the tumultuous differences among men. 

As seen previously, Artigas told that the FAUUSP design arose from an 
inert block, i.e., unarmed. Open to the city and devoid of a front door, this 
building was a fortress which famously abdicated its basic function of 
forming a physical barrier, thereby renouncing the belligerent use of the walls. 
Its rectangular volume is formed by four large reinforced concrete beams 
comparable to the curtain-walls of fortifications that, suspended above the 
ground, were supported by slim supports that withstand the weight of the huge 
reinforced concrete monolith placed upon them.  

Grounded in the correspondence between column and human body, these 
supports designed by Artigas and Cascaldi reflect not only another static, but 
also another type of individual. Conferring to the thin pillars the capacity to 
support colossal columns was like symbolically giving humans the ability to 
support, without yielding, the weight of adversities. In the design of the 
FAUUSP building in particular, this analogy transforms load bearing into not 
only a heroic, but superhuman act. 

These unyielding supports making up what Artigas termed the “peristyle” 
of the FAUUSP, marked the symbolic passage to another world. Like in an 
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initiation ritual, this gallery of columns leads the neophyte into another 
reality, represented by a school of architecture open to the outside, yet with 
façades facing inwards onto an inner square called the Caramelo Room. 
Consisting of continuous and socializing spaces, this building was conceived 
to be a cooperative and somatic environment in which the student can 
experience a more human urban reality in contrast to that driven by real-estate 
speculation – so commonplace in São Paulo city. As in a rite of passage 
between two different realities, the enclosures and their heroic supports invite 
the neophyte-student of the FAUUSP to take stock of the social function of 
the architect.  

In the knowledge that this involved the symbolic content of the work of 
architecture, Artigas went further to declare that only Gods could enter the 
FAUUSP. He held that within this building it would be neither cold nor hot. 
In other words, in the mythical universe of this school of architecture a higher 
freedom would reign, capable of suspending both duality and the laws of 
nature governing the world of mortals. 

This distancing from everyday life conceived by Artigas for the FAUUSP 
building has parallels with Carnival - an event in which social rules cease to 
apply for several days in a bid to provide people with a world of fable and 
delirious illusion. The poor people dress like nobles and the nobles dress like 
the poor in a theatrical reversal in which class struggles fleetingly become 
play.  

As in Carnival, in the mythical universe of the FAUUSP there is also a 
truce for the world of plausibility. In this building, light slim supports can 
bear the massive reinforced concrete monolith simply because, in the delirium 
of the architects who designed it, supporting structures do not buckle or break. 
They belong to a time-space in which the force of gravity can be dispensed, 
and the mechanical support of a building can be transformed into a 
superfluous item.  

Fired by the spirit of Russian constructivism and Brazilian constructivist 
art, Artigas and Cascaldi manifested the desire that their designs should be 
independent in relation to the imposition of three-dimensional space and the 
force of gravity. Lightly resting upon the foundations, some buildings they 
designed questioned the very need of physical support for a work of 
architecture. 

Concomitantly, Artigas and Cascaldi exposed, in some points of the 
buildings they designed, intense structural stresses. They showed that the 
solutions devised to support the bulk of the loads of the buildings they 
designed are, in general, conventional from an engineering standpoint. Artigas 
himself revealed this openly in a 1978 video documentary in which he 
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explained that the design of the FAUUSP building, with the exception of one 
point (out there), was of great simplicity understandable by anybody. 
Although not explicitly stating what this other point was, the present study 
centered on the hypothesis that it referred to the monumental structural knots 
of the enclosures, which can be confounded with the notion of columns.  

One of his most renowned students, architect Sérgio Ferro, said that Artigas 
encouraged his students to exaggerate on one point of the design of structures 
in order to render the static behavior more realistic. Although sounding like 
contradictory advice – given that from a technical stance, exaggeration can be 
unwise – this excessiveness accentuates part of the structure which can then 
attain monumental proportions. 

And monumentality was, during the Brazilian art scene of the 1950s and 
1960s, a way of drawing attention to a social aspect that it wished to highlight 
and raise awareness about through works of art. Deeply involved in the 
atmosphere of his time, Artigas not only advised his student, but also made 
parts of the structures of his own designs monumental – particularly the 
structural transition between building and ground. 

Augmentation and exaggeration were therefore ways of dramatizing the 
mechanical behavior of reinforced concrete structures. And, to make the 
observer feel this drama more intensely, Artigas and Cascaldi juxtaposed 
opposites such as heavy and light, empty and solid, in the design of the points 
of great structural tension and concentrated loads. By overlapping completely 
opposing notions, they produced structures that conveyed a dramatic effect 
similar to that caused by an oxymoron – a figure of speech that uses the 
contradiction in a nonsensical way in order to emphasize the intensity of an 
experience, rather than its reason for being.  

Artigas stated that he did not seek lightness for lightness sake, designing 
everything thinner. What intrigued him was designing heavy forms, bringing 
them close to the ground and then dialectically denying them. And it was 
precisely at the point the building neared the ground that he and Cascaldi 
achieved the dialectic – and also dramatic – effect they sought to convey with 
the design of their structures.  

Hence, if we accept that the two architects indeed intended to create an 
allegorical dialogue between load and support for the buildings studied here, 
each chapter of this dissertation becomes an open reflection on a particular 
aspect of this imaginary conversation.    

Dilemma outlined these aspects within the historical context experienced 
by Artigas, and examined some of the possible reasons that led him to seeking 
the dramatic quality between weight and lightness through artistic modeling 
of the static behavior of reinforced concrete structures. 
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Stratagem presented the notion that the load-bearing structures constitute 
instruments that have been used historically to create allegories in works of 
architecture. In this representation, the dialogue between load and support is, 
as a rule of thumb, based on a connotative language able to produce symbols 
– whether ethical, religious or of another kind. In these cases, the structural 
“knot” has proven one of the points of highest concentration of meanings 
conveyed by structural design. 

Subversion highlighted that the unique way in which Artigas and Cascaldi 
expressed the dialogue between load and support in their works was 
influenced by certain moments of contestation and rebelliousness in the 
history of twentieth century art and architecture. This chapter reveals the fact 
that this subversive spirit was necessarily accompanied by attempts to fuse art 
and engineering, and by a polemic over the need of a physical support for 
works of art. 

Confrontation explored the analogies drawn between the human body and 
hinge621 aiming to show that the resolution of tensions or stresses in the design 
of the structural hinge can be interpreted as an allegorical resolution of human 
tensions or conflicts. At this point in the structure, Artigas and Cascaldi 
artistically dissipated the stresses of the intersection between load and support 
in the design of the columns and structural articulations, symbolically 
moderating the tensions among men. This affirmation is based on, among 
others, the historic role of mediators of conflicts symbolically played by 
columns. 

Truce discussed the notion that, in the three buildings studied here, Artigas 
and Cascaldi intended to place the dialogue between load and support in a 
mythical universe, in which a superior freedom predominated over dualisms 
such as day and night, hot and cold, and weight and lightness. In this 
mythically grounded dialogue, the monumental nature of the design of the 
structural hinge sought to place the reinforced concrete structure into the field 
of socio-educational art which, in post-war Brazil, strove to establish peace, 
democracy and social justice - notions that were pursued by Artigas. 

Lastly, the Solid Void raised the possibility that the design of cavities, 
empty volumes and virtual points of support had been used by Artigas and 
Cascaldi as devices to artistically dissipate the energy concentrated at the 
“knot” – an intersection where load and support have a more intense dialogue. 
Exploiting the sculptural qualities of reinforced concrete, they made the SPFC 
Dressing rooms appear to be sustained by virtual points of support without 
area or volume; and the empty transitions of the porticos of the Anhembi 

                                                        
621 The notion of hinge can also be interpreted as a synonym for column or axis mundi.  
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Tennis Club seem able to bear the weight of long and robust reinforced 
concrete beams. 

It was in the design of empty and virtual hinges that Artigas and Cascaldi 
questioned the notions firmly established in the field of structural design, such 
as load, support and force flow. A structural transition comprising more 
empty space than solid material would highlight, among other things, the fact 
that force flow is an enigma for science and is thus still subject to empirical 
judgements. 

It is known for example that attempts to scientifically explain force flow 
either by contact or action-at-a-distance have met insurmountable barriers. 
The concept of force itself is merely a term which, although frequently used, 
in fact refers to the unknown. It is also understood that at the atomic level 
there is no contact between objects – which leads us, by way of analogy, to 
the conclusion there can also be no contact between building and soil, nor 
between members of a structure. Moreover, science has proven that the 
material we call solid is essentially composed of empty spaces - making the 
flow of forces (or loads) among apparently solid objects an even more 
mysterious event.  

Similarly, the transition between beam and column – or column and 
foundation – necessarily involves awareness that the idea loads can be 
transmitted between members of a structure is, at best, an illusion.  

With or without the intention of raising these tough questions afflicting 
science, Artigas and Cascaldi revealed in a symbollic fashion the solid and 
real presence of empty space at points in the structure that theoretically ought 
to be sufficiently robust to handle concentrated loads.  

In fact, provision for empty spaces in reinforced concrete structures is an 
obligatory requirement. In order to be technically safe, this construction 
technology needs to have cavities for placement of roller bearings and/or 
joints that allow for safe expansion and contraction of the structure - which is 
the give needed to prevent fissures, deformations or even ruptures. 

 Having been educated at an engineering school, Artigas and Cascaldi 
understood the logic of the structural behavior of reinforced concrete, and 
designed their buildings with this in mind. However, the end solutions and 
engineering calculations needed for their designs were a concern that they, in 
their practice as architects, left in the capable hands of the “smart engineers” 
they had around them – to use an expression by Artigas.  

More than conspire with the rules of elasticity of the material, he and 
Cascaldi sought to side with an abstract and symbolic static which was 
naturally free of the effects of gravity. In formulating this symbolic structural 
behavior, they were more concerned with the elasticity of empty space than of 
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the reinforced concrete. As heirs to Russian Constructivism, space was the 
central element of the structure and the form crafted using the building 
material merely an accessory item. More than through the material itself, the 
loads of the structures designed by Artigas and Cascaldi for the buildings of 
the FAUUSP, SPFC Dressing Rooms and the Anhembi Tennis Club, appear 
to be transmitted allegorically through empty spaces. When considered from 
this perspective, it is evident that they are grounded in a method of structural 
design that can be best defined as space-finding as opposed to the notion of 
form-finding.  

In fact, enabling empty space to take on a structural function of a solid was, 
above all, a provocative attitude that questioned established ideas on what a 
structure is and how it should be conceived. It is rather like saying: forget for 
a moment all the conventions about structural design. Forget the meanings of 
structure, load, support, transition or force flow. Call all these ideas into 
question in the same way one should question, analogously, the structure on 
which a society is based.  

If the builder represents the design of society in a building, as Artigas 
stated, the empty volumes, virtual supports and fictitious hinges designed by 
him and Cascaldi symbolize an unknown static behavior for an equally 
unknown social design. Artigas reserved the right to protest against the war, 
the dictatorship and social injustices through the work of architecture. 
However, as we have seen, he interpreted this right to protest as synonymous 
with the right to design utopias. This means, among other things, that finding 
a solution to human conflicts was for him a wish, yet at the same time an 
unknown quantity. 

In conjunction with Cascaldi, he settled for highlighting the need to seek 
alternatives for injustice and violence, and the first step toward this was to 
symbolize the cessation of any manner of hostility via the work of 
architecture and its supporting structure. Artigas said that the architect had the 
duty to assume a social responsibility capable of, above all, collaborating 
toward world peace. And the reinforced concrete structures he designed with 
Cascaldi demonstrate exactly this: the need to call a symbolic truce for the 
tensions between load and support in the same way that peace requires a truce 
for the tensions among different countries, religions, and between the rich and 
poor.  

Thus, by designing voids or virtual intersections for points of high 
structural tension, Artigas and Cascaldi reduced the perception of the 
structural forces naturally existing in the transition between load and support 
– which naturally neutralized the deforming effects of gravity.  
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The intention of creating an apparent non-deforming effect is clearly more 
evident in the the designs than in the built buildings – particularly in the SPFC 
Dressing Rooms and the FAUUSP. In the former, Artigas and Cascaldi even 
resorted to painting the pillars, apparantly as a way of strengthening the 
allegorical static concept of the structural design of the facades. In the 
FAUUSP building, the cavities resembling structural hinges carved into the 
outer pillars are again more visible in the design that the constructed building. 
However, an organic fusion or juxtaposition between artistic and mechanical 
structural form in the Anhembi Tennis Club building reduced the discrepancy 
between the design and the constructed building. 

In spite of the disparities outlined above, the design of structural 
transitions, seemingly removed from the restraints of gravity, was one of the 
resources used to transport the three building examined here to an unknown 
reality governed by other laws. 

Driven by the ideal of a more peaceful and democratic society, Artigas and 
Cascaldi designed structural transitions in reinforced concrete belonging to 
the category of that other possible world dreamed by Eduardo Galeano, in 
which death and money lose their magical powers and politicians no longer 
believe that the poor like eating promises.622 It is through structures that 
belonged both to another static and another society that they spur us to 
conjure a reality that is the very anti-thesis of infamy - and about which the 
only certainties we may have appear to be no more than dreams, illusions and 
delirious utopias.  

 
 
 

                                                        
622 Idem / “la muerte y el dinero perderán sus mágicos poderes (...)”; “los políticos no creerán que a los 
pobres les encanta comer promesas” 
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São Paulo Football Club, São Paulo, 1960 
 
Measuring around 140 meters in length and 14 meters in width, this building 
has two extensive longitudinal facades comprising reinforced concrete walls, 
with cut-outs at some points, tapering down into four inverted-triangle 
supports. These triangles, in turn, intersect at the vertex of their inverted 
triangles with the vertex of the four pyramidal supports which “sprout” up 
from the foundations.  

In this building, the reinforced concrete structure basically comprises 12 
parallel porticos that form spans of circa 3,5 meters. These same porticos are 
composed of diagonally leaning columns that support the slab of the first floor 
– forming a table-like design. The diagonal lines of these pillars are partially 
set back from the facades, which  at the same time produce a technically 
appropriate form to absorb part of the moment generated by the vertical forces 
perpendicular to the ceiling and walls which rest on them.  

The transversal open span of approximately 14 meters of the upper floor is 
bridged by a reinforced concrete grill which comprises a translucid roof, 
which in turn is supported by the longitudinal walls of the long facades. These 
walls  redistribute the loads of the roof  to the pillars comprising the porticos 
of the structure. 

Although these same pillars are more rigid on the planes parallel to the 
porticos than on the planes parallel to the two longitudinal facades, their 
pyramidal format is also adequate for absorbing part of the moment caused by 
the action of the horizontal forces transversal to these longer facades of the 
building. In these, the four pillars in an inverted triangle shape serve to help, 
together with rest of the structure, absorb the moment caused by horizontal 
forces. 

No less important are the three expansion joints built for the walls of the 
longitudinal facades that divide the building into four “blocks” which, 
together with the expansion joints of the roof, absorb much of the movement 
of the structure. 
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Dressing rooms, São Paulo Football Club (SPFC), São Paulo, 1960 
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Dressing rooms, São Paulo Football Club (SPFC), São Paulo, 1960: Cross-section. Drawing: Paula 
Mastrocola | www. www.arquiteturabrutalista.com.br 
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Dressing rooms, São Paulo Football Club (SPFC), São Paulo, 1960: Floor plans. Drawing: Paula 
Mastrocola | www. www.arquiteturabrutalista.com.br 
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School of Architecture and Planning, University of São Paulo, 1961 
 
Four large walls of reinforced concrete comprise the rectangular volume 110 
meters in length by 66 meters in width, supported on a total of 50 pillars (36 
internal and 14 in the facades). The flat roof designed for the top of this 
rectangular volume forms a reinforced concrete “grid” which, in their spans, 
incorporate translucent sheds which serve to provide the main source of 
natural light for the interior of the building. An aerial view shows that this 
translucent flat roof – covering an area of approximately 7.260 m2 – is also 
comprised of inverted longitudinal beams every 22 meters and transversal 
beams every 5.5 meters.  

In contrast to a monolithic block, this roof was divided into smaller 
sections using expansion joints. A central joint cuts the beams-frames of the 
longitudinal facades into two, and likewise the roof. Thus, it is a joint which 
splits the building in half transversally. This same joint works together with 
the other longitudinal and transversal joints parallel to the external walls, 
forming a rectangular ring on the predominantly circular internal pillars, 
placed ever 11 meters – which in turn support the central span of the building.  
Together with the monolithic uprights of the building (both inner and outer), 
these expansion joints in the roof allow for the movement of the structure.  

Akin to the SPFC Dressing Rooms building, the reinforced concrete walls 
of the facades taper at certain points and transform into supporting uprights in 
the form of inverted triangles which descend to intersect with pyramidal bases 
that “sprout” from the foundations. This pyramidal and inverted triangle form 
of the outer vertical supports is not random, but also technically adequate to 
absorb part of the movement generated by the horizontal forces on the 
structure of the building. However, all of these outer supports, bar four, had 
their structural loads reduced. 
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School of Architecture and Planning (FAUUSP), São Paulo, 1961. Photo: Arquivo FAUUSP 
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School of Architecture and Planning (FAUUSP), São Paulo, 1961. Photo: Arquivo FAUUSP 
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School of Architecture and Planning (FAUUSP), São Paulo, 1961: Second floor. Drawing: Paula 
Mastrocola | www. www.arquiteturabrutalista.com.br 
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School of Architecture and Planning (FAUUSP), São Paulo, 1961: First floor. Drawing: Paula Mastrocola | 
www. www.arquiteturabrutalista.com.br 
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School of Architecture and Planning (FAUUSP), São Paulo, 1961: Ground floor. Drawing: Paula 
Mastrocola | www. www.arquiteturabrutalista.com.br 
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School of Architecture and Planning (FAUUSP), São Paulo, 1961: Underground floor. Drawing: Paula 
Mastrocola | www. www.arquiteturabrutalista.com.br 
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Anhembi Tennis Club (ATC), São Paulo, 1962 
 
Comprising a rectangular volume 30 meters in width by 200 meters in length 
and averaging 6.5 meters in height, the structure of this building is formed by 
21 practically identical reinforced concrete porticos erected every 10 meters 
that have a shape derived from a bending moment diagram.  

The inverted beams of these porticos bridge the transversal span of the 
building, forming a flat “grid” type roof covering approximately 6,000 m2, on 
which translucent sheds are supported transversally. These beams bifurcate at 
their upper ends, each into two cantilever beams that spread at an angle of 
approximately 12 degrees relative to the axis of the main beam - giving a total 
open angle of around 24 degrees. This opening, located between the two 
cantilever beams – and which at the same time theoretically corresponds to 
the point of transition between beam and vertical support of the portico - 
forms a space deployed to channel rainwater from the roof. These beams are 
assumed to be prestressed, but the lack of access to the structural blueprints of 
the building precludes a conclusive affirmation on the use of prestressing. 

The vertical supports of these porticos are formed by diagonal lines which, 
similarly to the SPFC Dressing Rooms and FAUUSP buildings, result in a 
technically adequate way of absorption for part of the horizontal and vertical 
forces acting on the structure of the building. A diagram of intensity and 
direction of static forces shows the advantages of the shape of the portico of 
the Anhembi Tennis Club compared with distributing the structural forces 
through a rectangular portico (see illustrations). 

No less important is to also note that the lateral facades of the building 
differ to the original design (part of which is available at the FAUUSP 
library). With regard to these facades, they were “sliced” probably with the 
purpose of showing: 1) the mechanical functioning of the structure – 
particularly concerning the interseccion between the vertical supports with the 
beam bridging the transversal span; and 2) the design of the guttering 
channels which – cast in reinforced concrete together with the cantilever 
beams forming the upper cavities of the porticos – collect rainwater and 
convey it via a chute into drains which, situated over two meters above the 
ground, run off in the form of small intermittent “waterfalls”. 
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Anhembi Tennis Club (ATC), São Paulo, 1962. Reinforced concrete frames. Photo: Arquivo FAUUSP
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Anhembi Tennis Club (ATC), São Paulo, 1962: Cross-sections. Drawing: Julio Beraldo Valente. In 
www.arquiteturabrutalista.com.br 
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Anhembi Tennis Club (ATC), São Paulo, 1962: Floor-plans. Drawing: Julio Beraldo Valente. In 
www.arquiteturabrutalista.com.br 
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Anhembi Tennis Club (ATC), São Paulo, 1962: under vertical loads, form of the frame chosen by Artigas 
and Cascaldi (on top) shows more compliance with static forces than the other two exemplified frames. 
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Anhembi Tennis Club (ATC), São Paulo, 1962: under horizontal loads, form of the frame chosen by 
Artigas and Cascaldi (on top) shows more compliance with static forces than the other two exemplified 
frames.



 


